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From 29 January, you
can get half price Young Persons
Railcards and half price travel.
\

Idon't half fancy that.
From 29 January until 25 February 16-23 year olds can buy aYoung Persons Railcard for half price (that's £750 instead of
£15). You can also get half price travel when you buy a "Winter Wanderer'.' This gives 50% off the full Blue Saver or Network
AwayBreak Fare. "Winter Wanderers" are not valid on Fridays or on trains arriving in London at or before 1000 Mondays to
Thursdays. Isn't it time you did things by halves? Pick up a leaflet at your BR station or Rail Appointed Agents for full details.

Young Persons Railcard.
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Those lovable pop rogues the Wonder Stuff release their single 'Who Wants To Be The Disco
King' on February 27. The flip side features alive version of 'Unbearable,' while the 12 inch
also features live versions of `No For The 13th Time' and '10 Trenches Deep'.
The Stuffies have also lined up atour with dates at Bristol Studio March 14, Newcastle
Mayfair 16, Glasgow Barrowlands 17, Birmingham Hummingbird 19, Cambridge Corn
Exchange 20, London Town & Country Club 21, 22. They'll also be playing a show in
Manchester on march 15 at ayet to be confirmed venue.

THEN AN
ALBUM

BURNING UP
Simply Red release their third

Then Jerico, those men with the mag-

album, 'A New Flame', on February

nificent cheekbones, release their

13. The album has 10 songs, including

second album, 'The Big Area', on'
February 20. The album features
their top 20 hit 'Big Area', which will
also appear on the soundtrack for
the forthcoming film 'Slipstream'

their current hit 'It's Only Love,' and
among the other tracks you'll find
'You've Got It', 'To Be With You' and
'More'.
Simply Red start an extensive world

and other tracks include 'You Ought

tour soon, kicking off with some pre-

To Know', 'Reeling' and 'Helpless'.

viously announced British dates later

The band have a heavy schedule
lined up. After playing a European
tour they'll be heading for America,
Japan and Australia.

this month.

CUDDLY TOUR
Roachford, who are snuggling up to
the charts with 'Cuddly Toy', have lined
up a mighty spring tour. They'll be kicking off with Brighton Top Rank Suite
on March 20, followed by Nottingham
Rock City 22, Chesterfield Winding

611,
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Wheel 23, Portsmouth Guildhall 25,
Birmingham Powerhouse 26, Bristol

The legendary Dusty Springfield teams up with the Pet Shop Boys again for her single I>

Studio 27, Newcastle Mayfair 29,

'Nothing Has Been Proved', out on February 13. Especially written for Dusty by the Pet

Glasgow Barrowlands 30, Manchester

Shop Boys, who also make aguest appearance on the track, 'Nothing Has Been Proved' is

International 2 31, Liverpool Royal

the theme song from the forthcoming film 'Scandal', which tells the story of the Profumo

Court April 1, London Town & Country

affair which brought down the Tory government in the early Sixties.

Club 3, 4.

A special 12 inch dance remix will be available which includes an orchestral arrangement
by Angelo Badalamenti, who arranged the orchestration on the Pet Shop Boys album
'Actually'.
Dusty last worked with the Pet Shop Boys 18 months ago when she made a guest
appearance on their single 'What Have IDone To Deserve This'.
R N%

FOOD, IN THEIR INFINITE WISDOM, HAVE DECIDED THAT ONCE A SMALL FRACTION OFTHE POPULATION DISCOVER
THE SUBLIME QUALITIES OF THIS CLASSIC ALBUM, THE WORD WILL BE SPREAD AND BEFORE YOU CAN SAY
"SHIPPING -TRIPLE -PLATINUM" D.P.W. WILL BE MONOPOLISING THE AUDIO TECHNOLOGY OF THE NATION.
TO THIS END WE HAVE SUCCEEDED IN MAKING AVAILABLE TO YOU AT THESE LUDICROUSLY GENEROUS PRICES

ON TOUR WITH BIG COUNTRY
JANUARY 22/23/24. HAMMERSMITH ODEON 26. NOTTINGHAM ROYAL CONCERT HALL 27 SHEFFIELDCITY HALL 28. NEWCASTLE
CITY HALL 30. EDINBURGH PLAYHOUSE

31. ABERDEEN CAPITOL FEBRUARY

4. NEWPORT CENTRE 5. PORTSMOUTH GUILDHALL 7 POOLE ARTS CENTRE

1, LIVERPOOL EMPIRE

3. MANCHESTER APOLLO

B. CORNWALL COLISEUM 9. GLOUCESTER LEISURE

CENTRE 11. BIRMINGHAM HUMMINGBIRD 12. NEWCASTLECITY HALL 14/15. GLASGOW BARROWLANDS 16 EDINBURGH PLAYHOUSE
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• GENE PITNEY:
his chart comeback
has knocked years
off his looks

CONTINUED

RUMOURS

• TOURS
Motorhead will play their first UK dates
outside London in almost two years during
February and March, at Cambridge Corn
Exchange February 26, Folkestone Leas
Cliff Hall 27, Norwich University of East
Anglia 28, Worthing Town Hall March 2,
Cardiff St. David's Hall 3, Manchester
International 4, Leicester University 5,
Leeds University 6.
The Expressways. fronted by ex-Jesus
And Mary Chain member John Moore, will
be playing dates at Rayleigh Pink
Toothbrush February 23, Treforest
Polytechnic of South Wales 24, Walsall
Junction 10 25, Bristol Bierkeller 26,
Edinburgh The Venue March 2, Glasgow
Barrowlands 3, Aberdeen The Venue 4,
Dundee Dance Factory 5, Newcastle
Polytechnic 7, Leeds Duchess of York 8,
Middlesborough Teesside Polytechnic 9,
Warrington Legends 10, Leicester
Polytechnic 13, Liverpool Polytechnic 14,
London Town & Country Club 16, Dudley
JB's 17, Sheffield Leadmill 18.
Hothouse have lined up ashort tour,
with dates at Bristol University February
1I, Huddersfield Polytechnic IS,
Roehampton Frobel College 17, Swansea
Ritz 19, Sheffield University 24, London
Town & Country Club March 3,
Manchester International 8, Birmingham
Aston University 10.
Mike And The Mechanics have
added extra dates to their spring tour, at
Edinburgh Playhouse March 17, Newcastle
City Hall 18 and Hammersmith Odeon 19.
Tickets now on sale priced at £9.50 and
£8.50 for Edinburgh and Newcastle, £10
and £9 for London.
Bliss are now on tour with February
dates at London ULU 9, Manchester Band
On The Wall 13, Newcastle Polytechnic 17,
Bath Moles Club 23, Gloucester C.A.T. 24,
Cardiff University 25, Surrey University 26.
Brother Beyond have added another
date to their tour, playing London's Royal
Albert Hall on March 20. Tickets are
available from the box office.

It now looks likely that Michael Jackson will be featured on the forthcoming Jacksons album
'Jackson Street', hut he'll be recording his bits separately from his brothers ... Tom Jones
wants to follow up 'Kiss' with aversion of Bowie's 'Let's Dance', and he wants Bowie to
produce it ... Transvision Vamp's new album is scheduled for release in the spring.
Meanwhile, two of their songs will be featured in forthcoming films. 'I Want Your Love' will
be in the soundtrack to 'Cookie', which stars Emily Lloyd, while 'Sex Kick' will be in the
new Nick Nolte film, 'New York Stories'.

'Where Does The Time Go?' this week.

a new lease of life with Marc Almond

The flip side is 'My Little Secret', re-

on the remake of 'Something's Gotten

corded live in Cologne during last

Hold Of My Heart', will be playing a

year's European tour. The 12 inch also

25 date spring tour. The man with the

includes 'Behind Closed Doors'.

tan will be appearing at Bognor Gaiety Theatre March 10, 11, Batley Frontier 13, 14, Manchester Willows 15,
16, Usk Savvas 17, 18, Northampton
Derngate Theatre 20, Hartlepool
Borough Hall 21, Margate Winter
Gardens 23, Camberley Lakeside
Country Club 24, 25, London Dominion 26, Derby Assembly Rooms 28,
Reading Hexagon 29, Croydon Fairfield Halls 30, Luton Ceasers 31, April
1, Birmingham Kings April 3, 4, Paignton Festival Theatre 5, Southampton
Mayflower 6, Purfleet Circus Tavern 7,
8.
Break out your evening suits and

Freiheit release 'Kissed You In The Rain'
on February 13. It's their follow-up to their
hit single 'Keeping The Dream Alive', and
taken from their 'Fantasy' album.
Chris De Burgh is releasing 'Sailing
Away', taken from his current album,
'Flying Colours', and backed with alive
version of 'The Head And The Heart'.

R tv%

Travel' on February 13, have lined up
a monstrous tour. They'll be playing
.Rayleigh Pink Toothbrush February 23,
Wales Polytechnic 24, Walsall Junction
10, 25, Bristol Bierkeller 26, Belfast
Limelight 28, Dublin Baggot March 1,
Edinburgh Venue 2, Glasgow Revue 3,
Aberdeen Venue 4, Dundee Dance
Factory 5, Newcastle Polytechnic 7,
Leeds Duchess Of York 8, Cleveland

Leicester Polytechnic 13, Liverpool
Polytechnic 14, Nottingham Rock City
15, London Town & Country Club 16,
Dudley JB's 17, Sheffield Leadmill 18.

411110

LET MT BE

Clive Griffin,

a

lad who deserves to be huge in '89, releases 'Be There' on

February 20. The flip side features 'Try To Be Happy' while the 12 inch
features an extended version of 'Be There' by Birmingham dance exponents
Electribe 1.0.1.
Clive is now putting the finishing touches to his debut album, which will be
out later this year.

STIFEEET 5011JIIME:05
Stephen Street, Morrissey's producer and co-writer, is helping to set up anew record label
aimed at encouraging fresh talent. Street is being joined in the venture by radio plugger and
promotion company executive Terry Hollingsworth and journalist Jerry Smith, and they
want to hear from aspiring bands.
Send tapes or videos to Into The Unknown, Ten Times Better, 83 Clerkenwell Road,
London EC IR 5HP.

6

Pop pirates Crazyhead, who re-

lease their single 'Have Love Will

Legends 10, Manchester University 11,

Lou Reed releases his single 'Dirty Blud',
from his new album, 'New York', on
February 13. The flip side, 'The Last Great
American Whale', is also from the album.
The 12 inch includes 'The Room' recorded
especially for UK release.

Jennifer Rush releases her single 'Keep
The Fires Burning Bright' on February 13.
It's taken from her 'Passion' album, released
at the end of last year.

CRAZY LITRE
TOUR

Teesside Polytechnic 9, Warrington

• RELEASES

Donna Summer releases 'This Time I
Know It's For Real' on February 13.
Written by Donna and SAW, the single has
been taken from aforthcoming album.

Julia Fordham releases her single

Gene Pitney, who's been enjoying

bow ties now.

Errol Brown. former Hot Chocolate
frontman, releases his debut solo album,
'That's How Love Is', on February 13. It
includes his 1987 top 25 hit single
'Personal Touch'.

RIGHT ON TIME

PITNEY TOUR

MODE PREMIERE

SAY WHAT?

POWER ON

The world premiere of the Depeche

Alexander O'Neal, the man

Will To Power re-

Mode film, '101', will be held on

who's so smooth he even irons his

Wednesday February 22 at the Lon-

lease their self-titled

boxer shorts, releases his single

don Dominion at 8pm. Depeche Mode
will be along to view their masterpiece,
filmed at the Pasadena Rose Bowl in

'Hearsay' on February 13. Alex has
been nominated for Best Interna-

debut album this week.
Tracks include their

tional Artist at the BRITS Awards

smash hit single, 'Baby

The film will also be shown at the

(held the night the single is re-

ILove Your Way', and

Birmingham Cannon on March 2, and

leased), and his 'Hearsay All Mixed

Los Angeles, last summer.

the AMC Centre in Clydebank, Glasgow, on March 10.

Up' album has topped the UK dance
charts.

the follow-up, 'Fading
Away', due for release
on February 20. We're

«lb

IJ ti tams

sacoc

The Bunnymen are riding again. Following the departure of Ian McCulloch from the line-up
last year, Will Sergeant, Les Pattinson and Pete de Freitas are planning to release aone-off
single with afemale guest vocalist. Further details will follow shortly, as yet nothing else has
been confirmed.
In the meantime, the hunt is on to find apermanent singer for the group. Anybody
interested should contact Steve Jensen, Direct Management, Suite 8, 50 Sullivan Road,
London SW6 3DX. The band say they want serious applicants only, and no divvies!

told 'Fading Away' is a
return to Will To
Power's dancefloor
roots, which all sounds
jolly exciting indeed.
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most avant-garde band that ever lived,
but we have done things which are
fairly innovative. Ithink if every musician tried to be as personalised and
unique as we have been, then things
might be a bit healthier ...But no
doubt I'll get another slagging off for
having said that," and he laughs.

COMPASSION
Somewhere else amidst the fog of preformed judgements that surround the
band is the idea that Stuart's belief in
Big Country as a sharing, caring, people's band is, erm ...abit naive.
The theory is that songs about factory close-downs and pride in your
history tend to get squashed by the
stadium rock Hogmanay revelry. The
morning after the Dublin show, Stuart
admits to being uncomfortable with
the "tribal" aspect to BC gigs (something you could clearly see when the
fervent audience broke into "Ere we
go/'Ere we go" football chants). But
his faith in Big Country remains undiminished.
For example, he found the band's
recent trip to play in Russia "completely valuable" as a tiny East-West
contact-making step. And being. mistakenly held up as some sort of 'people's hero' is but a small price to pay
for staying in line with your working
family, Scottish council estate roots.
"Because of the way I choose to

live my life and choose to be in certain things you're definitely sometimes
held up as being the shining example
for mankind ...And really, I'm not
particularly fussy about that."
'People's Hero' is, after all, an awkward mantle to wear for a former
member of the Skids, who were
almost (well just alittle bit) 'punks'.
"I still am! Very much so. Ithink a
lot of the attitudes I had towards
music in the Skids are still with me.
That you can go on stage and do
things exactly as you want, without
feeling you have to play roles or be
part of aheavy image-building thing. I
think that's always stayed with me,
possibly to my detriment career-wise
...Maybe, it might be very easy to
become 'the biggest thing in the
world' if you get out the smart clothes
and the 'other-worldly persona'. But
I'm not interested in that."

DIGNITY
Married with two kids, Stuart Adamson fits quite nicely into the mould
of agood-hearted-traditional-boy-whojust-happens-to-play-in-a-rock-band.
You can almost see him in the tweeds,
with his feet up in front of a blazing
fire. And then you find out about his
passion for motorbikes. Is this awhiff
of rock 'n' roll decadence in the Big
Country camp? Will Stuart be moving
to LA to ride in Billy Idol's biker
gang?

"No, that's not what Ilike about it.
I like the feeling of actually riding. I
couldn't be bothered with going riding
with a whole group of 'people . .
Yeah, I know. It's one of those old
macho 'rock 'n' roll' images. The
bike's obviously a very phallic symbol
which I'm drawn to because I'm a
guitar player and this BIG ROCK
GOD! It's so obvious ...Mr Cliché
comes to town!
"I'm also HEAVILY into flyfishing. Now there's another great
rock 'n' roll symbol. I mean, Jimmy
Page is right up there with the world's
greatest fly-fishers!"
. Perhaps, when all the fog surrounding Big Country finally clears it'll turn
out that Stuart Adamson is neither the
good-hearted fool, nor the people's
hero, nor some sort of tartan skinned,
jig-happy, guitar playing stag come
loopy nature-poet ... But actually,
the sanest man in rock 'n' roll. How's
this?
"Probably, the biggest measure of
what I am as a human being is the
way that you are at home, as well as
what you do as part of agroup. And I
think the two things carry through,
certainly with me.
"And my family, if Istart jumping
around on the telly with my bottom
hanging out ... Well it's not very
good for when I take the kids to
school the next day."
Quite.

EjrClusive UK Release
emixed by
eid & Babyface
and Dave Shaw
", 12" featuring
3extended remixes
and 3-track CD single
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You may not remember American duo 'Til Tuesday who featured in rm
some time ago with their single 'Welcome Home'. You naughty people
completely ignored our advice that you take Aimee Mann and Michael
Hausman to your collective heart despite them being a rather exceptional
pair, well now you have another chance to follow in the footsteps of Elvis
Costello and proclaim this Boston-based outfit worth more than a cursory
listen. The gentle but powerful pop of '(Believed You Were) Lucky' floats
along on Aimee's magnificently effortless vocal which encouraged the US
public to buy 600,000 copies of 'Til Tuesday's debut LP 'Welcome Home'.
The follow up, 'Everything's Different Now', should be released in the UK at
month.

THE WATERBOYS
FISHING
"FOP

TEN

I'Keeping The Bream Alive' Freiheit
2'The Last Of The Famous International
Porbeagles' Morrissey
Jean de Florette
confides in his
daughter Manon
Manon in search of
the source of the
spring

3'Haddock Of The Bay' Otis Redding
4 'Plaice In Our Time' Big Country
•
5'Mullet Kintyre' Paul McCartney
••
•. 6'Looking For Flounder' Hue & Cry
71-low Come It Never Rains' Dogfish
D'Amour
8 The Living Years' Pike And The
Mechanics
9 'Pink Cadillac' Natalie Sole
I0 'Hippy Hippy Shark' Georgia Satellites
Compiled by the Cod Squad.

GRIPPING
STRANGLERS TRIVIA
IThe Stranglers were originally called
the Chiddingfold Chokers, a cross
between the village that adopted them
and the thin

leather thong Hugh tied

around his throat.
2TV Cook Keith Floyd left the band to
star in his own show about drinking wine
but his composition 'Waltzinblack' is to
be found on the B-side of 'Grip '89'.
3The Stranglers have had one more hit
than the Beatles because Paul McCartney
couldn't play the bass line to 'Grip '89'.
This led to Hugh Cornwell being turned
down as a member of the Traveling
Wilburys.
4 Chrissie Hynde once failed an audition
to become the band's singer when she
misread the scrawled lyric sheet presented to her and declared "I am atoilet
on the sea".
5The band called their first LP 'Rattus
Norvegicus' because a rodent would
frequently eat the contents of the band's
vegetable rack while they were out playing punk rock music to young people.
6 Some pretty stupid things have been
written about the Stranglers.

Roll out the red carpet in front of the video; two of the most eminent films of the last decade are approaching. «Jean
de Florette' and its sequel 'Man« des Sources' (Palace) flouted the usual language barriers at the box office
last year, the power of a great story beautifully filmed and perfectly acted proving too much to resist for filmgoers
weaned on `Rambo' and 'Top Gun'. 'Jean de Florette' is the story of a passionate battle for the possession of an
estate in the French countryside. Cesar (Yves Montand) will commit any dirty deed to win the land for his nephew
Ugolin (Daniel Ateuil), including bumping off the owner. What he doesn't reckon with is Jean de Florette (Gerard
Depardieu) inheriting the land and leaving Paris for an idyllic life in the country.
Cesar sets about trying to rid himself of jean, blocking the spring that irrigates his land. As a result, Jean dies
searching for water and Cesar buys the land for a pittance, leaving Jean's eight-year-old daughter Manon swearing
vengeance. Which is where 'Manon des Sources' takes up the story. Manon, older and even more bitter, subjects
Cesar, Ugolin and the rest of the town to the same torture. Sweet revenge.
Index has four tastefully packaged box sets of 'Jean de Florette' and 'Manon des Sources' to give away to the first
rm readers to answer the following question; Who is the bungling gendarme in "Allo 'Allo'? send your answers on a
postcard to rm 'jean de Florette' Competition, Greater London House, Hampstead Road, London NW I 7QZ, to
arrive by February 20. (TN)

with contributions this week from Tim Nicholson

EARBENDERS
Oooh, 'ere oh no, stop messing
about. Look, no, listen, the Prude,

Andy Strickland

have just got around to releasing
their debut single, a double A-side

'1 Kicked A Boy' the Sundays (Rough
Trade 45)
'The Last Of The Famous
International Playboys' Morrissey
(HMV 45)
'Celebrate Summer' Marc Bolan
(Channel 5video out take)
Catherine Law
'Big Area' Then ferico (London 45)
'Stop' Sam Brown (A&M 45)
'Cathedral Song' Tanita Tikaram
(WEA 45)

SAME

Tim Nicholson
'Singing In The Shower' Less Rita
Mitsouko (Virgin 45)
'The Rattler' Goodbye Mr Mackenzie
(Capitol 45)
'Are You My Baby' Wendy & Lisa
(Virgin 45)

MARC

TIME,

SAME

MARC

PLACE

Ah the memories! Rushing home from

background. Channel 5video have just

school to lust, laugh or drool over Marc

released avideo which includes all of

Bolan's own TV show, depending on
your own particular bent. There he was

TV series as well as his guest appearance

stuck in between 'Paulus The Wood

on 'The Arrows' and 'Get It Together'.

Gnome' and 'Crossroads', or was it

Even Bowie pops up for an aborted guest
appearance, so whatever your motive for

'Timeslip' and 'Kids From 47a'? Anyway,

Bolan's musical appearances in the 'Marc'

week after week Bolan would strut and

appreciating the man and his work in the

pout furiously through some hideous

year 1977, his last, you should get hold of

reworkings of old classics with Herbie

this video. 54 minutes of music for £7.99
from Channel 5.

Flowers' ridiculous boiler suits in the

featuring 'The Lighthouse Keeper's
Daughter' and 'P.S. I'm Leaving'.
Index recently witnessed the Prudes
storming through a set of thoughtful, tuneful pop at a cramped
London venue known as the Sausage IN
Machine and their mixture of Lloyd
Cole meets a much wilder beast
courtesy of Bradleigh Smith's voice
and Nick Rose's guitar. On vinyl the
band have opted for a darker sound
which apes Jesus And Mary Chain
vocal harmonies but still manages to
race towards a pleasing climax. The
Prudes will make better records
than this in the future, but they've
all the necessary ingredients and the
good sense to feature old Kenneth
Williams on the sleeve. A support
slot with Mozza must surely be on
the cards.

Ten Hot Tr.c
The Debut Album

'Foundation'
Includes the singles

•es The Way
Love Is'
'Right Back To You'
'Devotion`
Produced by
Marshall Jefferson &Ten City

LP •Cassette •CD

>In the UK
21st March
CANORMOZ,
Corn Exchange
23rd March
LONDON,
Town and
Country Club
25th March
PRESTATYN
27th March
MAKNESTIER,
The Hacienda
28th March
STOCKTON,
The Mall

w

By arrangement ith
Worldwide Talent

Distributed by Ma Records Ltd.
AWarner Communications Co.
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INSATIABLE
**Ire
There are so many bands that form at
college that it makes you wonder why
we taxpayers bother sometimes, doesn't
it? Take new band the 4 Of Us, who
met while studying amixture of Law,
Modern Languages, Politics and Video at
Belfast.
This led to an adventurous busking
holiday throughout Europe which enabled

'YOU

them to set up their own recording
studio and enter and win anationwide

WIFIAT7

Gaelic house? Sorry, run that by me

MTV video competition. The band's

again! Yep, it's true folks,

single, 'I Just Can't Get Enough', is an
impressively mature debut that belies the

Manchester seven-piece band Toss

band's inexperience and is custom-built
for the more rock orientated chart

The Feathers have released what they
claim is the first Gaelic House

attack. The 4 Of Us — more BAs than a
Mike And The Mechnanics song. Geddit?

record ever made. The band are
well known on the Mancunian club

(AS)

circuit for their traditional fare, but
they've teamed up with house
producer Lee Monteverde and
recorded the intriguing 'Skidoo' that

COMPETITION

mixes some wicked bass and beats

Lock up your ear drums folks, Pop Will Eat Itself are back with their sonic

with the amazing Irish flute of

slice of succulent sensuous singalong, 'Can U Dig It'. As if this momentous

Michael Goldrick.
Quite what all this will do for the
Irish band we're not at all sure, but
it's won them a well-deserved

occasion wasn't enough, we've cobbled together a rather exciting competition in which you can win one of 20 blinding orange and green limited
edition copies of the single with some rather natty PWEI black sweatshirts
thrown in for the first five correct answers to these questions.
IThe Poppies embarked on which of the following patrols

mention in these pages. No doubt

a) 'Night Patrol', b) 'Beaver Patrol', c) 'Dawn Patrol'?

you'll be tracking them down in

2What is the name of the Poppies' handsome hunk of a singer

Manchester sometime and swapping

a) Cliff, b) Clint, c) Chris?
3Whose new LP is called 'Pop Said'
a) Pop Will Eat Itself, b) the Popguns, c) Darling Buds?
Send your answers on a postcard to rm 'PWEI Competition', Greater

tales of Farley Jackmaster's
incessant appetite for pork
scratchings or Steve Silk Hurley's
penchant for warm bitter. Whatever
next? Acid classics? (AS)

London House, Hampstead Road, London NW I 7QZ to arrive by closing
date February 20.
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hippy hippy she
IF IT'S not one thing, it's another. A
year ago, shunned by the British
public and ignored even by their record company, the Escape Club contemplated splitting up. Now the London quartet face adifferent problem:
how to convince America that they
aren't overnight sensations.
Their comeback vinyl after a two
year absence, 'Wild Wild West', flopped as miserably in the UK as the
four singles and album that preceded
it. In America, however, where it was
their first release, it shot to number
one on the back of its hip video and
lyrics, ironically both parodies of
well-worn themes. Though delighted
by this, the Escape Club have stuck
to their original plans for a small introductory Stateside club tour — with
mixed results.
In New York they put in a stiff and
uncomfortable performance to ahardened industry crowd demanding
proof that this was no one hit
wonder.
Fortunately, the Escape Club
weather tonight's storm well. Guitarist

John Holliday explains the secret of
their strength: "We've always believed in what we do. And it's nice to
actually have it confirmed, because
we've always felt that the public have
never given us the thumbs up or
thumbs down because they don't
even know we exist! We felt we did
have some modicum of talent, more
than most. So we kept going. And it
paid off."
Not that there weren't bouts of severe depression.
"This time last year, Iwas asking
all my building mates, 'Have you got
a job?" recalls bassist Johnnie
Christo. "I thought, 'We've had it! I'll
have to go on the dole soon'."
At that time, both their record company and management expressed
severe doubts over the album that is

The Escape Club just can't
win. In Britain they've been
accused of selling out to
America and in the States
they'll be labelled one hit
wonders unless 'Shake For
The Sheik' follows 'Wild
Wild West' to the top of the
charts. Tony Fletcher lends
a steadying hand. Tony
Mottram shakes up some
shots.

and the Alarm were riding the crest
of a resurgent wave of guitar rock,
but, as Trevor admits, the Escape
Club wouldn't even get arecord deal
now. Songs like 'Wild Wild West' and
its natural follow-up, 'Shake For The
Sheik', simply sound more comfortnow 'Wild Wild West'. But, says sinable on MTV than alongside Bros
ger Trevor Steel, the new recipient of
and Kylie Minogue.
America's pin-up adulation, "For the
John: "When we came to New
first time, we dug our heels in." They
York for the first time, we all started
found new management and a new
talking like Americans within four
record label; the album EMI turned
days. And then all of a sudden we
down has now sold almost half a thought, 'What are we doing?' So we
million in the United States alone. So
have this saying: 'Bollocks you wankhow has their success in America
el-I' It's the ultimate English phrase."
been received back home?
Trevor: "If any of us gets out of
Johnnie: "You'd think with a British
line, we just say, 'Bollocks you wankband like ourselves going to number
er!' And it pulls us right back."
one in the States, they'd be going,
Johnnie: "We've been going to
'Well done lads, good on you!' But
basketball matches and football
it's more like, 'They've sold out to
matches. As soon as you go towards
America'."
•
your seat, all these kids start coming
round: 'Can we have your autoLET'S FACE facts: the Escape •
Club
graph? You guys are awesome'."
simply don't fit into today's British
John:
say to them, 'We're not
music scene. It was fine five years
awesome. Niagara Falls is awesome.
ago when Simple Minds, Big Country
We're just agroup'."
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More gossip from the House of Goth. Proprieter: Lisa Tilston

guitars hadn't turned up, so they went
through the rehearsals miming with

quite possible. Anyway, Slammer are
thinking of getting the place exorcised,

broomhandles and tennis rackets. When

because the strange noises which keep
turning up on their tapes are seriously

their things did arrive, just in time, they
thought things were going right at last ...
until they realised the show was actually a
variety show, and they were sandwiched
between acrap magician and afat film
star. That's showbiz for you!

FNARR!
It seems Gloria Estefan and the
Miami Sound Machine have won
best group of the year award in the
States, but what Ireally want to know is
whether little Rick Astley will win his
Grammy. Poor Ricky seems to be always
the bridesmaid, never the bride on these
occasions, and Ireally think it's time for
the Rehabilitation of Rick. After all, who

• Weird to think the Rolling Stones have been around for 25 years, but indeed 'tis so. And
where would goth be without the sterling sounds of 'Paint It Black' and 'Sympathy For The
Devil', eh? It's asobering thought that when you and Iwere in our cradles the Stones were
already fiddling with their guitar strings. No wonder poor Mick Jagger looks depressed. And
with the likes of Tina Turner, Bruce Springsteen, Stevie Wonder, Pete Townsend and Hall &

else has such cute freckles, such furry
jackets, such embarrassing songs? Itake
back every cruel word I've ever said
against him. Rick. Ithink you're triff.
Superbowl mania is still rife in popland
as we hear that the San Francisco
49ers are to make aguest appearance

disrupting the recording!
The totally wondrous Roachford has
definitely started something with his
'Cuddly Toy' single. which is dedicated to
Garfield. It seems people have started
breaking into cars especially to steal the
fluffy Gadelds that you can stick on your
windows. Latest victim of this heinous
crime is Seventies superstar Barry
Blue, who's following in the footsteps of
many of his elders and betters by making
acomeback. Those of you who recall the
delights of 'Dancing On A Saturday Night'
and 'Do You Wanna Dance?' will
doubtless be thrilled at the prospect.
Rumour has it that Derek B. who's
growing dreadlocks, is turning into
something of afledgling sex-god ... which
reminds me, chickens. next week it's
Valentine's Day, so Ihope you're all buying
really sloppy cards for your secret
heartthrobs. Let me know who you've
chosen and we'll compare notes! Til then,
chaps and chapesses!

WOOAROH!

Oates in attendance to see them pick up their Hall of Fame award, there were enough

on the new Huey Lewis single
although what they're going to be doing

wrinkles to sink abattleship. Oooh, plastic surgery all round!

on it is anybody's guess. Perhaps they'll be

How ya doing, Gossipheads? Personally I'm
suffering from terminal exhaustion - not

posted at the exit to every record shop in
town, making sure you buy acopy before
you leave. Well, would you argue with

• Luckily, Tina has come up with away to

anyone that big?

opening your mouth wide and shouting as

Nick Beggs of sparkling new
popsters Ellis, Beggs & Howard you may remember him from his blond

loud as you can -has long been regarded by

caused by too much partying, I'm afraid to
say, but because the tribe of baby
elephants who live over Gossip HQ have
been playing Sex Pistols records 24
hours aday. As the billionth chorus of 'My
Way' begins, your weary goss-guide prays
fervently that punk really is dead, and that
someone will remove the corpse soon.
Still, be reassured that goth-hippy or
hippy-goth or whatever you call it (I refuse
to use the term gippy, which sounds like a
tropical fish) is alive and well and strutting
its stuff at aRose Of Avalanche gig.
Which all goes to show how far you can
go with afake American accent, afrilly
shirt and adodgy haircut - and that's just
the audience!

chap shows off his assets he gets moaned
at ... although it must be said that the
sight of the Vanilfis in skintight trews is not
one Ifind very aesthetically pleasing!
Incidentally, the culprits have recently been
'partying hard' with the Sputniks in
Munich, so whether we'll be seeing anewlook Martin Degville in spray-on
black remains to be seen.
While we're still on the subject of
clothes Imust tell you about French band
Les Rita Mitsuolco, whose new
video is full of naked people. It's actually all
very tasteful -something to do with

dreadlocked Kajagoogoo days (stop
sniggering at the back there) - had anasty
experience when travelling to France the
other day. He'd just got himself comfy on
the big posh tour coach when he realised
the person who'd packed his suitcase for
him had forgotten to put in his passport.
So it was that Nick spent two hours

showers - but .jt seems certain members

crouched in the toilet while they went

of the gutter press have been phoning up

through the border. The poor lamb had
to be barricaded in with luggage so he

begging for acopy under the misguided
impression that it's a'steamy little number
full of bonking'. Ha! No such luck, chaps.

wouldn't be discovered, and nearly

Anyway, isn't it fab the way Radiol DJ
Simon Mayo rechristened Milli
Vanilli as Willie Vanilli after their recent,

Chaos struck the Godfathers yet
again, this time in Spain, where they were

suffocated while he waited. Luckily his
passport was flown out to him on the
next flight, so he didn't have to repeat his

scheduled to appear on what they thought

contortions on the way back!

ahem, revealing 'Top Of The Pops'
performance? And there was me thinking

was amusic show. First of all, drummer
George arrived at the airport with

Radio Ihad no sense of humour. Mind

barely two minutes to spare. Then his
luggage went missing. Then the whole

you, it seems quite afew people weren't
too impressed by the terrible two's tight
kecks, judging by the number of
complaints 'Points Of View' have
received. We're talking sackloads! It

band missed the next flight. Then they
found aflight which took them to atown
amere 150 miles from their original
destination, and hired ataxi -which
promptly broke down on top of a

CHORTLE!
Up 'n' coming thrash metalheads
Slammer have been recording in the
studio the Who used to use, and are

doesn't quite seem fair to me that scantilyclad girlies can prance around without

mountain. They eventually reached the TV

convinced they're being haunted by the
ghost of Keith Moon. Keith was
something of ahellraiser in his time, as

anyone making afuss, but as soon as a

studio, only to fund that their suits and

well as being outstandingly cute, so it's

1

R

rejuvenate Mick. Primal screaming -

psychotherapists as away of returning to
your childhood -or even to the womb.
Unfortunately, it can sometimes have the
effect of taking the participants forward into
their second childhood, also known as
senility. We'll let you know ‘',hat happened
to Mick next week!

UP>
'Beer, beer, we want more beer,
All the lads are cheerin;
Get the fin' beers in.'
The beastly boys are back!
"Plenty of birds, plenty of booze

reflections on the state of the game. Such
behaviour also suggests they may have
'been on the ale' before the rm interview
started.
Adam: "Wolves, Wolves, up the
it's

all right, this," grins Poppies' guitarist Adam
(Mole), while performing the noisy,
potentially messy act of sipping acan of
"shit" lager, and stroking his beard.
"If Iwasn't doing this, Idon't know
where I'd f***in' be," muses Graham 'Sir

Wolves."
Graham: "I bet Tony Costee didn't do
badly out of his transfer to Everton.
£2,000,000, he must have got some of
that."
Adam: "We're the equivalent of Wolves
— top of the third division of pop."
•

Charles' Crabbe, PWEI's thoughtful
drummer. "I might be aparkie (parkkeeper), trying to scare little boys and girls

RAP ATTACK
Some of those who aren't happy with the

off the grass."

Poppies are their early 'grebo' fans.

"Better than the crap life on the dole,"
smirks singer Clint Mansell, gazing proudly

Linked, at first, to the trend that produced

at his new pair of shiny leather jeans.

Leicester's Gaye Bykers and Crazyhead,
combining long hair with punky/metal

"There was this stupid cow at the DHSS
who had it in for me ... bloody old bag."

noise, they now find themselves being
criticised by their original audience, as Clint

A lot of people aren't too happy with
these loud, hyperactive, scruff-rockers.
Maybe it's the bad language barrier. But

explains:
"We can't win. When we played
without samples, few people came to our

'Can U Dig It', the Poppies' brash, bright,

gigs or took notice of us. Now we'vè

trashed-up, new fake hip/hop/rap/pop
single should win them new friends.

started using samples and tapes,

Substituting genuine metaVmental
mayhem for the cock-rock clichés, while
spicing things up with sharp studio cut-ups
and samples, it will hopefully put an end to
bad publicity caused by their rude 'Box
Frenzy' LP, and the controversial 'Beaver
Patrol' single.
Gone are the tipsy lyrics the world's
entire female population probably found
offensive (/ didn't — Dep Ed), replaced by
homage to such Pop Will Eat Itself heroes
as kung-fu Star Bruce Lee, 'Batman' actor
Bruce Wayne, and Australian HM pioneers
AC/DC.
Their first release since signing to a
major label, it marks amake or break
situation for them, as Clint admits: "In

everyone's slagging us for being fakes."
These attacks reached apeak on last
year's Run-DMOPublic Enemy Def Jam
tour, when they were asked to be the
support act. How do they feel now about
what happened? (They were canned off
stage?)
Adam: "At first it was great for us. I
think they're two of the best bands there
are at the moment, so to be asked to join
them was adream, though it soon turned
into anightmare."
Clint: "I've got over it now, but at the
time Iwas bloody pissed off."
What was the worst moment?

LAGER LOUTS

me, Icould see him trying to climb onstage."

than another can of lager, recalls "a wild,
drunken time", as amarketing student
Clint, on the other hand, "was never
much good academically", while Graham
went to aposh grammar school that made
him afraid of girls.
The way 'Can U Dig It' swings between
sampling frenzy and heavy metal magic
mirrors the way Adam and Graham slip
suddenly from serious talk into pissed,
soccer job, terrace-style chants and

Graham: "The concert was OK, but I
wasn't impressed in other ways. Their

teacher gets on the coach, and says right,

own groups sounded like Pink Floyd and

it's time to get out your pens and paper."

the Beatles, and ordinary people had to

Clint: "Musically, we're trying to be a
cross between Zodiac Mindwarp and

LONGHAIR SWEETIES

they were throwing fireworks and coins.

opting for amurky mug of coffee rather

really are. We're just like four guys on a
school trip, sitting at the back of the bus

were huge guys like something out of a
horror movie. We were shifting bricks,
There was one guy who meant to have

Clint: "If he'd got you, he'd have ripped
your eyes out and pived in your brain."
Shuddering at the memory of finally
dropping out of the tour after "being
gobbed on by I7-year-old Belgian BBoys," the three Poppies are briefly lost in
glum thoughts of areturn to life on the
dole, and how to cope.
Perhaps they're worrying too much,
though. If some narrow-minded audiences
and authorities aren't interested, others
are. Last year, the Poppies also played in
Russia.
Clint: "We got turned down from

Record Mirror what Pop Will Eat Itself

How did they go down?
Adam: "The gigs were fine — great"

queue for everything."

Midlands."

last touches to their new LP in time for
the interview, but Adam, unexpectedly

to apear in Lithuania."

Graham: "I don't want to give the
wrong impression, but at Brixton there

three weeks we could be finished, back
on the dole in Stourbridge in the

Bassist Richard Marsh didn't turn up at the
hi-tech studio where they're putting the

"We're just like four guys on aschool trip sitting at the back of o bus having olough"

having alaugh. And it's hard when the

S'Express."
We've covered some ground, but what

Graham: "That's all we are. We could
do songs on the new LP with titles like

drives these high-spirited, self-confessed
"oiks" still isn't clear. The time has now

'Save The Black Lesbian Anaconda Whale',
but it's not us."

come for some answers. Adam, feeling
poorly represented in other interviews,
wants to put things straight.
"I'm going to take this chance to say in
Are Pop Will Eat Itself
starting to dean up
their act and behave
like normal people?
With their single 'Can
U Dig It', they might be
heading that way.
Henry Williams pops

entering America on the grounds of not

round for a chat. Tasty

having artistic merit, and then we were

shots Steve Wright

Clint: "We just go from one
disaster to another, really. We didn't
expect all the fuss over 'Beaver Patrol',
and we didn't expect trouble on the RunDMC tour."
Adam: "People don't want to know
what we're really like. For example, when
we signed to RCA we insisted on aset of
golf clubs to be included in the contract.
It's our interest, playing golf. Not alot of
people know that."
Blimey, Poppies in golfing shock! What
next for these mad, bad, super yobs with
spotty lad appeal? They may not be fluffy
stars ... but if you're hungry and they've
got one Malteser left, Ibet they won't eat
it themselves.
Can U dig them?

3111111111111111111111111111111

It's taken Sheena Easton 10
years to shake off her cute
wee lassie image. She's

"Vacations and days off don't mean I
get achance to slob out. I'm avery
active person — Iwork out, Iwalk. I
like to hike for 20 miles in the Santa
Monica mountains. Also, I'm studying
astronomy, Iread books, I'm
interested in the environment, Itake
time out to get involved y'know? My
life is fun."

become a real 'Modern Girl',
found her Prince and now
she's hit the charts with
'The Lover In Me'.
Penetrating interview by
Johnny '9 To 5' Dee. 'Big
Time' photos by Joe Shutter

SHEENA EASTON is American.
Actually, this is alie. She is, in fact,
Scottish. Born and brought up in
Bellshill — awell-to-do suburb of
Glasgow — she began singing at the
tender age of three. Leaving home in
her late teens, to study at drama
school in Glasgow, she formed a
band with some mates and sang
cover versions of top 40 hits in local
working men's clubs.
She even talks like an American —
using words like "kinda" and
"vacation", the word "fun" is like a
sharp punch in the teeth, "yeah" a
hippy yawn. If this interview was
written how Sheena spoke. Each
sentence would end with an
exclamation mark.
All this may sound trivial and unimportant but it's all part of Sheena
Easton's transformation from
struggling, 'naff, Scottish singer to
credible Californian starlet.
Sheena's latest single, 'The Lover In
Me' is aheaving, panting, funk song
with adistinct Paisley Park sound and
"sexy" lyrics. In America she is played
on black r'n' bradio stations, her
records have consistently made the
top 10 of the dance charts. Stateside,
Sheena Easton is hip. Here in Britain
we remember her past ...
In 1980 she was chosen to appear
in aspin-off of the 'That's Life' TV
show called 'The Big Time'. The
programme's aim was to change
ordinary people into stars of their
particular field. It worked, EMI signed
Sheena up and she had two hit singles
— 'Modern Girl' and '9 to 5'.
Following this she left for America,
recorded the theme to the Bond film
'For Yours Eyes Only', and since then
has failed to make any further
impression on the British charts.
America, on the other hand,
immediately took to her — the first
US album winning aGrammy Award
for Best New Artist.
ALTHOUGH A natural progression
for her after the US dance smash,
'Strut', followers of fashion were
stunned when Sheena began working
with Prince.
"We shared an engineer who had
worked with both of us," she
explains. "We got talking about Prince
and Isaid how much Iloved '1999'. I
asked him how he thought Prince
would react if Iasked him to write a

"It is sexual —

song for me. He said, 'try it', so Isent
him some of the stuff I'd been
recording. Iwas kinda shocked when
two days later Iheard back from him
and he'd sent me the lyrics to 'Sugar
Walls' — which became amassive
hit."
The pair became friends, continuing
to work together — eventually
culminating in Sheena's involvement
with 'Sign O' The Times' and the duet
'U Got The Look'. What did the
Purple One like about Sheena?
"I think he really liked my voice. He
thought my voice, technically, could
sing lots of different things — which
he enjoyed."
Having worked with him does she,
like everyone else (it seems), think
he's the sexiest man in the universe?
"I never really think about it," she
replies, cagily. "It's weird ya know? I
see him on stage, all these girls going
nuts and Ithink, 'yeah, yeah, hummm,
he's sor-ta sexy'. Because I've known
him for five years it's hard to think of
him that way. We've sat down and
talked about our ideas, our politics"
(she's aDemocrat supporter) "and
different things we believe in. So, he's
afriend, abuddy. Iguess the answer
to the question is, yeah Prince is sexy.
But, Idon't dwell on it."
THE VIDEO to the new single seems
very influenced by Prince. It's very
steamy, with plenty of gyrating and
pervy movements.
"No, no, Ibeg to differ. Prince
would crawl up and die if he heard
you say that It's nothing like Prince."
It's very blatant, basically it's. saying
'let's get it on', in no uncertain terms.
"It says whatever you want it to
say," she disclaims. "For me it was a
conscious effort to make athree
minute movie. It's very bright,
energetic. It is sexual — dancing is a
very sexual thing — but, it's not
pornographic. It's fun, the video is
fun."
Despite Sheena's claims, the video
does seem to go against her newfound feminist ideals. Sheena is
wearing askimpy bikini. It's hardly
vulgar but, not exactly the standard
wear for someone with such strong
principles.
"There's avery condescending
attitude that women, in order to be
taken seriously, have to burn their
bra and stop wearing high heels. Istill
think you can be afeminist and dress
how you like. People get wrapped up
in the superficialities of feminism. Let's
start worrying about equality in the
work-force, stop worrying about
lipstick."
Sheena Easton is astrong-headed
woman, someone who won't let
anybody push her around. It's time to
acknowledge that and finally stop
thinking about Esther Rantzen

dancing is a very sexual thing — but, it's
not pornographic"
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• SEQUAL have been driving Florida
audiences wild with their sexy stage
shows for three years, following in
the stilettoed footsteps of Exposé and
Miami Sound Machine. Their polished
latino Hi-NRG sound has even
earned them atop 10 hit in the
States, so quite why this impish duo
should embark on an exhausting
tour of British nightclubs to promote
their spunky new single 'I'm Over
You' is beyond me. Perhaps Maria
Abraham and Angie Vollaro had
visions of Buckingham Palace and
meeting the Queen. What they got
was outside toilets in Sunderland,
black pudding and good ol' British
beer-swilling charm.
"We gave this kid in the audience
the mic thinking he was going to
say something nice," says Maria
with the sort of wide-eyed
innocence that makes Bambi look
perverted. "Instead he shouted
'Have you ever f***ed a Yorkshire man?!' But the bouncers
made him apologise, so it was OK.
Boys will be boys, Iguess."
Sequal may look like shortskirted bimbettes, and giggle like
they've had one too many
tequilas, but they take their music
seriously.
"We're not just a couple of
puppets for some producer," says
Angie. "We write out own songs,
and choreograph our shows. We're
aiming to get a proper band
together eventually." So there!
Sequa' mean business, and they'll
be 'Top Of The Pops' before you
can say 'Mel 8. Kim'. (Ti)

NEXT

BY

TIM

KING

JEFFERY

RAPPERS?

• Phew! Black Rock And Ron have got themselves a 12 inch of juggernaut proportions.
'Black Rock And Ron' thunders along so fast it comes dangerously close to causing a
motorway pile-up, but somehow the three rappers from Queens, New Jersey manage to keep
their eyes on the road and their hands on the wheel to steer it to asafe conclusion. And this
is only their second single. No wonder, then, that they're being touted as the next Run-DMC.
After all, there's three of them, they wear neat tracksuits and ...well, they're dead hard!
Unfortunately, on the phone, they sound about as lively as John Cleese's proverbial dead
parrot.
"Huh, yeah," replies Ron to suggestions that they might be the next Kings of Queens.
"It's the way we rap," is the astonishing explanation from Rock. ". .and the footwork."
Quick, get Cloughie on the line, it could be the answer to his FA Cup dream! DJ Ron,
managing to sound marginally less brain dead than his partners, chips in with a bold
proclamation.
"We're going to the top!"
Yup, they sound just like Run-DMC to me too.
David (Black) Doutryer, Greig (Rock) and Ron Walsh met by virtue of their mutual
occupations — they're all electricians. The three have clearly armed themselves with afew
mega-volts of verbals and are about to blow afew fuses on the rap scene. Watch out for
their debut album 'Stop The World' and make sure you're properly insulated. (TJ)
• BLACK ROCK AND RON with the latest Sony Walkman
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JACK 4
MASTER

*
The

album series that first brought JOE SMOOTH, FAST EDDIE, TYREE, STERLING
VOID &ADONIS to the UK is back with another all-conquering set.
16 full length DEEP HOUSE tracks from KEITH NUNNALLY, JOE SMOOTH, FRANKIE KNUCKLES, STERLING

VOID, PARIS, FULL HOUSE, CHRISTIAN ALEXANDER, CHIP E, JULIAN 'JUMPIN' PEREZ, HOLLY JUMP,
PETER BLACK, BLAKE BAXTER, RICKY DILLARD, JERRY McALLISTER, OUT OF CONTROL, DARRYL PANDY
& HOLLYWOOD.

ERNATIGNAL
RECORDS

Marketed &Distributed by

OUT NEXT
4
LIMITED EDITION DOUBLE ALBUM. After the initial double album stock is sold out, Jackmaster 4will become
asingle album with only 8tracks. Tracks not included on the single album will not be re-released and will
become rare collectors' items.

JACKLP 504 (LP), ZCJACK 504 (Cass), CDJACK 504 (CD)
18 R /NA

with contributions this week from Malu Halasa and Betty Page

COOL CUTS
1 (—) ONE MAN
2 (1) FOUNDATION (LP)
3 (—) HIGH ROLLERS/THE HUNTED
CHILD
4 (2) BLACK ROCK & RON
5 (—) TURN UP THE BASS
6 (4) THE COURT IS NOW IN SESSION
7 (3) THIS IS SKA
8 (—) RARE 3 (LP)
9 (6) THREE FEET HIGH AND RISING (LP)
10 (20) KEEP ON MOVIN'
11 (5) EVERYTHING BEGINS WITH AN E
12 (—) SLEEPTALK
13 (7) PARTY (AND DON'T WORRY
ABOUT IT)
14 (—) IGOT SOMETHING HERE
15

(9) SELF DESTRUCTION

16 (—) M.U.S.I.C.
17 (10) CAUGHT YOU LOOKING
18 (—) LIFE
19 (16) GOT TO FIND AWAY
20 (15) GOOD GIRL/VVE CAN MAKE IT

Chanelle
Ten City

US Profile
Atlantic

Ice T
US Sire
Black Rock & Ron
Supreme
Tyree
ffrr
Chill Rob G
US Wild Pitch
Longsy D
Big One
Various Artists
Arista
De La Soul
US Tommy Boy
Soul II Soul
Ten
E-zee Possee
Virgin
Alyson Williams
US Def Jam
New Jersey Queens &
Friends
Baseline
Kidd City Orchestra
US More Music
Stop The Violence
Movement
US Jive
the Dynamic Guvnors Blapps
the Turntable Orchestra
US Music Village
Loose Ends
US MCA
Soul Connection
Intrigue
Bonnie Byrd
US Wadworth

Cool Cuts is compiled with the help of Citysou nds, High Holborn,
London WC1. Tel: 01-405 5454

RIGHT
ON
_THE
CHILL
TIP
• Crime doesn't pay, at least not according to Chill Rob G. and he doesn't look like
the kind of guy to argue with. 'The Court Is Now In Session', his second single, is a
ruff 'n' tuff rap against crime that proves you don't need agun or aswitchblade to be
hardcore. Chill Rob G. or Bobby to his friends, delivers the kind of raw raps that are
about as friendly as asteel cap hoot on the chin. Believe me, this guy eats gravel for
breakfast. His first single, Thillin'/Dope Rhymes', was so close to the street it scraped
away the pavement. Bobby had been rapping since the Seventies, but it was only when
he met one of New York's most innovative cut creators known as DJ Mark — The 45
King' that his rhymes really fell into place. Now that he's staked his claim for the
hardcore crown, the world is eagerly awaiting his forthcoming debut album Holding
Court'. rm dance will keep you posted... (Ti)

E

E

S

Crashing into the top spot in the Cool Cuts charts comes Chanelle, not the famous Paris

has gone crazy ... Scratched between the fade-out grooves of the Dynamic Guvnor's latest

designer, but anew female voice from New York. Already signed to Cooltempo for UK

offering 'MUSIC' is the message 'Todd Terry ate my hamster'... Soul II Soul release their

release, 'One Man' looks like following Adeva's 'Respect' into the national charts ... The
Cookie Crew release their debut LP 'Come On And Get Some' in March ... Ex Sex-Pistol

long awaited debut album 'Club Classics Volume One' in April, but watch out for aspecial
track 'Ambition Rap' which will feature on one of rm's forthcoming free EPs
'Rare 3' is

Glen Matlock and Andreas from Propaganda are to team up for aEuro dance record, and
David Essex's Seventies hit 'Rock On' is to be remixed by Shep Pettibone. Yup, the world

money ...

an essential compilation of hard to find classics with Philly overtones, well worth the

R
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oThere's something decidedly suspect

TOMMIE IMIEIF!!

about the debut 12 inch from James Lee

1 "In LA we have our own names," reveals Delicious Vinyl's Tone-Loc. "My name

On the surface, 'Stroke Of Luck'
o Wilde.
has all the ingredients of afine deep

is Tony and 'Loc' was a nickname my homeboys gave me from 'loco' or crazy. In

house track. Spacey bass, haunting
t.n melodic organ and even apassable song

certain cities they call each other certain names. Icould have ended up as 'Loc'

to boot, but underneath methinks there

or 'Tone-Dog' or 'Tone-Rock'. Most of these names are from the gangs."

lies apop star itching to get out. A sheep

Born and raised in West Los Angeles, Tone Loc describes his neighbourhood

o

in wolf's clothing, so to speak.
"Oh yeah, you bet!" exclaims James

"as probably bigger than most other cities". It doesn't seem to have a problem

excitedly. "I want to be abig star, a

with the gangs, a topic that has inflamed the media in both the US and the UK,

megastar even."
James used to work for his Dad as a

and got on the nerves of the people who love LA's mean streets.
"You'd think there was nothing out here on the west coast but drugs and gangs
by the way the media is attacking so hard."
Tone-Loc's Wild Thing' is climbing the US pop charts. He was introduced to rap

admiration for George Michael and
describing his forthcoming album as, "pop
soul, akind of cross between awhite

LA is closing in fast." Scoring points for California is Tone's debut LP, 'Loc-ed After

A

T'

arecording contract. With ahealthy

Meet Tapes', still fuel LA's underground rap scene and are sold at flea markets.
"I used to think that New York was going to dominate hip hop," he noted, "but

E

chucked it all in when Polydor responded
to one of his demo tapes and offered him

by a friend who brought him a tape from New Jersey. Cassettes, called 'Swap
Tone-Loc prizes his collection.

NI

builder in Hornchurch, Essex, but

Alexander O'Neal and Robbie Nevil",
James now spends his time at dance

Dark', which was produced by the Dust Brothers, currently in the studio finishing

classes and posing in front of mirrors with
his guitar. Ithink Ismell aBros. You just

the Beastie Boys' second LP. (MH)

can't trust anyone these days. (Ti)
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decided to go solo he stuck with the
same formula for his debut album, 'Gerald

check, but on your own it's different,"

manly reserve and rhapsodic passion.
Which is to say he's another in the

Alston'. Slow and swaying love songs are

always iron my own shirts I'll be OK. We

growing armchair soul club — rich, mellow

generally the order of the day, though

were staying in this big house when we

and mature, adult-orientated soul, Luther

Gerald seems freer now that he's not

recorded the album, with maids to do all

Vandross without the dross. Mind you,

the cooking and washing, but Imade a

Gerald has agood excuse, he doesn't

confined to the doo wop style of the
Manhattans, and occasionally he even

know any better. For two decades he

allows himself to get quite funky.

others would tease me, but it keeps me

Gerald Alston is described as amix of •

Like his music, Gerald is genial and

was the lead singer for the Manhattans,

says Gerald. "I have this rule that if Ican

point of doing all my own laundry. The
in touch with reality."

whose smoochy ballads like 'Kiss And Say

relaxed, he enjoys cooking and reading

Gerald Alston is going to regret ever

Goodbye' were always the last songs to

more than nightclubbing, and he has a

saying that. As soon as the rm staff got

be played at parties and the last chance

firm control of his ego.

to persuade your dancing partner to get
off with you.
So it's not surprising that when he

wind of these very words, 23 bin bags of

"When you're in agroup there's no

dirty laundry were instantly dispatched to

chance you'll ever get big headed because

Gerald's home. Keep that iron hot, Mr

the others are there to keep you in

Alston! (Ti)

IF YOU ONLY EVER BUY ONE RAP SINGLE -THIS HAS GOT TO BE THE ONE!
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Listen, if somebody doesn't release Ce
Ce Rogers' Someday' in this country

abig voice from the seemingly
bottomless pit of talent in New Jersey,

soon, rm Dance is going to start mailing
letter bombs to every major record

who was discovered playing piano in abar
and captivating audiences with his covers

company. How many songs that have

of Teddy Pendergrass songs. Since

passed their second birthday can still
produce the kind of reaction on

recording 'Someday' Ce Ce has been
singing commercials for Kentucky Fried

dancefloors that leads you to believe the

Chicken and gearing up for the release of
his debut album in acouple of months.

second coming is just moments away?
'Someday' is deep house at its most
perfect, bathed in layers of piano and
bass, and wrapped with atruly' epic vocal

"I see myself as amusic doctor," says
Ce Ce. "If people are feeling low or
depressed, I'll try to touch them, heal

performance. Words cannot describe etc
etc ... Written by Marshall Jefferson as a

them." Sounds like just what the NHS
needs. (TJ)

tribute to the vision of Martin Luther
King, 'Someday' was played by hundreds
of radio stations on the East Coast of
America simultaneously to mark Dr
King's birthday last January. Only its nonavailability in this country (except on
import) has prevented 'Someday' being
the massive hit it deserves to be.
Ce Ce Rogers is another big man with
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MI How about afemale version of the Wilburys?

jumped on the bandwagon have jumped off again, leaving

Emmy May Wilbury (Joni Mitchell)
Taylor Wilbury (Janis Joplin)

us true fans to enjoy it again. Know what 1mean? Anyway
my record collection keeps growing along with my

Melissa Wilbury Jnr (Suzi Quatro)

enthusiasm for acid/house/hip house.

Mary Lou Wilbury (Chrissie Hynde)

Ifind your DJ and Dance section excellent for essential
new sounds. Idon't know what I'd do without it.

Annie FWilbury 11 (Kirsty MacColl)
JD Cully, Hants

You made my week.

• We daren't guess who Janis Joplin represents in your

Mandi Holmes, Liverpool

Wilbury's Hall of Fame. After all, she was no pretty

PS: Ialso thought the results of the survey were

woman...

quite accurate overall and Ienjoyed being part of
it and reading the results and comments.

II What agullible, unappreciative British audience we are.

II Wow! A friend for life — thanks, Mandl. (The fiver's in
the post.)

We make idols of females who can't sing, like Kylie
Minogue, Madonna, Whitney Houston etc. What about
Alison Moyet? She is the best singer, songwriter,
performer in the world!
the others. Just because she is large, people think she

la How can the fans of Gary Numan continue to be so
gullible? Ifind it extremely worrying that there are those
who still display the naivety demonstrated in Paul

can't sing and she is ugly. What rubbish! In the US she is a

McCluskey's letter (rm January 28).

sex symbol!!

Paul is quick to point out that Gary Numan has
managed at least two hits every year since 1979, but

She sings for singing's sake, not for fame and money like

Alison has amassive loyal following and we will make
1989 her most successful year. She goes from strength to

seems oblivious to the fact that this has been achieved

strength.

over the last few years by shamelessly exploiting the

Andrew Mullen, Berkshire

misguided loyalty of his fans. Gary is fully aware that the

@Ali asex symbol? Only if smocks come back in fashion.

loyal few are anxious to maintain acomplete collection of

It just goes to show what abunch of pervs the Yanks

his records. He takes advantage of this by flooding the

really are.

market with several formats of each single. On one

MI Ijust thought I'd write you alittle note saying thank

occasion aNuman single was available in as many as
EIGHT formats!

you for giving me the last word in your acid house survey
('Smiley is dead. But acid lives on").

Robert, Hayling Island
• Let's face it, with his expensive hobby of flying, he
needs as much help as possible. Eight versions you say, so
lonly need one more for the set.

I'm still an avid acid house fan. Its popularity is dying
down, but this is agood thing 'cause all those who
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I ALF and her massive following.

• ACROSS
1 Neneh takes up position (7,6)
6 Sheena who got the look from Prince (6)
8 Status Quo are making it difficult for us to
follow them (7,7)
11 Joy Division weren't far off with this LP (6)
12 Bomb The Bass have an oriental feel to
their debut LP (4,3,6)
14 Elvis Costello marched them into the charts
in 1979 (7,4)
16 A 60 minute hit for Jane Wiedlin (4,4)
17 'Van Der Valk' theme that the Simon Park
Orchestra took to the top of the charts in
1973 (3,5)
18 A Lovesexy' offering from Prince (4,4)
22 Ant leader (4)
23 Eddy Grant was looking to Joanna for some
(4)
24 A Traveling Wilbury who was acasualty of
1988 (5,7)
26 The Four Tops are going crazy down
Mexico way (4,2,8)
28 Matt and Luke are (4)
29 House or rain (4)
30 They rocked da house during '88 with a
little help from the Cookie Crew (II)

• ANSWERS TO FEB 4
ACROSS: I Cuddly Toy, 4 Flintstone, 9Talking Heads, 11 Bon Jovi, 14 Enchanted Lady, 17 Surf,
18 Easy Lover, 19 Adeva, 20 Buffalo, 21 Russians, 22 Smoke, 23 Bragg, 24 Nine, 25 Def, 27 Green,
29 Rage, 30 Gold, 31 Sex, 32 WEA, 33 Rossi, 36 Song, 37 Simon, 38 Moods, 39 Kool, 42 Alf, 43 I
Wish U Heaven, 44 Blind.
DOWN: 1Cathedral Song, 2Delicate Sound, 3Together Forever, 5 Les, 6Two Hearts, 7 Never
Gonna Give You Up, 8 Fall, 10 1Wanna Be A, 12 Just A Mirage, 13 My Ever Changing, 15 Distant,
16 All You Need Is Love, 23 Billy, 26 Paradise, 28 Let Me In, 34 Smokey, 35 Big Fun, 40 Paul, 41
Hum.
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Send your entry, with your name and address, to rm X-word, Greater London House,
Hampstead Road, London NW I7QZ. First correct entry wins a£.5 record token.

34 The Cutting Crew did this in your arms (4)
35 Not for me surely? Thanks alot Kylie and
Jason (10,3,3)
37 Mica Paris wanted some air

• DOWN
1There's something about you that Will To
Power like (4,1,4,4,3)
2 Robin Beck got lucky with her debut (5,4)
3 Erasure must have earned this by now
(1,6,7)
4 Ms Ward who was at number one in 1979
with 'Ring My Bell' (5)
5 What Bananarama look for in their friends
(4,5,3,7)
7 Michael's criminal has no rough edges (6)
9 The above can be found on this LP (3)
10 & 25 down Inner City are after ahigher
standard of living (4,4)
11 Group that will always be remembered for
having 'Drive' (4)
13 Patti Smith's religious feast (6)
15 After 'The Race' they have become 'Tied
UP' (
5)
16 'Green' group (1,1,1)
19 There's no movement on this 1979
Commodores hit (5)
20 in 1983 UB40 had
Rivers To Cross'
(4)
21 Transvision Vamp could hang this in'a
gallery (3,3)
23 After reaching number one in 1988 all they
needed was air (7)
25 See 10 down
27 She said she was 'Coming Around Again' in
1987 (5)
31 Billy Joel's autobiography (2,4)
32 Tracey who can be found in Everything But
The Girl (5)
33 The Proclaimers spread alittle sunshine
over this town (5)
34 Back in the Seventies Mott The Hoople
told us about all the young ones (5)
36 This group had to come from 'Alphabet
City' (1,1,1)

"If Ijumped into
Will's arms he'd
probably stagger
across the stage, knock
over afew cameramen,
and drop me"

"I've tried, you know.
I've offered her
flowersrjeree'dinner
every night. She just
turns me down"

JMJS11"
IT'S A marketing dream. The
brightest soul discoveries of last year
joined in unison on aromantic duet.
It's the kind of event that has the
tabloids thrusting open cheque books
at anyone who can come up with just
ahint of areal life romance, secret
rendezvous or acandid photo.
But you won't find Will Downing
and Mica Paris canoodling in any
nightclub, no sir! Will is happily
‘. married with afour-year-old son, Will
Junior; Mica is young, free and single,
flitting through London's nightlife
while she still has the chance.
A
Of course it's no secret that the two
✓ have got on like ahouse on fire ever
k since they met in the offices of Island
Records ayear ago, but they insist the
11)
relationship is purely platonic. Any
suggestion to the contrary prompts a
series of facial contortions of disbelief
in both of them.
"Are you serious!" chuckles Will,
> pretending to be disgusted at the very
-idea.
"Will just makes me laugh," says
Mica. "He's my best mate. When I
d was recording 'Don't Give Me Up' for
my album, Iwas thinking the song
needed agood male voice, so Ijust

r

o

O Will
rushed out to the canteen, grabbed
and dragged him in to sing. It's
▪

only agood mate you can do that to.
Anyone else would say 'You'll have to
talk to my record company'."
Their cover of Roberta Flack and

O

CbCOCO

Donnie Hathaway's 'Where Is The
Love' was originally intended as a
showpiece for Jonathan Ross's TV
chat show 'The Last Resort', but such
was the reaction their performance
produced that its release as asingle
seemed inevitable.
Now it's soaring up the charts, Mica
and Will are playfully flirting in the
Island boardroom preparing for their
'Top Of The Pops' appearance later
that day.
"It won't be another Jason and
Kylie," laughs Mica. "If Ijumped up
into Will's arms he'd probably stagger
across the stage, knock over afew
cameramen and drop me!".
"Mica thinks I'm areal Casanova,"
says Will. "I can't think why."
"It's that voice," says Mica. "You
know, the `Heyyy Babe Ilurrrve
y000' kind. Ireckon in his younger
days he was probably arude little
sausage!"
"Hey what is this! She's making me
out to be like Father Time. I'm not
that old. Anyway Iwasn't particularly
wild and crazy. Ididn't have girls
lined up all over town or anything. I
was aone woman man. Just average.
Well, some girls said Iwas average,
heh heh!"
"See what Imean?" cries Mica.
MICA PARIS swears she's never had
any romantic experiences at all. No
flowers, no special dinners, nothing.

As Will mimes the violin Mica plays
the role of poor little rich girl.
"It's difficult to find anyone who'd
put up with my lifestyle. But I'm not
bothered, my career is like a
substitute boyfriend. Sometimes I
could do with someone when Iget
really fed up, but I'm tough."
Will leans over with mock sincerity,
grinning from ear to ear.
"I've tried, you know. I've offered
her flowers, jewels, dinner every
night. She just turns me down."
"Get outta here!" says Mica. "He's
such afool."
What's the most romantic thing
you've ever done?
"Let's see. Iguess it was the cruise
that Iwent on with my wife," says
Will. "It was called 'A Cruise To
Nowhere'. The ship just sails right out
into the Atlantic Ocean for afew
days, turns around and comes back.
There's nowhere to turn, nowhere to
hide, just the horizon, no land at all.
It was just good to be acouple, but
it's funny, you didn't see many people
on deck at all," grins Will.
Mica shrugs, strugglihg to
remember aromantic occasion in her
life. "I guess it was my first boyfriend
when Iwas 13. We went to the same
church and we'd sneak out and hide
behind the buildings together. If my
grandmother reads this she'll kill me!"
"Ha ha. Mica and the little boy
behind the church!" laughs Will.

"You should make that the title of
the article."
"It sounds terrible doesn't it, but it
was very innocent," says Mica. "Just
holding hands and the thrill of having
our own little secret."
MICA AND Will play this game of
cat and mouse ad infinitum, teasing
each other like overgrown children.
Mica is gregarious and quick-witted,
Will is more down to earth and
collected, his deep voice rich and
mellow like an American Richard
Burton.
Mica alternates between cheeky kid
sister and sophisticated starlet, whilst
Will remains cool throughout,
chuckling loudly at Mica's extravagant
gestures.
After tonight's 'Top Of The Pops'
show, both will be concentrating on
the next stage in their respective
careers. Mica is off to the States to
impress American audiences and
hopefully pick up that promised song
from Prince, following their celebrated
duet at the Purple One's after-show
party at Camden Palace last summer,
whilst Will will be working on his
second album, due for release in the
autumn.
Any more duets in the pipeline?
"I think we'll probably help each
other out on albums," says Mica.
"I think my wife might start getting
jealous!" laughs Will.

The looks Mica Paris and Will Downing give each other when they perform
'Where Is The Love' put Kylie and Jason to shame. But they insist they're just
good mates. Tim Jeffery tries to rake up some scandal

PLAYBOY OF THE
MISTERS WORLD
In his first rm interview for two years,
Morrissey talks to Eleanor Levy about
the Kray Twins, the Smiths and what it's like
living down the road from Bryan
Robson.
Photos: Lawrence Watson
Hair by Stephen Powner
MORRISSEY puts his hand to his sto-

good to see that fine old traditions will

mach, scrunches up his eyes in mock pain

always win out in the end.

and — as genteely as such things can be
— burps.
"Oh, excuse me," he apologises.
A green bottle of Perrier water stands

cently become extremely wealthy", but
the funny,

infuriating, brilliant, arrogant

guiltily on the table between us, its for-

yet self-deprecating, Morrissey we've al-

mer contents going down as well with
the Morrissey digestive system as much of

ways known refuses to go away.'

the great man's more inspired verbal moments have gone down with the musical

offering to date in 'The Last Of The

establishment.

forting to know that in the supermarket

The Morrissey of 1989 is a very different figure from the one who first waved

shopping list of pop, the brand name

With the release of his finest solo
Famous International Playboys', it's com-

Morrissey is still as dependable as ever.

a bunch of gladioli around a Manchester
concert hall. The pink and white striped

QUESTION TIME

shirt is crisp (and tucked in), the jeans are

Why does 'The Last Of The Famous

spotless, the shoes and hair gleam with
newly accumulated prosperity. But as the.

International Playboys' mention the

designer trendy, carefully marketed but

Kray Twins? It seems strange that
you should feature such obviously

ultimately tasteless mineral water is put

southern 'heroes' in a song.

to one side and the Mozz pours a com-

"Yes well, they are known in the north,

forting cup of quickly ordered tea, it's

you know. We do have television now,

N
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The Smiths may be no more, Morrissey
may well have, in his own words, "re-
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"The Smiths don't
exist anymore —
did you know that?
Isuppose
in aroundabout
way that does
mean they're dead"

_- -

"There's only one Chris Waddle"

OHJ
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PLAYBOY OF THE
FROM PAGE 25
although there's a slight shadow on the

Is it enough?

when you appeared in Wolverhamp-

commercials."

"Not entirely, not entirely enough."

ton in December?

What was it about them that fascin-

What would be enough?

"It was nice. Idid enjoy it. It was nice to

ated you?

"That's a very loaded question. What is

be fondled."

"The level of notoriety that surrounded

enough? Ithink —

Was it good to be back on stage?

them —

and this may sound

though.

the level of fame they gained

odd — it will be on the day when Ihave

"No, it was just nice to be fondled.

from being unreachably notorious. When

powerful, serious contemporaries and it

you reach that stage, you are admired."

looks as though I'm finally being usurped,

"I was abit wobbly. Ithought that as I
was walking on stage I'd change direction,

And it doesn't matter what you've

which some people think has already hap-

but Ididn't. It was great to be back in

done?

pened, although

the natural habitat."
How did it feel with Andy Rourke,

"Well,

don't. It's about time

no. The worse the merrier.

somebody else came along. Somebody

There's a certain sense of glamour

should have replaced the Smiths; some-

attached to being a notorious media figure ... as Iobviously know from experi-

body should have replaced me."
People are desperately looking for

ence!

Mike Joyce and Craig Gannon backing you?

"They don't. They're very well-behaved.
They do exactly what Itell them to."
When people draw cartoons of you,
they pick up on two things — your
eyebrows and your chin.
"Well, the chin ... The chin usually takes
up half the page. And that Desperate Dan

"Very tearful. There was a radiant feeling

stubble! Imean, Imight have five o'clock
shadow but Inever have stubble.

someone.

on stage. You knew where everybody

"Some people have such an immense

"Yes, but can you replace Stan Laurel?

was and who they were, which was asto-

"But yes, my chin is definitely centre

physical and clinical need for fame and

Can you replace Judy Garland? Can you

nishingly good. It was areally comfortable

attention they'll do almost anything. Of

replace Shirley Bassey? Can you replace

feeling. No, comfortable sounds like an

stage. It makes me very self-conscious of
this great big piece of furniture stuck on

course, if the law was such that we paid

old cardigan ... but it was nice."

the lower half of my mouth.

no attention whatsoever to mass murder-

Mrs Mangel? The list goes on...
"I don't say I'd like to be replaced, but

In an interview last year you said

Bruce Forsyth by any means, though."

I'm not

ers or great train robbers these people

it's important for the evolution of pop

you hadn't heard from them since

Who would play you in a bio pic of

would be less inclined to put themselves

music that there are constantly changing

the Smiths split. You seemed bitter

out. Unfortunately, do a dirty deed and,

voices. But they're nowhere to be seen;

and hurt...

your life?
"Who would play me? What a great

hey presto ... 'News At Ten'."
Do you find it rivetting?

they're not coming and they couldn't
possibly be further away than they are

"Well, Idid feel alittle upset but that has

question. Who could possibly do it? Who

passed now."

do you think?

Do I? No, Idon't but the media seem to;

today."

How did you get back in touch?
"Quite craftily. Iasked somebody else to

you if he tried.

they seem to quite enjoy it and they

Perhaps Matt Dillon could look like

seem to enjoy it more if the attack's

PLAY TIME

phone Mike, Andy and Craig to see if

"But he's American!

been upon women, particularly young

Is it true you're a closet Manchester

they'd be interested. If I'd have done it

could? Physically, Isuppose ... with Sir

Do you think he

women."
The sleeve of the single shows you

United fan?
"It's a much guarded secret but yes, Ido

and they'd said no it would have been
like ahammer blow."

John Gielgud's voice ... or Dandy
Nichols' ... Is Clive Dunn still alive?

at six years old — up a tree. Have

like football. To watch and follow, Idon't
spectate. Idon't have the scarf, Idon't

So are the Smiths dead?

That's the question."

you changed much since then?
"Well, Ihave anew sweater."

have the hat...

know that? Well, the Smiths don't exist

What were your hopes and expecta-

so, Isuppose, in a round about way, that

TEA TIME
If you could give your name to an

tions at that age?

"It's avery easy way to escape mentally — it's light entertainment. Ican just

does mean they're dead. How can they

inanimate object that would forever

"I didn't have any, Iknew it was too late.

put on the television, watch a game of

be alive?"

bear the tag 'Morrissey', like Lord

That's why Iwas climbing the tree."

football, get the cans out and drift."

You seem to be saying you'd still

Sandwich did for two slices of bread

Have you ever dreamt of scoring
the winning goal at Wembley?

like to be the Smiths ...
"Well, I thought of the name and

or the Duke of Wellington for the

HISTORY TIME
Do you crave a number one single?

"Well, Isuppose, in a sense Ihave. Ican

thought it got better as time went by —

"Well, I'll survive without one. It's really

certainly get irate if somebody takes the

the bigger the Smiths became, the funnier

I've seen my picture in a great deal of

the only thing left that Ihaven't achieved.

wrong turning. Bryan Robson is impress-

the name was.
"So yes, when Johnny left Iwanted to

hairdressers. It would be nice to be noted

"Well, they don't exist anymore. Did you

I

boot, what would it be?
"It would have to be something tasteful.

for a particularly identifiable style. No,
that's too easy. Tea, perhaps. Yes, that

But it isn't crucial. So many fools get to

ive. And he lives quite near me. And

number one it's hard to consider the

there are sightings..."

position to be totally holy. But it would

What do you think of Paul Gas-

continue with the name but contractually
it would have to have been agreed by

be quite nice."
There's been a long running debate

coigne?

both of us, and he did not agree."

"Well, he could do with ahair cut."

Have you

in rm's Letters page between fans of

At least he's not Chris Waddle.

Johnny since the split?

this bloke

the Smiths and followers of...

"Well, there's only one Chris Waddle..."

"I haven't seen him since we were in the
studio doing a song called 'I Keep Mine

went on the telly with a hearing aid,
a bunch of flowers, an old man's

,

"Stock, Face-ache and Waterbed. Yes, I

had

any contact with

would be nice. Morrissey tea."
Finally, if someone from the past
was told that in the 1980s there'd be
called

Morrissey who

did see it."

SHOW TIME

Hidden'. So that's 22 months ago."

cardi, flapping his arms about ...

It seems you are seen as one end of

What was it like playing live again

Do you miss him?

and would get in the top 10, they'd

"Um ..." (long pause) "look, you can see

think a) you were mad and b) that

the musical spectrum and they at
the other.
"Well, Itended to agree with the readers
who didn't support Stock, Face-ache and
Waterbed, who I obviously scratch my
head at.
"It's comforting, though, for the Smiths
to be considered as part of British pop
history already."

"It's about time
somebody else came
along. Somebody
should have replaced
the Smiths; somebody
should have replaced me"

the Pennines from this window..."

it would be impossible — wouldn't

CARTOON TIME

they?
"Well, it is for anybody else. If you were
to put on an old man's cardigan, as you

Would you say your eyebrows are
your most recognisable feature?
"Oh, they're almost Dennis Healey prop-

call it, and a hearing aid, you probably

ortions, really."
They don't curl up at the ends,

fluke of nature, that's all Ican say ... and

wouldn't get in the top 10. It's a gigantic
let's leave it at that!"
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SINGLES
OF THE
WEEK

TONY

BEARD

wodges of bass and short brassy
spurts. Not as sexy as it should be
but they're getting closer all the
time. The new song, `Chemicrazy',
is acracker too.

THE WOLFGANG PRESS
'Kansas'

ID YES,, YES

4AD

THROWING MUSES
'Dizzy'

No spellbindingly fabbo singles this
week, just aclutch of 'almost
theres', of which this is the biggest
thrill. 'Kansas' is big 'n' dusty, a
proper boneshaker. Things go
corkingly awry on the 12 inch
Assassination K./Kanserous' mix
where 'They've murdered my
husband' quotes (from abloke?!) are
backlit by arather neat line in
fuzzed-up 'n' over guitars and a
torrid bass tumble. Repetitive and .
very nearly addictive. Full(ish)
,
marks.

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS
'They'll Need A Crane'
ONE LITTLE INDIAN

The Giants triumphed last year with
'Don't Let's Start', the song which
would have been '88's pop anthem
had you all bought it. Prettier than \"
Bros they surely aren't (Ken
excepted) but when it comes to
tunes, pop is putty in their hands.
'... Crane' is some way from their
finest, but it'll do. The quirky but
arty ones want to put fun back on
the chart agenda. That they will
probably fail, for now, is your fault
not theirs.

S'XPRESS
'Hey Music Lover'_;:
RHYTHM KING

4AD

purpose. Excellent stuff it is though,
being the usual 'arty but sincere'
guitar/synth/drum-less sound they

PAUL JOHNSON
'No More Tomorrows'

revel in. This is avery light record,
aplace .Wherè space is maximised
and Mimi Goese's voice remains
chillingly stark. Sinisterly angelic
stuff. „J

As above. Both records are
generically similar, has Johnson got a
hormone problem he's not telling us
about? Or are they both the public

JEAN PAUL GAULTIER
'How To Do Thar, 4

Seeing as just about everyone has
MERCURY
,e
noticed how Throwing Muses have
Mr Style, the man of athousand ;•',
(almost) normaled out, it's not
expensive suits, cuts his first platter.
surprising to see asingle creep forth
Let's face it though, the fit's abit of
from thel-lunkpapa' LP. :Dizzy',,
• Ja joke:a back street botch-up.
„boasting thé week's finest chorus
What with its baggy-ankled, post'It Makes me dizzy, 'dizzy,' dizzy in‘ •
acidic feel and JP's funny froggy
my head', and with its '10,000
accent "Ow To Do Zat' sounds like
Maniacs, know them well' feel, this
'Allo Allo' on 45. Saved by the
could be the closest the Muses will
smashing Thirties(ish) swing bit in
%. ever get to mass acceptance. It'll
tthe middle. Jazz it up indeed.
n
still be •
miles away though. Some •
r%
bands were never meant to be quite
JANE
C>: like the rest.
'Lovely'

SIMPLE MINDS
'Ballad Of The Streets' EP
VIRGIN
.Simple

S.

Minds always wanted to be
blood brothers with U2, or even
Marillion, anyone so long as they can
beat their chests and get mighty
.
"pompous about it all. 'Ballad ...' is
still very overwrought, every last
•drop of feeling being squeezed out
until it hurts. Simple Minds bleed for
you! That said, 'Belfast Child', areworking of atrad folk song is quite
majestic amonolithic synth-driven
crawl that still effects astir.
Amazing. 'Mandela Day' remains as
obvious as on the day itself, but the
real gem is their version of Peter
Gabriel's 'Biko', not apatch on the
original but still very worthy.

WOODEN RECORDS

Acappella baby! Jane had ahit with
'It's A Fine Day' in 1983, it's taken
her six years to come up with this
similar effort. Prolific eh? Alack and
alas, times have changed, the kids
want candy floss and buttered pop,
Aussie pre-pubescents and sarf
London brats. Nowt else. 'Lovely' is
very English, very twee and very
nice. Sparse, simple and wistful are
the key terms, while pointless,
although alittle harsh, is also useful.

THE STYLE COUNCIL
'Promised Land'
POLYDOR

A cover of Joe Smooth's original,
itself (re?) issued last week and
given top billing on this very page.
Bet that choked you, eh Paul? Bit of'
achange for the Councillors, this,
what with its jittery, jumpy garagey'e,
housey feel but it's acareer move
that may just work, simply because
'. they've been rendered
unrecognisable. The best Style V•P'
'Council single ever, by default': ••

Cruelly dismissed by Robin 'Dancing .
Shoes' Smith recently, not that it
will worry Mark Moore unduly for
it is he who will surely be
THE CHAIRS ;e:
recognised as '89's disco king, a
'Honey INeed A Girl Of 11 -‘1'
kinda singular Bone'y M for the club
Different Stripe'
goers, albeit With •atad more style. !
PINK ¡HALO RECORDS
'Hey Music Lover' basically sticks to
s
%Dodgy title, crap cover but
the hit script, no surprises there,'"
.;.shockingly tasty toon. If you're
but when the blips bleep just so and
•:.* looking for new designs then don't.
the rhythm is still very much .a-gocome here, the Chairs are strictly .
go, why change the formula? Ahh,
retrosville, and Honey ...' decent
but will anyone ever forgive him for,
proof that power pop ain't dead
ANITA BAKER
the flares he insists his singers
"4 yet. The Stones and the Jam may' be ••
'Just Because'
••,1
wear?! Possibly.
cropping up in here sOrnewhere, but '
ELEKTRA
'who cares? The guitars are (fairly)
Clever people, these Elektra types,
THAT PETROL EMOTION
loud, the rhythm stonks alone and
releasing this slither of predictably
'Groove Check'
everyone's happy. A good enough ‘•.... ,%• nice, sloppy love soul just ip time
VIRGIN
start.
for Valentine's Day. Hardly the
Ten inches of Petrols' pistol packin'
greatest love song ever, it would
fury. 'Groove Check' is the Petrols'
HUGO LARGO
struggle to enter the top 100 of
furthest foray onto the dancefloor,
'Turtle Song'
such tunes, in fact, but worthy of a
and while it does smack (a very tiny
LAND
place in many smoochers' hearts.
bit) of white boys trying to be
Non-single of the week, Hugo
Trouble is, Anita ups the pace
funky, it's quite excessively good
Largo just don't suit the medium
halfway through, forcing the
pop fun. It's amassive leap from 'Big
too well, this doesn't mean 'Turtle
courting couples to quit their
Decisions' jackbooted stomp, being
Song' is crap, far from it, just that
copulation and shake their bottles
afun, full-fisted blast through
it's all but impossible to see its
on the dancefloor.

IIISO SO

CBS

faces for an evil soul empire out for
your dosh? Johnson goes for a
funkier vein, though it's more like
the one in your little toe than your
jugular.

JULIA FORDHAM ••
'Where Does The Time
Go' CIRCA

.

•-• The 'Woman Of The Eighties'
,• realising that she's only got ayear
'left. "I wanna be arich girl soon,"
she whimpers like an upper class
•Loadsamoney. The voice is fine, it's
'just the imagination that's mis-sing.

,,•
LIVING IN A BOX
'Blow The House Down'

tCHRYSALIS

'Blow .'..' is little more than the last
'one slowed down with afew jangles
and bleeps thrown' in — the word
.
:;:.'House' here being just ared ".•
herring; afashion accessory. Mind
,you, the Erasure-style terrace chant
could ensure apeak at the charts..
Infectious rather than irritating, but
'currently in the bin.'''`Z;
'

•
NIK KERSHAW
'One Step Ahead' e
MCA

,Ç

"The face of '84" and "one time
:clean boy of pop" (C) R. Morton) is
back, seemingly after alittle respect
,to call his own. Nik now makes
adult pop for people with aLevel
42 fixation. It's all fairly jaunty, a.
funk strut, but it
sounds as if it's trying too hard,
aiming for the charts and the
plaudits and just about achieving
neither.

ISIO

mucs
BIG COUNTRY
'Peace In Our Time'
PHONOGRAM

Live in Russia, it says, indeed 'Peace
...' opened the sets that caused
such apalaver over there. Thing is,
even Frank Sidebottom would have
received much the same welcome,
so starved of Western pop are the
Soviets. This is agrand record, all
LARGE guitar solos, AWESOME
power chords and alyric that could
set East-West relations back afew
eons if ever the powers that be
hear it.

LIVE
BY

TIM

NICK HEYWARD
ICA, London
No bears for Nicholas tonight. No
bears, but that's not to say that
certain items of underwear didn't
take abit longer than usual to
remove at bedtime. Curiously, in a
whole decade Nick appears to have
preserved his impish, boy-nextdoor-but-one looks in near mint
condition. To enhance the feeling of
déjà vu, he's brought along virtually
all of the Haircuts to play in his
backing band! All, that is, except for
the bloke who joined Boys Wonder,
got dumped, and is now, parrot-like,
retching with disappointment ...
Thankfully, Nick didn't pull off
one of those sod-the-old-stuff-I'mhere-to-flog-the-new-LP
performances, and amore than
generous helping of hits were
heaped on us, from 'Favourite Shirt'
to 'Blue Hat For A Blue Day' — no
qualms about playing any of those!
Mind you, since practically everyone
there was from 'ver rock biz', one
can assume that very few people
actually paid to get in, and therefore
very few of them will actually have
to buy the LP when it's released. It
was, essentially, ashowcase, Nick's
way of saying 'I'm back!' and that he
hasn't grown his hair or become an
A&R man or aBuddhist monk or
whatever. And, yes, the girlies
screamed!
The new sat quite comfortably
with the old; 'Tell Me Why' has the
ring of ahit about it, and some of
the recent material, especially 'Pizza
Tears' bit quite firmly, rather more
full-tilt uptempo than before, and
showing that Nick's penchant for
lyrical surrealism is blissfully intact.
More than anything, tonight
reminded us just how talented Nick
is, what awealth of material he has
behind him, and what pearls he may
yet pull from the shell. No bears,
but the sperm count's looking good.
David Giles

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS
ICA, London
The Kooky Crew. They Might Be
Giants are the duo plagued by that
damned unfashionable "wacky
Yanks" tag that makes them out to
be peddlers of some sort of secondrate loony tunes. They're in danger
of being passed over simply because
they seem to be pissing about with
pop.
They Might Be Giants are from
New York, though they're about as
streetwise as Deputy Dawg. Def
they ain't. It's agood point to focus
on, for the Giants often come close
to cartoon capery, what with John
28 R /v1

NICHOLSON

number one's heavy metal
tomfoolery — asort of 'Spinal Tap'
gross out with glasses and sensible
shoes, politely raucous rather than a
great rock ban fout. 'She Was A
Hotel Detective' is fuzzball fever, a
real gumball pop song. Sharp rather
than sweet.
John number two plays accordion
"like the Charles Manson
Orchestra". He's the rather more
sensible one. lie Still Little Bottle',
though, is not, it's almost
pantomime, especially when afriend
is invited to jam on stage, with a
tree branch. Then there's the brisk,
trad chaos of 'Polka', an opportunity
for John number one to roll about a
bit and generally ham it up.
It's all fun and games, sure, and at
times it's just as pop was meant to
be — three minutes (and under) of
playful hooklined entertainment. But
then they start to shout "Kill
George Bush" as if it's the only
thing of any importance. And then
there's the line in 'Kiss Me, Son Of
God' about building empires "on the
blood of the exploited working
class". Serious stuff that's all but
overlooked. Maybe they have a
future after all — the condemned
men live. Tony Beard

MARTIN STEPHENSON
City Varieties, Leeds
This was an evening full of surpises.
Martin Stephenson had decided to
leave his Daintees at home in
Newcastle and take to the road
armed with no more than afew
guitars. He'd also opted to play the
City Varieties, abona fide music hall
theatre that's more accustomed to
hosting pantomime than folkish
rock! Bizarre surroundings then — a
trip back to Victorian England awash
with red velvet and golden paint —
but one which provided the perfect
setting for Stephenson's oddly
quaint and timeless music.
He loolZed strangely out of time
in suede boots, grandad shirt and
"woolly" — no hat! — and the sight
and sound of Martin Stephenson
hammering out his finely crafted
songs on apeculiar medieval-looking
guitar-type instrument was just plain
weird, even stranger when large
sections of the good-humoured
crowd joined in!
But as the evening progressed it
was down to the serious business of
performing ablinder. Bathed in a
cool blue glow, Martin took on the
spirit of the great Roy Orbison for
the sensitive and haunting 'Don't
Time Fly', four minutes of quite
awesome emotional power, quickly
followed by the equally devastating
'Sea Of Loneliness' and 'Crocodile

SUSAN MOORE

EDITED

• EDIE BRICKELL: "I don't believe it, I'm in rm, I'm famous"
EDIE BRICKELL AND THE NEW BOHEMIANS
The Marquee, London
Edie Brickell's name may not as yet have made much of adent in the
collective wallet of UK pop pickers, but it soon will. Last year her debut
LP, 'Shooting Rubberbands At The Stars', carne choc-a-bloc with lost
lullabies, dippy ballads, and the odd wildly up-tempo rocker, and hotfooted it up the US charts. Suggesting, at times, the whimsical, countrytinged, folk-rock with jazz flourishes of Stevie Nicks and Rickie Lee Jones,
it looks set to do the same here.
In an admittedly fun era of powder-puff, production line peroxide and
real blonde singers, Edie at last offers some depth. The sell-out crowd
soon spotted the quirky wah-wah pedal drive 'What IAm', her single that
flirts expertly with philosophy and religion, and has already gained airplay,
while skittering lightly along on awistful funk-beat.
Yet to categorise Edie, kitted out in large baseball cap worn back-tofront Texas cowpoke style, as intellectually heavy work, would also be
wrong. Many of her dreamy tunes have a'lazy stroll in warm spring
meadows' mood, that is likely to engulf her in the cold winter of acritical
backlash against her hippy hairstyle, and her band, tangled up, arguably, in a
mid-Seventies timewarp.
Twice as nice as apple pie, she also has the grit (if tonight's spirited
delivery of the old-time, slide guitar-propelled 'Keep Coming Back', is
anything to go by) to survive such attacks. This young lady is clearly not
for turning from her record company's (and her deserved) goal of world
domination. Henry Williams

Crier' before the mood lightened
once more for 'Wholly Humble
Heart', and the first of many
encores.
A truly outstanding performance.
David Simpson

PSYCHIC TV
Manchester Polytechnic
Ah, yes! It's that naughty Mr
Orridge at work again Isee.
Looking like adog's dinner and
barking mad he's once again set
about supplying the half-baked
shock-fodder his arch rivals — cumaccomplices (?) the gutter press
feeds on. SCANDAL OUTRAGE
... THE OBVIOUS! Typically he
starts the show with arap about
this year being the 50th anniversary
of the invention of LSD. We freak
out, man! Then, totally unexpectedly
he sings asong regularly featuring
the word ACID. Aaaaaargh! Icover
my ears, resisting corruption. You

naughty boy, Genny
I'm an
impressionable 22-year-old ...
WASH YOUR MOUTH.
Musically, Psychic TV are
Seventies hippies/Gong/revisited.
The days of the flying teapot are
with us once again. Oh good. Apart
from adecent warbling voice (at
times reminiscent of 'Billion Dollar
Babies' era Alice Cooper, another
naughty boy) and agroovy wammy
bar guitarist, PTV are an overstated, over-estimated gaggle of
hype merchants who use drugs as a
weak snipe at the 'establishment'.
Problem is, apart from the "gutter
press", no one is really interested.
Presumably a'regular' PTV gig,
the show was an exercise in limp
hippy ideology. Get stoned, love
each other and throw all your
inhibitions and worries out of the
acid-soaked window. Which is of
course aload of old bollocks. Nice
guitar work though. Tommy
Stigwood
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DELICIOUS VINYL
Fridge, London
While Britain is served up pizza
boxes of records by West Coast
rappers, in California rappers wear
the 'London style' of Doc Martens
and bowler hats. Hip hop is multicultural. When the Delicious Vinyl
showcase landed here fresh from
gangland LA, London B-boys
expected it to make their day and
not just say 'ho' all night long.
Def Jef, who grew up in the
Bronx, tried to party old school
style, but the audience cold
shouldered him. A chef by day,
rapper by night, G Love E told the
story of 'Nosy Neighbors' more
applicable to sunny Cali than the
UK's rainy DHSS. Even the girl
group Body & Soul were too
'sweetness and light' compared to
the lady rappers hungry for success
over here, while Tone-Loc wasn't
half as exciting as his 'Wild Thing'
video.
Only Young MC, the economics
student from Run-DMC's Hollis,
Queens neighbourhood, fed off the
tension. 'Know How' was followed
by his new single 'Dance Baby',
performed for the first time ever.
Sure it sounded like the catchy
'Wild Thing', with tasteful guitars
and abewitching beat, but then
Young had written it for Tone-Loc.
This was one rapper after Mrs
Thatcher's own heart. Just like a
business grad to get it both ways.
Motu Halos«

Bloomsbury Theatre,
London
The Reggae Philharmonic Orchestra
caught the audience by surprise.
Opening their set with asuperbly
executed rendition of 'Coming Of
The Queen Sheba', frontman
Mykaell S Riley told us, "You have
to understand where we're coming
from to understand where we're
going". Then they launched into
their set good and proper, proving
reggae can be played with bows and
strings; that you can dance and play
the violin at the same time; that you
don't have to be white to belong to
an orchestra.
Overlord X and his Posse were
there to cheerlead the audience,
who only began to realise at the
end that you can dance to RPO. It's
not the Proms by any stretch of the
imagination — even though they'd
make awelcome addition to the
event.
'Minnie The Moocher' was the
highlight of the show, with 'Killing
Me Softly' and 'As Time Goes By'

TIM

NICHOLSON

being accepted less enthusiastically
than some of Riley's own
compositions.
Steve Masters
KING SWAMP
ULU, London
They don't Motley, they don't Iron
and they're certainly not Def, but
this is best Stateside roasting
beefcakes and it comes from that
marshy area between chunky pop
and certifiable metal known as
INXS-land.
Two Fenders and akeyboard
provide the main staples down the
glossy centrefold of their sound, but
the airbrushed quality of so many of
the compositions makes you long
for some really sharp, Metal
ihrapnel.
This is music primarily designed •
for the exclusive use of armchair
bikers, the sort of stuff rock chicks
hatch out to. Sure, they've got a
couple of instant mosh numbers in
'The Mirror' and 'Original Man', but
there's nothing like areal hot
potato is there?
At the end of the day apair of
grade A listed cheekbones and a
foxy male leatherette torso are
worthwhile possessions but ... the
charts are atough place demanding
tough teams and right now King
Swamp just ain't playing Starsky to
INXS's Hutch! Pete Paisley
BONEY M

Busby's, London
REGGAE PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

BY

It's taken along time, but it seems
there is no longer aserious stigma
attached to owning acopy of the
magnificent 'Night Flight To Venus'
LP. In their day (the mid-to-late
Seventies), Boney M were aserious
muso's nightmare; all afro hair and
bacofoil loon pants, with ludicrous
lyrics set to adisco beat. But, in
retrospect, the snobs have realised
that theirs was no or'dinary disco,
and that they may have overlooked
the tongues planted firmly in their
cheeks.
The M's triumphant return to a
British stage turned out to be little
more than abadly mimed, 20
minute personal appearance. But the
energy that the seriously-touched
Bobby put into the performance,
and the ecstatic response from a
crowd who'd forgotten quite how
many hits they had, made this
something of alandmark in pop
history. 'Rasputin', 'Ma Baker',
'Gotta Go Home', 'Hooray, It's A
Holi-Holiday', 'Brown Girl In The
Ring' etc etc ... you name it, we
chanted along to it. Tim
Nicholson

• Fresh as the moment as the Buds went pop

THE DARLING BUDS
'Pop Said'

EPIC

The Darling Buds have taken advantage of the mild winter to blossom into
our finest three minute pop singles band for several years. Andrea's voice
and Harley's guitar combine in away that the Shop Assistants, Flatmates et
al never managed and when there's astrong song beneath these twin
towers, notably the singles but also 'She's Not Crying', then the Darling
Buds are unbeatable.
However, we slightly more mature pop fans are plagued with ahistory
that means the names the Skids, Girls At Our Best, Blondie, Ramones and
even early Clash invade the sights and sounds of the Darling Buds on 'Pop
Said' whether the young Welsh quartet realise it or not.
When they signed to CBS, the band accepted all the major pressures
which include squeezing apremature debut LP out of every new signing in
case that initial singles success proves to be the last, and this lack of faith
means 'Pop Said' would undoubtedly have benefited from another six
months writing and recording. But cheer up — the signs are already here
that Harley's music will develop beyond the limiting, if polished, power
chord pop and if Andrea's lyrics can mature likewise the band will eclipse
this record easily and swiftly. The Buds' young audience will lap up 'Pop
Said' and they've already produced aclassic in 'Shame On You'.3.111111
Andy Strickland
NEW MODEL ARMY
'Thunder And
Consolation'
New Model Army's first album in
over two years is well worth the
wait. 'Thunder And Consolation', a
collection of I
0songs, marks
something of adeparture for Slade
and the lads. These new tracks
contain an underlay of amore
relaxed aggressiveness, rather than
their previous pure bursts of anger,
while losing none of their potency.
'Archway Tower' builds to a
crashing release, 'Inheritance' is
powerful in its simplicity (though
just atiny bit self-conscious) and 'I
Love The World' is slightly similar
to the classic 'Poison Street' in its
rousing chorus. Politics of all kinds
are tackled here, proving once again
that New Model Army are one of
the only hands around to have lost
none of their youthful animosity.
Superb stuff.»11113 Lysette
Cohen
DEBBIE GIBSON
'Electric Youth'
ATLAN nc

Musical puberty! Growing up is
never easy, but when it's conducted

so publicly then it's almost
impossible. And so it is with
Debbie, who's at aloss whether to
remain the little girl lost of 'Out Of
The Blue' or develop into awoman
of almost Suzanne Vega-like
proportions.
'Electric Youth' is pretty much
'... Blue' with growing pains. Its
still infectiously young in parts, the
fizzy pop splash of 'Who Loves Ya
Baby' is almost baby Madonna, but
Debs seems to want to rise above it
all. But if 'Lost In Your Eyes' is a
guideline then she's veering too
close to the middle of the road,
guitar solos do not aserious artiste
make. Which is, after all, what she's
after. Why else would she change
her name on the production credits
to Deborah?
Some things, though, never
change. Debs is still very much in
love with love. She's either lost in
those bloody eyes, moaning about
lost love 'Love In Disguise' or
weeping over an ex in 'Should've
Been The One'. Soppy child.
But that's only half the story,
because love sells. Deborah is
clearly abusinesswoman. And
'Electric Youth' aprofessionally
pop-worthy LP.UUU Tony Beard
R
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THEN JERICO
'The Big Area'
LONDON

ELVIS COSTELLO
'Spike'
WARNER BROS

The first hurdle you have to
overcome when confronted with
'Spike's assault course is the bizarre
sleeve. A crazy-eyed, grinning head
of Costello, caked in garish clown
make-up, is mounted on an electricblue satin crest, which in turn is
hanging on atartan wall. A plaque
beneath the crest reads, "The
beloved entertainer," while the
album title sits above in lurid-green
cartoon writing. Tread carefully
Elvis' evil eye casts its perverse gaze
all over this marathon record.
From the caustic opening '... This
Town...' ("You're nobody 'til
everbody in this town thinks you're
abastard"), you are made very
aware that any humour herein is
carefully dipped in vitriol. let Him
Dangle' is an ironic comment on the
perpetual call for the return of
capital punishment, using areal case
from the Fifties as an outrageous
example. Like Morrissey's 'Margaret
On The Guillotine' before it,
'Tramp The Dirt Down' is asullen
and vengeful attack on Mrs Thatcher
("When they finally put you in the
ground, they'll stand there laughing
and tramp the dirt down").
'Veronica', the forthcoming single, is
adeceptively bouncy pop song, cowritten by Paul McCartney, which
tells asad tale of an elderly woman
whose fast-fading memories are all
she has to cling to.
Throughout the 14 songs on this
exceptionally long LP, the music is
mind-expandingly varied and
imaginative. A light-footed tuba
competes with afunky guitar on
'Chewing Gum', while traditional
Irish instruments complement the
Belfast barricade-bridging 'Any
King's Shilling', and Spanish guitar
and banjo mingle with an Indian
harmonium on the hilarious 'God's
Comic', in which acomical priest
dies and goes to Heaven and finds
God lying on awater-bed drinking
Coke and listening to Andrew
Lloyd-Webber's 'Requiem'!
Full marks for originality and
imagination. Malian Tim
Nicholson

TJ were never sure whether they
wanted to be pop or rock stars, and
the dilemma remains, at least on the
surface. On the cover of this LP,
Mark Shaw pouts like aVogue
model but wears a'serious rock hat'
in serious Bono-style monochrome.
But one listen to 'The Big Area' is
convincing proof that the boys have
gone right for the beefier-than-anOxo-cube rock sound.
Sharpened and honed by some
hard touring, Jerico's melodic rock
now translates to vinyl with the
dynamic quality of their live shows
intact. In fact, it makes their first LP
sound like amateur hour. Recorded
in far too many studios and with
numerous producers and engineers,
attention has been lavished on this
record, with largely pleasing results
— an honest, heartfelt rock noise
with only slight dillusions of
grandeur (like the unnecessary
addition of string arrangements on
'Reeling' and 'Sugar Box').
Shaw's abit of ashouter and
comes slightly unstuck on 'Darkest
Hour', the epic ballad, but when the
band is rocking out, as on the
tonking 'Helpless', his charisma
shines through and their energy is
exhilarating to experience.

Betty Page
TYREE
'Tyree's Got A Brand New
House'
FFRR

It's enough to make you grin from
ear to ear. The word acid leaps
out from every corner. The third
and best version of 'Acid Over',
'Acid Is My Life', 'Acid Overture'.
Acid house may have groaned and
buckled under acombined barrage
of media over-exposure,
misinformation and substandard
opportunism, but here's one of its
original proponents cocking asnook
at the whingebags and taking us on
awhirling journey of exhilarating
music madness.
This has everything you could
ever possibly demand, reasonably or
otherwise, from the best pop music
— frenetic energy, hooklines as big
as atower crane, innovation,
optimism. Never is it just the same
old thing with adifferent sequencer
pattern. 'Turn Up The Base' is a
house rap of careering lunacy; 'Let's
Get Together' and 'I'll Never Let
You Go' nod in the direction of pop
songs; 'House Line' gathers in some
Egyptian effects without making
things too obvious. And Tyree can
even string together adecent

sample track, though in this case 'T's
Revenge' has apolitical motive —
vengeance on alight fingered Todd
Terry.UUUUU Phil

Cheeseman

VARIOUS ARTISTS
'Beat This! — The Hits Of
Rhythm King'
STYLUS

This is the story of Rhythm King,
idiosyncratic independent record
label and champions of dance music
in all its forms. This compilation
traces the progress of the RK mob
from model beginnings and their
first hit, the Hi-NRG tack classic 'I
Love My Radio' by Taffy, through
leaner times to Bomb The Bass and
S'Xpress.
Their brightest moments are all
here, interspersed with lesser
known tracks by rappers like
Shawnie G, Schoolly D and King Sun
D Moet, not to mention the classic
go-go track, 'Money', by Chuck
Brown. Although most of the big
hits like 'Burn It Up' (the
Beatmasters) and 'Superfly Guy'
(S'Xpress) have all appeared on
compilations before, it puts them in
context when heard next to the
brave misses.
This compilation celebrates the
remarkable achievement of afew
clued-up people who turned an
offshoot of an indie label into a
serious chart contender. At 10
tracks aside, it's aking-sized
bargain, too.1•1113 1
/ Betty Page
2

THE SHAMEN
'In Gorbachev We Trust'

TEN CITY
'Foundation'
ATLANTIC

Excuse me, but just what is all this
palaver about putting the soul back
into music? Are we to believe that
music can only be good if it's sung
by 'proper' singers, played by 'real'
musicians and underlined by an
overwhelming stench of pathos?
That those who dare to use
computers, synthesisers and
sequencers are aheap of crap?
Of course not. If that were the
case we'd all be falling over one
another to get at the new Lionel
Richie single and house music would
have stopped right where it started.
In this respect Ten City are to a
certain extent victims of their own
hype. No one as yet appears to
have stumbled on the obvious but
ordinary fact that Ten City make
good music simply because they
make good music.
That said, Ten City are several
steps closer to mainstream black
American pulp music than many
would care to admit. Have alisten
to the title track or 'Close And
Slow'. But there's compensation
enough. 'Suspicion' and 'You Must
Be The One' are close at the heels
of the singles 'Right Back To You'
and 'That's The Way Love Is', and
'Devotion' will always be capable of
tugging at every goose pimple you
ever had.
And Stingily might be the best
soul singer since Marvin Gaye. But if
falsetto comes back in abig way he
could have some explaining to
clo.III al /
2 Phil Cheeseman
1

DEMON

Now that's what Icall perestroika!
Seeking to open tried 'n' tested
musical styles to new influences, just
as the Soviet top dog is trying to
free life in the USSR, the Shamen
end up mixing club sounds of last
year's acieed craze with spacey midSixties acid rock. And what odd
bedfellows they make.
Psychedelic pranksters more
wigged-out than Pink Floyd before
they went bald, or obsessive studio
perfectionists nabbing the best bits
of the work of others, it's hard to
sum up these four Aberdeen boys.
Their debut LP, 'Drop', was draped
in hippy imagery, but now they've
gotten political. Hot damn! Born
again, Texas country hicks come
under attack on 'Jesus Loves
Amerika', before the mind over
matter, synthi-beat weirdness of
'Transcendental' casts its kooky
spell. A sampled newscaster then
informs us "Nuclear weapons are
being scrapped", on the final and
title track ... we can but hope he's
right.IMBZ MI Henry Williams

SAMANTHA FOX
'I Minna Have Some Fun'
JIVE

Oh dear, Sam Fox is in danger of
taking herself seriously. Despite its
vacuous title, this album cruises
through acid, house, hip hop and
pop in adesperate attempt to inject
some street cred, but not even hip
producers like Kevin Saunderson
and Full Force can save such
appalling songs. Sam sounded best
when she stuck two fingers up at
the critics and hammed it up with
air guitar and heavy bikers' jackets.
Now she's trying to impress
everyone with versatility, and has
developed an irritating habit of
talking over the songs so frequently
it sounds like an episode of
'EastEnders' has been dubbed over
the whole album. Only her Dusty
Springfield cover and 'Hot For You'„
with its outrageous heavy metal
guitar solo, displays the kind of
frivolity that first put her in the
charts.3 Tim Jeffery

H

E WEARS a gold chain around his neck thick
enough to make an anchor cable for the QE2, and
stalks across the foyer of his London hotel like a
panther in search of its prey. Rob Base is in town
and he doesn't want you to forget it.

"I've learnt the art of being cool from my cats," he
says. "Cats are really funky little creatures. They won't
give anything if they don't get nothing in return. Iguess
that's just the way it is with me sometimes, although I
can be very generous."
With 'Get On The Dance Floor' hooking its claws
firmly in the charts, Rob can afford to purr and splash
around $1,000 atime on gold chains, not to mention the
selection of chunky rings on his fingers costing around
$700 athrow.
"I guess I'm into spreading happiness," Rob sighs,

sitting down and flashing his awesome jewellery
collection. "Y'know, I'm not one of those political
rappers. Ithink they have aright to say what they
honestly believe in, but that's not the kind of statement I
want to make. Most of my songs are for the good times;
get out there, get down. Life's too short to be miserable.
"It's good to see that rap has crossed over. It's moved
out of the specialist market but it's still vital and exciting
and it's still the music of the people, particularly real
young kids.
"What I'd really like to do sometime in the future is
some classical rap. Maybe combine rap with an opera. I
like classical music, Beethoven came up with some really
classic beats. He was areally good 18th century beatbox."
In the future, though, Rob will be working without his
longtime partner DJ E-Z Rock, and on 'Top Of The
Pops' he used his manager William Hamilton as astandin. He says E-Z Rock wasn't turning up to concerts and
in the end he was fired.
"My manager put him on suspension and we gave him
asecond chance, but it didn't make any difference. He
had to go but I'll suppose I'll miss him, we sort of grew
up together."
Rob Base, alias Robert Ginyard, grew up in Harlem. A
quiet child, there was no running with street gangs or
shooting the pump for him.
"I used to spend most of my time up in my room alone
listening to music. Ithink alot of people who know me
are surprised at the way Iturned out. Ifound that
performing was away of drawing my personality out of
myself. I'm achanged person.
"It made me feel good to stand up for myself and rap.
But in the early days Igot ripped off alot. Some guy
would promise you $25 for aperformance and then not
show up with the cash."
These days, though, Rob can command anything from
$2,000 upwards for ashow. He's recently been supporting
fern rappers Salt-N-Pepa on their American tour and the
proceeds have helped buy him one of those curious
American dwellings called acondominium.
"I've worked hard for everything I've got," insists Rob.
"Rap's avery competitive form of music, in fact it's so
competitive it's like taking part in asport. You've got to
be good otherwise your rivals are always breathing down
your neck.
Rob reckons that one of his favourite songs is 'Crush',
atender ballad which has proved to be very popular on
American radio stations.
"It's all about the girls you see from adistance but

No political messages. Stylish rapper, Rob Base, just wants everybody to have a good time
and reckons you can learn the art of being cool from the family cat. Purrfect, but what's
happened to DJ E-Z Rock? Robin Smith finds out. Creamy pic: Norman Anderson

can't quite get up enough courage to ask out for adate.
I've been in that situation many many times 'cos
sometimes I'm kinda shy.
"Yeah, I'd like anice lady to come and share my
condo. But, of course, she'd have to get on well with my
cats."
R tv% 31
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THE RM INDEPENDENT MUSIC CHART
1
2
3

(1)
(2)
(3)

4
5

(4)
(5)

6
7
8
9
10

(6)
(8)
(15)
(9)
(23)

Crackers Internotional Erasure (Mute)

SINGLES

Fine Time New Order (Factory)
If Love Was ATrain Michelle Shocked (Cooking Vinyl)
ALittle Respect Erasure (Mute)
John Kettley Is AWeatherman A Tribe Of Toffs (Completely Different)
Blue Monday 88 New Order (Factory)
Chains Of Love (Remix) Erasure (Mute)
Oh L'Amour Erasure (Mute)
Ship Of Fools Erasure (Mute)
The Auto Gift EP Eat (Fiction)

11

(11)

12

(20)

Victim Of Love Erasure (Mute)
The Peel Sessions the Smiths (Strange Fruit)

13
14

(21)
(16)

Wrote For Luck Happy Mondays (Factory)
The Peel Sessions Jimi Hendrix (Strange Fruit)

15

(7)

16
17

(12)
(14)

18
19

(28)
(17)

20
21

(—)
H

22

(10)

Love Goes On the Go-Behveens (Beggars Banquet)
It Doesn't Have To Be Erasure (Mute)

23
24

(—)
(19)

Wiliam It Was Really Nothing the Smiths (Rough Trade)
True Faith New Order (Factory)

25
26

(—)
(—)

Why Are You Being So Reasonable Now? the Wedding Present (Reception)

27

(26)

28
29

(30)
(24)

30

(25)

You Made Me Realise My Bloody Valentine (Creation)
Rent Act the Wolfhounds (Midnâ Music)
Big New Prinz/Jerusalem the Fall (Beggars Banquet)
Moonchild Fields Of The Nephilim (Situation Two)

1
2

(1)
(2)

3
4

(—)
(—)

5
6

(—)
(3)

7

(5)

8
9
10

(8)
(4)
(6)

Motorcycle EP Love And Rockets (Beggars Banquet)
The Circus Erasure (Mute)
Night Tracks the Wedding Present (Strange Fait)
Touched By The -tond Of God New Order (Factory)
Who Needs Love Like That Erasure (Mute)
Control I'm Here Nitzer Ebb (Mute)

Nothing Less Than Brilliant Sandie Shaw (Rough Trade)

The Innocents Erasure (Mute)
Circus Erasure (Mute)
Fade Out Loop (Chapter 22)

ALBUMS

Hunkpapa Throwing Muses (4AD)
The Whitey Album Ciccone Youth (Blast First)
Short Sharp Shocked Michelle Shocked (Cooking Vinyl)
Substance New Order (Factory)
Louder Than Bombs the Smiths (Rough Trade)
Wonderland Erasure (Mute)
House Of Love House Of Love (Creation)
Hotful Of Hollow the Smiths (Rough Trade)

11

(9)

12

(15)

13

(—)

14
15
16

(19)
(10)
(14)

Life's Too Good the Sugarcubes (One Little Indian)
Isn't Anything My Bloody Valentine (Creation)
Belief Nitzer Ebb (Mute)

17

(11)

Bummed Happy Mondays (Factory)

The Mon — Best Of Elvis Costello Elvis Costello (Demon)
1977-1980: Substance Joy Division (Factory)

18

(—)

The Queen Is Dead the Smiths (Rough Trade)

19

(—)

20

(17)

Ultra Vivid Scene Ultra Vivid Scene (4AD)
Daydream Nation Sonic Youth (Blast First)

Compiled with the help of Spotlight Research and selected retail outlets

RENTA BOYS
As certifiably indie as they come, the
great shaggy, abrasive, rough guitar
bark of the Wolfhounds has been
kept in the kennel for too long now.
After years of buggering about
recording on budgets that wouldn't
buy you a can of Pedigree Chum,
Callahan (vocals), Golding (gtrs)
Deighton (gtrs), Oliver (bass) and
Stebbing (drums) — sound like a bunch
of spy-writers don't they? — crack out
'Rent Act'.
A marvellous production job full of
brisk guitar, 'Rent Act' could have been
Big Country before their own highland
games got rained off. This is the best
way to brace yourself for the
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forthcoming year.
Callahan is adamant there's a
bluesier feel to the band than ever
before: "The idea behind a lot of the
songs is that blues feeling of things
being wrong but being able to obtain
a sort of release through that sadness.
A good half of the songs on the new
album (tentatively: 'Dead Art Free
Enterprise') are about not having any
money... but we're quite a brave
band compared to a lot of others."
Ah yes, the poor will inherit the
Earth and 'Rent Act' is a feast of riches.
Keep the ever baying Wolfhounds at
your door! (PP)

DENTs
with contributions this week from Pete Paisley and Tony Beard

STRETCH

JEANS

We here at Independents have often spent aquiet moment or three wondering how
exactly the Stretch Heads manage to produce their unique thrash pop sound. Their
infamous EP of last year, 'Bros Are Pish', pointed the way forward for the manic
outpourings, and now they've come up with the ultimate crop protector in the shape of
a22 track LP entitled 'Five Fingers Four Thingers A Thumb A Facelift And A New
Identity'. The title is longer than any of the tracks, but here we present acandid snap
of guitarist Andy which explains the band's individual charm.

PRESS

UP

'Kansas', the new single from the Wolfgang Press, is the sort of
bloodless, repetitive slur of a riff that doesn't happen way too
often. So don't ignore it. The vocals are as typically gruff 'n'
gutteral (but in a very nice way, of course) as befits previous
Wolfie material, but the crack nrn indie hit picker team reckon it
could be their first to gain them some respectable exposure.
If belly-crawling, desert-dusting slop funk is your thing, this is
almost a mutant Talking Heads, then get buying. And if you've
got a TV then watch out for the vid, a kooky but supposedly
meaningful affair that involves a lot of running around in John
F Kennedy masks! Just watch out for them full moons, y'hear?
(TB)

BEGGARS BAWL
We should have got around to
familiarising ourselves with the
Ambitious Beggars single,
Welcome', before Christmas, but a
good song is agood song and this
single has more than its fair share of
little gems. The band have been
playing predominantly in their native
north west for the past year or so,
delivering an intriguing and attractive
mix of Aztec Camera meets Squeeze
meets the Housemartins. Bob Kemp's
clear and plaintive voice even has a
touch of the Neil Tennants at times,
and both Welcome' and the
accompanying A-side track, 'Tryin' To
Be Young', are worth more than a
cursory listen. This is the last Ugly Man
Records release, but we look forward
to hearing the band's future material
on anew label. Keep an eye out for
Ambitious Beggars, especially if you're
off on your hols to Hungary in the
near future where the band have lined
up a 10 date tour.

A lot of nice things were said last year about Manchester band King Of The Slums when their EP, M
'England's Finest Hopes', hit the streets (as we say). They're back with the just released 'Bombs Away Vi
On Harpurhey', which to we lager drinking southerners is a confusing little title. Apparently Harpurhey
is a district of Manchester famed for being the location of Bernard Manning's cabaret club. The band In
themselves are bolstered by the extraordinary electric violin of Sarah Curtis, which certainly stops the
band from suffering from too many comparisons. We're still not sure whether we like it or not but the al
band are currently playing the odd date around the country, so pop along and make up your own mind.
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• STING in the
days before he
discovered he
couldn't act
'Thriller' (78 weeks). And, while 'Hysteria'
has sold ahighly respectable 500,000 or

crazy."
Monie is due to go into the studio

so copies here, it has sold over NINE

shortly to record her second single, with

AND A QUARTER MILLION in America.

an album to follow in the fullness of time.

Note: Brother Beyond have taken
seven singles off their debut album, 'Get

• Released to coincide with the 30th

Even', but only six of them have been hits

anniversary of London's famous rock

(top 75), with just three reaching the top

venue, 'The Marquee — 30 Legendary

40. OK, 'yond fans, here's the checklist: 'I

Years' debuted at number one on the

Should Have Lied' (number 166), 'How

compilation album chart last week. Had it

Many Times' (number 62), 'Chain-Gang

been eligible for the main album chart, it

Smile' (number 57), 'Can You Keep A

would have debuted at number two

established by Michael Jackson's

Secret' (number 56), 'The Harder 1Try'

behind 'The Legendary Roy Orbison'.

album 'Bad' (Janet Jackson's 'Control'

(number two), 'He Ain't No Competition'

• 'Rocket' goes into orbit this week,
becoming the sixth top 40 hit lifted off
Del Leppard's album 'Hysteria' — just
one short of the record seven top 40 hits

and Luther Vandross's 'Give Me The

(number six) and 'Be My Twin' (number
14).

Reason' also house seven hits, but in

'Rocket' follows 'Animal' (number six),
'Pour Some Sugar On Me' (number 18),

MAXIMUM WI
1190,PIPIREmARDHEE

'Hysteria' (number 26), 'Armageddon It'
(number 20) and 'Love Bites' (number II).
In America, 'Hysteria' has also spawned
six hit singles. Though the first, 'Women',
peaked at number 80, the remainder have

• The famous
WHO poster from
the days

hen

koeer Daltrey 's fish

all made the top 20: 'Animal' reached
number 19, 'Hysteria' peaked at number
10, 'Pour Some Sugar On Me' got to
number two, 'Love Bites' topped the chart

farm was still a

and 'Armageddon It' is even now

distant dream J

descending from its peak of number three.
4y,teria' has topped Billboard's top 200
bu'
r>chart on no fewer than three
entirely s
'
e>irate occasions, and this week
s
in

tbtop I
0; an impressive

itmagazire
n!)." three j
.
o'nginal
Dt-Ihjsic

lar 75
Tr
),
'The

09ecl

-

ruce Springsteen

Cream, Free and Genesis. Also,

chart at number 37 last week, nine years

T.Rex, Queen, Marillion, Simple

to the day after the Whispers' 'And

Minds, the Police and Dire

The Beat Goes On', from which it hijacks

Straits.

.
its

rhythm track, also debuted at number

37!
Though 'I Can Do This' is Monies debut

Jimi Hendrix's 'Purple Haze', which also
appears on the album, is to be released as
asingle, and should draw even more

hit in her own right, the I8-Year-old

attention to the album, which includes only

rapper — her name rhymes with boney,

acouple of exclusives, these being David

not money — can be heard at her most

Bowie's original version of 'Space

vitriolic rhyming and bitching on the remix

Oddity', which otherwise appears only on

versions of two current top 20 hits,

the video 'Love You Til Tuesday' and

namely 'Respect' by Adeva and 'She

Pink Floyd's 'Another Brick In The

Drives Me Crazy' by the Fine Young

Wall'.

Cannibals, wherein she responds to
the criticism implicit in the title with the

The full length of 'Another Brick...'
appears on Floyd's own album 'The Wall',
but the number one single version,
dubbed 'Part Two', has never appeared

— by

on an album before. Surprisingly, it's also

Óind

about you, you know Ifeel nothing. If I

one of the 22 tracks which make the

was to say Iloved you, I'd be bluffing...

transition from the vinyl edition of 'The

'or's 19).
in riTh

4
• oe4e
t/ e„,.
e4jek'et
te
r

ise4

R tv%

among them U2, the Jam, the Who,

Love's hit 'I Can Do This' entered the

chance in hell? Idoubt it. When Ithink

1

,4P

30 whose tracks appear on the album —

MacDonald points out that Monje

Come on, give me abreak. You stand a

jCietn háibeen bettered
sin th

• Gallup Chart researcher Bob

brilliant put-down, "Drive you crazy?

acHevernent,' which, •tçzrding to the

host to astaggering array of rock talent
over the last three decades, including the

neither case have all seven reached the
top 40).

Small and sweaty, dark and damp, the
Marquee has had three homes and played

eik)1
"Ir .

Case dismissed, end of story, and don't try

Marquee' to the CD, which has aplaying

to J-J,re me with the fact that Idrive YOU

time of nearly 75 minutes.

ILE
•The latest issue of Chartwatch (Number
28) has just been published, and, as usual,
editors John Hancock and Neil Rawlings
have assembled afascinating though not
always vital (number one singles from
Zimbabwe for the first half of 1988!)
potpourri of chart-related trivia.
Among the more absorbing items are
'Rock Roots 1952-1987', wherein chart-

CHARTFILE USA

released amoderately successful album on

makers are traced back to their original

Sheriff's 'When I'm With You' climbed

WEA last year, whilst the other three

band with about

groups who are then ranked according to

to the top of Billboard's US Hot 100 chart

members of the group now have jobs

as much style as

the number of weeks their 'old boys' have

last week, becoming only the second single

outside the music industry.

Peter Beardsley

spent in chart-making acts. It's no surprise

by aCanadian act to reach the summit in

to find the Quarrymen — who begat

the last 10 years, emulating Bryan

released in Britain last week, is remarkable

the Beatles — at the top of the list,

Adams's 1985 topper 'Heaven'.

for another reason — vocalist Freddy

but it's interesting and less predictable to

A pretty, melodic rock ballad. 'When

'When I'm With You', which was

Curci concludes his performance by

find, for example, the Outlaws who

I'm With You' was recorded as long s
ago

holding anote for 25 1
2 seconds.
/

had two very minor hits of their own for

as 1982, and was first released in America

According to 'American Top 40'; the

atotal of four weeks in the chart, taking

in the spring of 1983, when it reached

popular US chart countdown hosted by

eighth place in the list, having Havery

number 61. It owes its belated success to

Shadoe' Stevens, that's the longest note

Hinsley of Hot Chocolate, Chas

radio station KZZP in Phoenix, Arizona,

ever on atop 40 hit. Previous holder of

Hodges of Chas & Dave, Ritchie

which started playing it last autumn. It was

the record was Donna Summer.

Blackmore (Deep Purple/

greeted with enormous enthusiasm locally,

whose 1979 'Dim All The Lights' included

Rainbow) and Ian Gillan (GilIan) as

and was then added to Las Vegas-based

a 15.9 second note. and Aussie group
Air'Supply's 1980 success All Out Of

members, along with Neil Christian,

sister station KLUC's playlist. quickly

who scored asolo hit, to bring the total

followed by Los Angeles' influential KISS-

Love' includes a 16.1 second note,

number of weeks the Outlaws' members

FM, forcing Capitol Records to re-issue

courtesy of British-born lead vocalist

have spent on the chart to amighty 576.

the record.

Russell Hitchcock.

Chartwatch 28 also includes an analysis

Last year. A&M Records re-released

Incidentally, the record Sheriff

of the charts of 1963, and acomplete

UB40's 'Red Red Wine' after asimilar

dethroned was Phil Collins' Two

chartography of the hits of John

scenario involving another Phoenix radio

Hearts', which surrendered its title in

Lennon and Paul McCartney.

station, KKFR, and the two were

dramatic manner, tumbling all the way to

Chartfile was home to asimilar exercise

rewarded with anumber one hit. At the

nurn6er O. As revealed in Chartfile three

about three years ago, our log also

time. the UB40 record, cut in 1983, was

months ago. the last single to fall further

including hits written by George

the oldest record to reach number one.

from number one was Diana Ross's

Harrison and Ringo Starr.

That record now belongs to Sheriff —

'Do You Know Where You're Going To

Freddy Curd (lead vocals), Arnold

(Theme From Mahogany)* which ended its

Chartwatch is published quarterly, and can

Lanni (keyboards), Steve De March'

reign by diving to number IIin 1976.

be ordered from Chartwatch, 17

(guitar), Wolf Hassel (bass) and Rob

Springfield, Ilminster, Somerset, TA 19

Elliott (drums) — who split in I
984.

Priced at £1. including postage.

OET.

• SHERIFF, a

Lanni, who wrote the song, and Hassel are
now members of Frozen Ghost, who
• JOHNNY
ROTTEN, STEVE
JONES and a
scantily clad Jordan
show off the Sex
Pistols' early appeal
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WARNING

41 BEATS a PIECES
MIXING STANDARDS may have been disappointingly low amongst most of the entrants in
1989 Technics UK DJ Mixing Championships (don't forget that many more DJs are
knocked out at preliminary stages than end up in
the heats), but it must be said that just about all
who qualified for this week's semi-finals are "up
to scratch" and well worth seeing, so, whatever
the outcome, next week's grand final at London's Empire Ballroom on Wednesday (15) is
guaranteed to be really exciting! ... Iand other
observers are beginning to think that future
competitors should have to include amandatory
running synch mix in their championship repertoire, just to prove that they can actually "mix"
before going off into nights of scratching fantasy
(rather as Pablo Picasso proved he was a
superb draughtsman before he began painting
people with jumbled faces) ... West London's
overall standard at Ealing's Broadway Boulevard was not as low as last year (when the heat
had been at Uxbridge's Regals, swapped about
this time as venue for the regional semi-final),
but, as also at Romford's Hollywood (like a
downmarket •Stringfellows), few real standout
mixers were weeded out from over 30 entrants
at each heat (for full results, see the photo
captions) — obviously, most of the good London mixers with get up and go have indeed got
up early and gone to compete in the provincial
heats, once again ... LL Cool J'Rock The Belli'
and Hashim 'Al-Naafyish' have continued to be
this year's groan-inducing "oh, not again" clichés
— even Pogo used the latter! — while use of
Rob Base & DJ E-Z Rock 'It Takes Two'
slowed down at the later heats, which was apity
as all the judges enjoyed going "w000" — "yeah"
along with it ... Barking's DJ T Rox was the
first ever girl to enter the mixing championships,
in recognition of which she was put into the
Romford heat, unfairly to her as although performing bravely she really wasn't up to it ...
Dancin' Danny D. star producerhemixer of
D. Mob fame and his own new Slam Jam
Productions company, was for no reason
prodded and pushed by the Romford bouncers
as everyone was leaving ... Sleeping Bag Records, offering a recording contract to the winner, are sponsoring the 1989 Shure UK Rapping Championships, in which rap acts are
competing at this week's mixing semi-finals before having afinal of their own at the March 12
opening party of the 1989 International DJ
Convention ... Technics' World DJ trophy
this year will be a reputedly solid gold SL 1200
turntable! ... rm reader Ray Young is losing
sleep, incidentally, wondering why the Technics
SL 1200 deck's calibrated speed control slider
does not reflect the actual mathematical percentage speed shifts that can be checked against the
platter's illuminated strobe markings — it beats
me but, unless anyone else knows better. could
it be because the slider's stated percentages cannot be geared consistently to both the different
45rpm and 33 1
/
arpm playing speeds? ... She
Rockers 'On Stage' turns out on commercial
pressings to be a Broad Beans Mix and
118%bpm, with an added 119bpm Instrumental Mix ... Funkrnaster Wizard Wiz's
flip, left out for lack of room last week, is the
juddery thudding 96bpm 'Fat Tim' ... Cash
Money & Marvelous's album, reviewed in full
on import, is now out here (Sleeping Bag Records SBUK-LP-4) ... Wally Jump Junior &
The Criminal Element 'Thieves', promoed
(and reviewed) back in October and dead as a
doornail by December, appears only now to
have been released commercially! ... Bobby
Browns UK follow-up will be a re-issue of
'Don't Be Cruel', and MCA Records have also
reissued the Mac Band featuring The
McCambell Brothers 'Jealous' (which had zilch

B.s.0 is adivision of Boonsquawk

DIRECTORY
COMPILED

BY

JAMES

HAMILTON

ALL THAT'S UPFRONT ON THE NATION'S
HOTTEST DANCEFLOORS

DOCTOR K, the winner in West London
last year, won again in fast and furious style
at Ealing's Broadway Boulevard (you can
hear him scratching several of the tracks on
the I.M.11/label's compilation album,
'Dance Diverse', EAGLE LP 2)

DJ POGO, London's overall winner last year, as widely anticipated won the East London
mixing heat at Romford's Hollywood, but confessed he was not on full form (it's Pogo who
scratches on, and produced, Monie Love's current smash)

response when first about in November) ...
Ten City's UK issued album 'Foundation' (Atlantic WX 249) arrived too late to BPM, so check
The Club Chart as usual for all the latest beats,
including no doubt those for the DJ Mark The
45 Ithig produced import rap album. Lakim
Shabazz 'Pure Righteousness' (US Tuff City
TUFLP5557) ... UK remixes this week, which
likewise will be BPM-ed if they hit The Club
Chart include the Kevin Saunderson remixed
locomoting stuttery Reid 'Real Emotion (The
Motortown Meltdown)', Les Adams remade jittery rolling Bas Noir 'My Lóve Is Magic (Big Bas
Drum Remix)'. Dancin' Danny D remixed 'It
Takes Two' overdubbed though rather messy
Rob Base & D E-Z Rock 'Get On The Dance
Floor (The Danny D Remix)', originally imported
Cameo 'The Skin fm In (The Truth)', frantically
jeering ituttery S'Xpress 'Hey Music Lover
(Spatial Expansion Remix)', not particularly improved The DJ Fist Eddie 'I Can Dance (The
Rapture Mix)7Hip House (The Annihilation Mix)'
... Swansea DJ James Lewis's neuroblastoma
suffering small son Christian sadly died last
week — although by then blind. "he didn't want
to die" says James, who with wife Kim had
been doing everything possible to bring about a
miracle for the last 18 months ... Ten City and

Kym MazeIle, plus live bands, are confirmed
along with the likes of Meya and Monie Love
for the rapidly approaching March 24-26 Easter
weekender at Prestatyn — full booking details
(get in there quick as the last one was vastly
over-subscribed) on 01-364 1212 from LiveWire, who hint that they're also "talking" to
Bobby Brown. Chaka Khan. Jungle
Brothers and Cash Money as the final line-up
is far from complete! ... Martin Collins' contributions to Capital Radio would appear to
be non-vocal for the time being, until a clause
expires in his old contract with Chiltern Radio
— meanwhile. he and Colin Watts hold a
Pink ElephantiDumbo's soul club reunion this
coming Monday (13) at Luton's RoneIles ...
Kim Vernon, Wes Allen and occasional guest
Paul Landon pump out all kinds of house hip
hop and soul at Back Street Fridays in Preston's Loot — the aforementioned Paul Landon has actually just launched the previously local
In The Mix house music fanzine on a national
basis, and plans a Play It Loud record label to
follow (subscription and mailing list details from
In The Mix. 83 St George's Road. Deepdale,
Preston, Lana) ... Rob Haman& who teaches
street dancing for charity purposes at Swindon's
Plus One youth centre (0793-642765), checked

the scene in Moscow before Christmas and had
'ern breakdancing in the snow — he now plans
next winter to take the Stone Youth Enterprise darkefrap/grafitti hip hop troupe over to
subvert- Russian kids properly! ... Cokhester's
University Radio Essex. the county's longest
established radio station, celebrates its 18th
birthday on March Iwith a reunion of its former staff (many now running BBC and ILR stations), a national student radio conference with
speakers on all aspects of local and national
media, and general on-campus hi-jinks — details
from programme controller Will Jackson on
0206-863211, ext. 230
Chris Paul has remixed Perri. 'I'm The One' in 'Ain't Nobody'
style, while J.J. Fad 'Supersonic' is ch.•• again in a
"hip house" mix ... Disco Gary Van DenBussdie, recovering from afall off asevc:
(ouch!), infos that Big Daddy Kane Wrath Of
Kane is based on the J13's 'Giving Up Food For
Funk' played at 45rpm instead of 33 1
/rpm. while
2
M-D-Emm member Dave Lee, usually to be
relied on, reckons that Def Jef 'On The Real
Tip' is also based on the Peter Jaques Band
'Mighty Fine' ... The 45 King 'The 900 Number' has tom the roof off everywhere except in
supercool Bristol on the Technics mixing tour.
so why hasn't it been higher in The Club Chart?
... Boy Meets Girl may be one of Alan
Jones's current laves but is, of course, only in
the Pop Dance chart because it's been returned
by pop playing DJs — Iwas merely trying to
point out last week that Alan alone compiles
that (and the Hi-NRG) chart, its new entries
being unknown to me until they appear in print
... MC Jammy Hammy was found fast asleep
at the wheel of his parked car, when Mel
Medalie dropped off some Champion promos at his house early one morning, for no more
exciting reason than that he had been up all
night (during a period in which he only slept
properly four times in eight days) putting last
week's rm column together! ... Disco Mix
Club leader Tony Prince looks so young now
with his brushed forward hairstyle that he's
known as the Clitheroe Kid! ... GIVE IT
SOME OF THAT, KID?

• HOT VINYL
CRANE LLE

'One Man (One Mix)'

(US Profile PRO-7241)
Kevin Hedge of Blaze co-produced, Frankie
Knuckles & David Morales remixed, superb cool
girl gurgled and wailed smooth bass bubbled
weaving 119-0bpm garage strider (in three
mixes), the new Adeva, instantly massive on
import but due out here on Cooltempo at the
end of the month (white labelled this week)
with abonus Blaze mix for the UK only.

"come on daddy/right on"
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giant new 12" single by
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THE STYLE COUNCIL
'Promised Land (Longer Version)'

ROB NELSON from Bangor, Northern
Ireland's winner again at Portrush's Traks

THE STOP THE VIOLENCE MOVEMENT
'Self-Destruction'
(Jive BDPS T
Reviewed in full on import only last week, this
rapidly UK released all-star anti-violence rap
message is here 0-104 ,/abpm in its Extended
Mix, Special Remix, and break beats augmented
Instrumental versions.

(Polydor TSCX 17)
Instantly hotter than Joe Smooth's original, this
'Magic Juan' Atkins mixed much more fully textured and forcefully galloping 125 3/
4-0bpm Paul
Weller and D.C. Lee raggedly wailing cover
(Pianopella Version too, and also house styled
119 1
/ -0bpm 'Can You Still Love Me?' flip in
4
two versions) is already about in the actually
Joe Smooth remixed even better more tensely
snapping. cymbal schlurped clacketty rattling
125 1
/ -126-0bpm much altered
4

'Promised Land (Joe
Alternate Club Mix)'

Smooth's

(Polydor TSCXS 17).
flipped by the now J.Z.J. remixed far better and
tighter piano jangled jittery "deep" style (0+
120-0bpm 'Can You Still Love Me?' in Club
Vocal and 12 O'Clock Dub versions.

DONNA ALLEN
'Joy And Pain'
(US Oceana 0-96575)

DJ CARL, the lighttingered Carlos Hampden, convinced the judges that he should he second
in Ealing by mixing backwards from the wrong side of the console

Already well established on import album but
now I2-inched and remixed, this gorgeous
classily swaying 108bpm sinuously soulful revival of the Maze featuring Frankie Beverly standard is in four different mixes, Nick Martinelli's
Dance Version and Edited Dance Version being
more lushly full bodied while Eric Schillings
Edited Remix and LP Version are more starkly
tapping.

TYREE
featuring
Steady
'Turn Up The Bass'

Kool

Rock

(US DJ International Records DJ 970/ffrr FFRX 24)
The biggest and best of all the "hip house" hits,
this exciting Lyn Collins 'Think (About It)'/Rob
Base & DJ E-Z Rock 'It Takes Two' "woo —
yeah" punctuated house tempoed jumpy rap is
— pay close attention! — in differently titled
and BPM-ed although otherwise the same mixes
on import and UK pressings (the latter for full
commercial release in a fortnight). the Fast
Eddie scratched/Tyree remixed (0-)126 1
/-bpm
2
Scratch It Up Mix and Fast Eddie remixed
126 1
/
2-0bpm Music & Edits here being segued
on the A-side as the (0-)125 1
/ bpm and 125 1
4
/2
Obpm Super Duper Mix — Parts l & 2.
Tyree's (0-)127-0bpm Turn Up The House
here being mis-credited as the (0 )126 -0bpm
Fast Eddie Mix. Julian lumpin' Perez's 123 1
/2
Obpm Jumpin' Mix here being 122 1
/ -0bpm,
4
while Tyree's actually more acidic 123 1
/bpm
2
Hip Hop is only on the import. Confused?

KINGS OF SWING
'Stop JocIdn' Jumes'
(US BumRush! BR 2944)
"Find someone else's break beat besides James
Brown" is the gist of this challenge to unimaginative rappers, a languidly rolling and rumbling but fast talking lead-swapping 0-102 5/
6
bpm rap 'n scratch by Mike Master and Sugar
K (jaunty 0-104 1
/
6bpm 'Microphone Junkie' flip.
and instruments too), much played already on
radio and potentially massive if only short supply had not so far made it hard to get.

KEYMAN EDWARDS
'Love's Got 2 Be Strong'
(US Sound Pak SPR-1029)
Rickster-produced superb soulfully crooned and
semi-rapped sinuously flowing slick deep house,
perhaps with a slightly too repetitive Instant
Funk-ish 'love's got be strong, Ican't be left
hangin' on, I'm doin' the best Ican, how much
more can one man stand?" main lyric, in Ten
City style 124Vsbpm Key To The Club and
124bpm Inst. Groove Mixes, or totally different machine washed stuttery 124bpm House
and Underground Mixes.

ICE-T
'The Hunted Child (Remix)'
(us Sic 21149

38 R
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DJ "WHIZZ KID" from St Albans was the
deserved qualifying runner-up in Romford,
actually doing long synched mixes and a
"morse code" transformer scratch
Although the drily talked slinkily jiggling
101 1
/ bpm 'High Rollers (Remix)' is embla4
zoned as the title tune on this eye-poppingly
packaged six-tracker, the hot cut is this siren
backed nervily churning 123bpm "hip house"
leaper (Instrumental and A Cappella too), while
the angrily droning and scratching 112 1
/ -0bpm
2
'Power (Remix)' (113-0bpm Instrumental too)
is also more floor-aimed, all putting across a
message.

JAY & ACE
'That Ain't My Child (Extended
"Bitch" Mix)'
(US Crazy Hype' Records MRC-I086)
Terrific rollingly lurching George Clinton 'Atomic Dog' backed 0-101bpm amusing splutter
rap, answering Cheryl Pepsii Riley's 'Thanks For
My Child' with hilarious invective and the facts
of life (in four mixes). As the label copy says
(along with an explicit lyrics warning), "This
record is meant to be ajoke, if you don't think
it's funny don't listen to it"!

KID 'N PLAY
'Rollin' With Kid 'N Play'
(US Select FMS62335)
Their album's "oh-la oh-la" chanting standout
now remixed and much improved by Gail "Sky"
King, this Ripple 'I Don't Know What It Is But
It Sure Is Funky' — quoting infectious real gogo tempoed jiggly rap is in five new 103 2/
3bpm
mixes plus the 103 1
/bpm LP Version. much
4
better than their current UK release.

TALKING YOUR BUSINESS (T.Y.B.)
'Just Got Laid'
(US Idlers WAR 0341

Di
Burbling old yakkety sax funk track backed,
presumably Johnny Kemp 'Just Got Paid' inspired,
good
humoured
chattering
leadswapping rap about "making out", in 113 1
4 /
Obpm and 113 1
/
3-Obpm
vocal versions and
113 1
/-0bpm dub, flipped by the fast toasting
4
lurching 'Show 'Em How It's Done' in
106 2/
3bpm vocal, 106 3
/ -0bpm dub and tempo4
less acappella.

VICTOR ROMEO presents: Leatrice
Brown
'Love Will Find A Way'
(US Dance Mania DM 018)
Pleasantly smooth. though sometimes rawly
emoted rollingly chugging garage-type house in
attractively slinky 121bpm Club and more
starkly thudding 0-121bpm Radio mixes, flipped by the Tyree mixed stuttering and twittering instrumental 124 2/s 'Acid Rain (Rain Dance
UK Mix)'.

THE DYNAMIC DUO
'We're Bock'

(US nugroove NG-008)
Tommy Sozzi & Tommy Musto created usefully ,
familiar samples built 120bpm shuffler like al
less frenetic Todd Terry project, prodded by,
"get on up" from Bohannon's 'Let's Start The
Dance' and "do it" from Raw Silk's 'Do It To,
The Music' while every individual noise is probably traceable back to awell known oldie, making it asurefire floor filler (in Gotham City Mix
and Caped Crusader Dub versions).

THE KIDD CITY ORCHESTRA
'I Got Something Here
Mixr

(Club

(US More Music MM-004)
Michael
'Kidd'
Gomez
created
stuttery
123%bpm Todd Terry pastiche re-arranging
guess which Black Riot synth riff along with the
Royal House siren and other user friendly elements, coupled by the possibly better and less
restrictive, still siren accented although otherwise different bassily bounding instrumental
124bpm 'Tonight' in MKG's Mix, New Year
Dub and Acid Mix versions.

DJ SLIPMATT with, as record feeder, his partner DJ Lime are the group S.L. II (whose
previously reviewed 'Do That Dance' is now out commercially on B/Ware! Records) —
despite deserving aplace in some judges' estimation at Ealing he somehow didn't make the
top three

2 GUYS ON ACID
'House Music (All Night Long)'
(US Lower Level Records LLR4)
Tommy Musto & Frankie "Bones" created well
worn title line repeating insistent stark jittery
chugger in 118%-119 1
2 bpm Club House Mix,
/
119 3
/ -II
4
9bpm
Percappella,
more
acidic
119 1
/bpm Cool House Dub and 119 3
2
/ -119 1
4
2 /
119bpm Call It Acid Dub, break beat driven
119 3
/ -119bpm Froot Loops 2versions.
4

BABY FORD
'Fordtraue
(Rhythm King BFORD 3)
Sounding like what might happen if Marc
Almond met the Pet Shop Boys on an acid trip,
this 45rpm 12 inch twin-pack "album" is very
much pop house, with the machine washed
swimmingly
phasing
mystical
0-121 3
/ bpm
4
'Crashing', typical jerkily skittering 123-0bpm '1
Love It', joltingly shuffling 119 3
/ bpm 'My In4
nersence', frantic twittery 130-0bpm 'Flowers',
mutterin surging 0-118%-0bpm 'Reprise', truly
"acid jazz" (0-)123 1
/
6bpm
'Fordtrax', thinnly
speeding 124 2/
4-0bpm 'Chikki Chikki Ahh Ahh
(Promo)', steam driven 123-0bpm 'Oochy
Koochy (Konrad Cadet)'. Basically, for the sort
of "acieed" fan who never was into black music.

THE GAP BAND
'I'm Gonna Git You Sucka'
rArlsta GAP I
r
Title track from what apparently is a 'Shaft'spoofing movie about "gold chain wars" (to
quote from the also featured Boogie Down
Productions 'Jack Of Spades'), this Norman
Whitfield co-penned but group produced and
Frankie Knuckles mixed sombre jittery rambling
jogger is now just in the here 100 1
/bpm Ex2
tended, punchier Single, and 100 3
/ bprn Trip4
ped Out Dub Versions, something of agrower
which will probably burst into life at the
cinema.
IZIT

'Stories (The Jackanory Mix)'
(Pig &Trumpet PTI301)
Chakachas 'Jungle Fever' based slinkily weaving
0-93-0-93bpm
pleasant
"street soul"
instrumental, inserting 'Listen With Mother'quoting "are you sitting comfortably — good
then I'll begin" in some of the pauses where
once there was lewd panting (7" Mix too, and
datedly frantic Britfunk I38bpm 'Move Out Of
My House' flip).

JAMES LEE WILD
'Stroke Of Luck'
(Polydor JLWZ I)
Offputtingly packaged (more like arock record)
but burbling bass pushed whiningly nagging 0118 1
/bpm garage tempo jitterer that should
2
work in with the Turntable Orchestra (in three
mixes, on promo anyway).

CUTMASTER SWIFT, defending 1988
Technics UK DJ Mixing Champion, is the
man that they're all going to have to beat in
the 1989 UK finals next Wednesday
(February 15) at the Empire in London's
Leicester Square, which by all accounts will
be tough!

LEVERT
'Just Coolin' (Extended Nip Hop
Remix)'
(US Atlantic 0-86459)
Remixed by Stetasonic's Daddy 0 with Heavy
D's "twiddly diddly" intro and rap break, some
cool flute, and a hesitantly jolting jiggly juddering sparse 0-100%-0bpm hip hop bet, this
nevertheless also fits right into the "swing" syncopation that currently dominates the US black
chart (100 5/
60bpm Hip Hop Dub Mix and jerkier Original Version Re-edit too).

ALYSON WILLIAMS
'Sleep Talk'
(US Def Jam 44 68193)
Really wailingly introed, 'Funky Drummer'
break beat backed rather Full Force-like lurching 0-106 1
/ -0bpm jitterer with extremely
2
soulful singing allied to hip hop rhythm techniques (and an uncredited Oran 'Juice' Jones interruption halfway), flipped by the superb
Chuck Stanley duetted acoustic piano backed
soaring gospel-style 'I'm So Glad'.

WM TO POWER
'Fading
Away
Mix)'

(Power

House

(US Epic 49 08183)
Shep Pettibone remixes good smoothly cantering 123 1
2 -0bpm slick and largely instrumental
/
pop house (in four mixes), due here in afortnight as follow-up to their current 'Baby ILove
Your Way/Freebird' medley.
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DANCE WITH ME Claudia T

3

3

A B C D/BAD GIRLS Radiorarna

4

4

CALL ME Coco

5

2N

AUTOMAT1CALLY YOURS Brenda

ê

TW LW

REQUIEM (HAMBURG MIX) London Boys

2

4a,

.2
33

WEA I2in
Dutch Made Up I2in
German Blow Up I
2in

och

4.1

Dazzle I2in
Dutch Made Up 12in

KNOCKING ON YOIA DOOR (MARK SAUNDERS REMIX)/STOP! Erasure
LOVE EVICTION QUartzlock"
1,2:4
"
THIS TIME IKNOW IT'S FOR REAL(EXTENDED VERS I
0 14)

9'Sa

INEED YOUR PASSION Sweet Connection
WHAT KIND OF LOVE Dfana Randall',

see Steele

•—

18
14

SECRETS OF LOVE Sara Carlsein7-4

"GiVE

27

9

6

Mercury I2in

I
0

I
3

MA HE'S MAKING EYES AT ME Lena Zavaroni

1I

20

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL GIRL Charlie Rich

12

10

LOVE'S THEME Love Unlimited Orchestra

°

▪

u 24t 17 r.GOGO BOY Ross
23

a

26e'
27

,

9

EVERYTHING YOU LOVE Chip Chip

30

BURN BABY BURN Hudson Ford

21

18

1

1WANNA BE YOUR WIFE (THE LES ADAMS REM IX) Spagna
35

DANGER IN HER EYES Deborah Sasson
34

36

THIS OLD HEART OF MINE Gee Morris
LOVE TRAIN HollYlohnson

37

15

TOO MANY TIMES, TOO MANY CHANGES San

38

12

CRAZY FOR YOU Vanessa

39
40

egeres•Mt ••

VOULEZ-VOUS? Big Bang
Re

HEART OF GLASS Desiderata

23

EMI
Tamla-Motown

17

DANCE WITH THE DEVIL Cozy Rowel,

24

II

TEENAGE RAMPAGE the Sweet

25

19

LIVING FOR THE CITY Stevie Wondj

German Virgin I
2in

26

25

SLIP AND SLIDE Medicine Head

Italian Flea I2in

27

23

AFTER THE GOLD RUSH Prelude

28

—

CANDLE IN THE WIND Elton John

• Italian AAA I2in

29

22

TEENAGE LAMENT '74 Alice Cooper

' 10 Records 12in

30

28

MY COO-CA-CHOO Alvin Stardust

FtAK
RCA
Tamla-Motown
Polydor
Dawn
DJM
WatMer Brothers
Magnet

ye

31

26

HIGHWAYS OF MY LIFE the Isley Brothers

32

40

UNTIL YOU COME BACK TO ME Aretha Fra nkli n

Belgian Hi-Tensio I2in

33

27

YOU WON'T FIND ANOTHER FOOL LIKE ME the New See kers

CBS I2in

34

35

GALLOPING HOME London String Ch ora l
e

GerMán 8igh Sight I
2in

35

34

A LITTLE LOVIN' Neil Sedaka

e?figightMare 12in

36

45

DARK LADY Cher

-;,• MCA I
2in

37

43

WILL YOU STILL LOVE ME TOMORROW Mel
an i
e

F "Belgian Infinity I2in
•
,
, Dutch Injection 12in
:

38

37

BABY WE CAN'T GO WRONG Cilla Black

39

29

STARSteelers Wheel

-Swan I2in white label

3• 40

•43

Epic
/Atlantic

Polydor
Polydor
Polyglot
MCA
Neighbourhood
EMI
MeA&M

32 •sç HOW COME Ronnie Laine

--41 '
.3e .'t

:42

Avco
MAM
A&M

ALL OF MY LIFE Diana Ross

Italian Flea I2in

NightMar-e 12in

33

r.

GEIS

RADAR LOVE Golden Earring
LOVE ON A MOUNTAIN TOP Robert Knight

48 + JUST MY SOUL RESPONDING Smokey Robinson

44 '" 50

WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE Candlewick Gree

45

FUNKY NASSAU Beginning Of The End

47

RCA
Monument
Tamla-Motown
Decca
Atlantic

31•6- THE SHOW MUST GO ON Leo Sayer
.47

24

Tiffany
Apple

TEENAGE DREAM Marc Bolan

9

man Metronome I2in

e

Pye
6

20

Italian Memory 12in
GO BABY GO/HEAVEN MUST HAVE SENT YOU/ONE WAY TICKET (TO HEAVEN)

34

JET Paul McCartney &Wings

London I
2in

RCA I
2in

CBS
Bus Stop

HAPPINESS IS ME AND YOU Gilbert O'Sullivan

Italian Flea 12in

+

IT'S YOU Freddie Starr

21

my my.Chris

"iamartZba

BILLY, DON'T BE A HERO Paper Lace

39

19

"e'e

19
EVERLASTING LOVE (PETE HAMMOND REMIX)Slgidra
21 - LET'S ALL DANCE Argentina •

38

German Bellaphon I2in

IT'S SO FUÑÑ y KiAg Kong &The D.J.Ungle Girls
MY

I
5
16

22

Epic
Pye

ROCKIN' ROLL BABY the Stylistics

Italian Time I2in
Jive 12mn

Philips

NEVER NEVER GONNA GIVE YA UP Barry VVhite

12

G

e

14

Polydor

SOLITAIRE Andy Williams

—

-

WE'LL BE TOGETHER ('89 REM I
X )Sandi • '
1
'• ▪
39 -:›

28 ' 13
'+

•

FOOLS CRY Fabc;

14

Bell

THE NAN WHO SOLD THE WORLD Lulu

17

r

WAIT' (i-ONG) RóbertMcWvar'd & Kvm1.1Zelle++.'

7

Apple

I
8

- IONLY WANNA BE WITH YOU (EXTENDED MIX) Samantha Fox

23

PRT I2in

Italian EMI I2in

DIViNE Mike Her:
nri)er,' -`t "

22

I3

German Polydor I
2in

"

NATHAN JONES Bananeama

RAI<

YOU'RE SIXTEEN Ringo Starr
REMEMBER (SHA LA-LA-LA) Bay City Rollers

Italian Cinevox I2in

FÁNTASY1.
30Y

r20 •

25

r

M gYOUR BODY Dana K.
ay

,SO iXi+RAWAY Seléna' -,
,
'<
19

11

REBEL REBEL David Bowie
TIGER FEET Mud

16

10 Records I
2in

,..a"

5
•2
18

Strike I2in

S DOWNTOWW(I0 (i'ETERS-CAGHUIS REMIX)•

-2 '.

THE AIR THAT IBREATHE the Mollies
WOMBLING SONG the Wombles

7

DON7 TALK TO STRANGER '
S

16

8
4

8

French Public I2in

Re. -",,GOODIIRÉIMAGICJUAN'tli 3Q
+ Ihner,dit,-

DEVIL GATE DRIVE Suzie Quatro
JEALOUS MIND Alvin Stardust

Retro I2in
WEA I2in

German Blow Up I
2in

'

I
3

3
5
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2MARCH 1974— UK TOP 50 SINGLES

4
6

Mute I
2in

Summer

THE FtUMOUR(SHP PETTIBONE MIX) Olivia 1
,
1wtói-i-John7+
•
,
e'
II

2

Italian Disco Magic I2in

`'•-•

5 v, IT'S YOU Sheila Stewart'

7
8

VINTAGE

THE LOVE ILOST Harold Melvin &the Bluenotes
ege JAMBALAYA Carpenters

Chrysalis
Philadelphia
A&M

SMOKIN' IN THE BOYS ROOM BrownsvilliStation
SCHOOL LOVE Barry Blue

e

w.

Philips
•

Bell

PiellielE TEMPI'
THE LONG AWAITED
DEBUT L.P FROM
THE WORLD
13-1
MIXING CHAMPION
CASH
MONEY
eit
MARVELOUS!!!
SBUK LP4 SBUK TC4
SBUK CD4

THE
LAUNCH
OF
A
BRAND
NEVV
SERIES OF CASSETTE
SINGLES FROM THE
tJeFEST DANCE
LABEL THIS SIDE OF
THE ATLANTIC,!!!

îlfp
e
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CHART

I

ICAN DO THIS (DOWNTOWN/UPTOWN MIXES)/FEELS 80-GO '
O-U

2

2

THAT'S THE WAY LOVE IS (ACIEED/UNDERGROUND MIXES)Ten Oty

3
4

3
4

RESPECT (MIXES) Adeva
„0'
0
C:
'.))
CoolteMpei I2in
GET ON THE DANCE FLOOR (THE "SKY" KING REM1XES/O RIGIN AL ALBUM...,, ,
', /-

5

9

WAIT (LONG) Rob ert Howar d+ Kym Maze ll e

Monie Love

40

VERSION) Rob Base & DJ E-Z Roc k
6

15

'

'••

#

•

Cooltempo I2in

*

Atlantic I
2in

Supreme Records 12in'
-'
4 "ft,e,gt ,Réef( .
12in

TURN UP THE BASS (REMIXES)T yree f
eatur i
ng Koo l
Rock Steady

-4P 5

US DJ International Recoicli"12in/fEr pre:f:elease
BORN THIS WAY (LET'S DANCE) Cookie Cre w
• .ffrr 12M

d

RUNAWAY GIRL (PIMP DUB/RUNAWAY RADIO MIX) Sterling Void/IT'S ALL RIGHT,

l
e

(HOUSE MIX) Sterling Void &Paris Brightledge
9

..e ....
„Err

I
6 , YO YO GET FUNKY (MIXES) Fast Eddie

I
0

8

1I .17

YOU'RE GONNA MISS ME (EXTENDED VEFL)Turntable Orchestra
THE LOVER IN ME (EXTENDED VERSION) Sheena Easton

MCA Records 12in '

14 e'''',6

TURN UP THE BASS/T's REVENGE Tyree

15

PROMISED LAND (LONGER VERSION)/CAN YOU STILL LOVE ME? The Style Council

20

.4,,4,

10 ReCords I2M

US DJ International Records LP

eiOCS,"•-•'- '
- Polydor 12'
..,,. lee'
..e,

PROMISED LAND (MIXES) Joe Smooth Inc featuring Anthony Thomas

DJ International Rem, isl .
,I2in
''MCA p, sis I2in

17

13

MY PREROGATIVE (EXTENDED REMIX) Bobby Brown

18

10

YOYO GET FUNKY/HIP«HOUSE/I CAN DANCE/JACK 2THE SOUND The DJ Fast fàdic

19

29

20

24

21

14

22

25

BREAK 4LOVE (SPANISH FLY) Raze
ONE MAN (ONE MIX/DOPE DUB/INTENSE MIX) Chanelle

CEampion"
.
I2in
US Profile I2in

ADDING ON (CLUB TRACK) (1 I
81
2 )/FIRST IN EXISTENCE (107 1
/
2 )/GETT ING
/

FIERCE

I1
21

26

44

27

18
47

Records I
2in
SEDUCTION (VOCALCLUB MIX) (0-120-1 19 3
4 )/(WILD CLUB MIX) (120 1
/
/3)/(EVERYBODY
JUMP) (0-122 3
4 )/DEVOTE YOURSELF (I 20-0)/(THE REPRISE
/

LOFT MIX)

(0- I
20 1
4 -I 20 1
/
2„lopm) Seduction .
/

Breakout I2in

SLEEpTALKAlyson .Williame'
31 se 81
,k
32

GOT TO FIND AWAY Soul Connection

28
40

GOOD LIFE (STEVE HURLEY/MIKE 1-1ITMAN' WILSON M IXES) Inner City
LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY (THE FUTURE MIX) Bali

56

61

2HOT 2STOP (FRENCH TICKLER MIX) LII.S.T.

58

SECRET RENDEZVOUS (MIXES)1<aryn VS nice
HIP HOUSE (LP VERSION)The DJ Fast Eddie -,,,,..,„e-

59

—

e•%,.,

-37

2

Grr you sucki% (mIXES

The Gap Band

48 .„' LOC'ED AFTER DARK/WILD THING Tone-Lac

Fourth & BroadViey °12in
US Big Beat 1241"

MAKE MY BODY ROCK (FEEL IT)(MIXES) Jomanda

63 :r :SHE WON'TTALK TO ME (KEITH COHEN EXTENDED VERSION) Luther Vandross
'
,318

<46
4(47

GONNÀ

US D,tnc'e Manie.I2in

US Wadw 0rth Records 12M
Ariie I2in

59 4"
.
.
- ON STAGE (BROAD BEANS
kers
, Jive I
2in
„ , MIZ)/G8T UPC/hi THIS (ADONIS MIX) SF
,
4
:
AT MY HOUSE/SHAFTED OFF/AND THE BREAK GOES ACID 'Frankic "Bones" presea
,
epresents Bonesbreaks Volume 2
rs,
US Underworld Records 12in
6
.8

44

US Oceana I2M

Epic 12M

k• SKIN I'M IN (ALBUM VERSION)/LES ADAMS' CAMEO MEGAMIX TWO CaMePe.,v
, Club i
2in

53
"TRACKIN' DOWN THE HOUSE (AFRICAN DANCE) Tony V
US Sample Records 12M.
38 :* SHE DRIVES ME CRAZY (RAP REMIX) Fine Young Cannibals featuring Munie Love
ndo .
rr

48

re imi,„ AS ALWAYS (MIXES) Farley 'lackmaster,' Funk presents Ricky Dillard

49

62

-

Champion I2in

PROMISED LANOCAN'T FAKE THE FEEL1NOiiiiY/I'LL:BE THERE Joe Smooth
LET IT GO
, Kyna Alitieeakeii,The eistresse er"--:°

-7;•••

.
:DJInternaion.à1

•se

Records LP

_we., US Techno Ku tI
2fri

RePublic Records 12in promo
CityBeat I2in

WANNA BE GOOD TONIGHT (TOPCAT MIX) (108)/(TOPSIDE MIX) (I22bpm)Candi
•e ,,,,,
-", 'S 'ee> '« S s
Cooltempo I
2in pre-release

McKenzie s' -'"

STRAIGHT FROM THE SOU'l-Top Billin',

•e

Rapsonic I2in

LOVE'S GOT 2BE STRONG (MIXES) Keyman Edward.
;
33
'BUFFALO STANCE Neneh Cherry '
e
96 .-: DREAM (MAGICJUAN REMIX) Yazz ,..e

'-X.65

US Sound Pak I2in
Circa Records I2in
Big Life 1ln

66 s 71 r,, LET ME MAKE LOVE TO YOU (CLUB MIX) Prince Lover Dala
)1'67

•
98=

-A6,8 . 78
1
.69

7,49

Breakout Ilo

THE HUNTED CHILD/POWER/HIGH ROLLERS (REMIXES) Ice-T

US Sire LP
Garage Trax 12 If,

JUST STARTED (CLUB MIX) Lachandra

"3

'
e.

PARTY AND DON'T WORRY ABOUT IT (INSTRUMENTAL) New Jersey Queens & Friends

•

.

Base Line I2in

STRAIGI4T OUT T
-14 JUNG
" LE (JUNGLE REM I
X) Jungle Brothers

ee US

Idlers I2in

•4 -7E37e .'TAKE ME WHERE YOU WANT/ACT1VATED, lCOME ALIVE WHEN I'M WITH YOU f
Gerald Alston

sis

e

enVs

'

SELF-DESTRUCTION
(MIXES) Tlf >
4'
,

Motown LP

Yiolence Movement

Jive I2i

eSTORIES (THE JACKANORY MIX) ht.,

Pig& TruMpet 12i
-.
LET ME LOVE YOU FORTONIGHT (MIXES) Kariya
SIii apl r1g Bag F!ecords I2in
`.4,TALKING WITH MYSELF (DEEP DREAM REMIX/ANABOLIC STEROID MINI,: ' ''e

754
5

e'.INSTRUMENTAL)Electribe-1.0.1. -'*,

›.•

YOU'RE GONNA MISS ME (HARDCORE CLUB REMIX)Turntable OfC• I
31

1

HEY MUSIC L'OfER(G-00-D VIBRATION MIX) S'Xpress

a

,COME GET MY LOVIN' (NYC MIX)/MOVE GROOVE Di onne

.
Ri Public Record s I2in
Rhythm King I21e

US

.

Br gshot Records I2in

YOUR
GIRL ¡GOT
LOVEMY
TAKES
EYESME
ONHIGHER
YOU (TIMMY
(MAGIC
REGISFORD
JUAN'S SEX
REMIX)Tod
M1X/THE POO
,
WENT
US
I:0P
Motown
MIX 12in
BURNING WITH DJ DESIRE MIX)The Beloved

81

43

HARD CORE HIP HOUSE/OH YEA HEY NO Ty ree ('A cid II')

82

wEA Ilin
e US Underground LP

h

PROMISED LAND (JOE SMOOTH'S ALTERNATE CLUB MIX)The

Council
Polydor I2in
US Spring Records I2in

83

98=

ALL NIGHT ALL RIGHT (MIXES) (113 Vzbpm) Dahweed

84
85

re
87

MY MIND'S MADE UP/JUST A GROOVE Ambassadors Of Flu* •
DO THAT DANCEfIT AIN'T NOTHING 51.11

86

—

GET ON THE DANCE FLOOR(THE DANNY D. REMIX)(11B 1
4 )/(THE DANNY D. DUB)
/

'•

(1113 1
2 bprn) Rob Baie & DJ E-Z Rock
/
5

Living Beat Records I2in
B/Ware! Records 12in

,

Supreme Records I2in

THE MIGHTY HARD ROCKER (eRAEME PARK'S B&B REMIX (BOTTOM & BASS))Cash
ney & Marvelous

-„, N'e,Sleeping Bag Records I2in

,GIVE THE DRUMMER SOME i ,81
/
6)/EASE BACK (105)/(INSTRUMENTAL)(1042/3)WATCH
'ME NOW (108 ¼)/AIN'T IT GOOD TO

1

YOU (130bpm) Ultramagnetic MC's •'• /s' 'v

4

IGOTTA GOOD THING (REMIX) Super Lover Cee & Casanova Rad

Err 12M sampler

3US DNA International I2in

YOUR LOVE TAKES ME H1GHER(DEEP JOY) (124 1
/ -124 3
2
/ )/(NEW BEATS FOR OLD) ''. "
4
' ".
-- (124 3
4 )/(SIMPLY DEVINE) (124 1
/
2 /
I
25)/DIVINELY SIMPLE (124-3/46pm) The Beloved st' WEA I2i
,n
eFLESH (REMIX) (0- II1
3
/
4)/(ORIGINAL VERSION)(
(130bpm) A Spli tSecon d ›.•••• ',
'ffrr I2in
,

US Tuff City I2in

,WE CAN MAKE IT/GOOD GIRL>Bohnie B
'yrd

,J39` -69
,40

4.5 King

e88 ••:,. LOVE WILL
LL'FIND À WAY (MIXES) Victer Rorned Presents Leatrice Brown

138

'''' ,,
'; •
;e;',''
er, .„'
,,•• •C es
„
e
, s
.
IWANT THAT GIRL (EXTENDED CLUB MIX) Cairo ee '

US New Imane I2in

S• JOY AND PAIN (REMIXES) Doena'Allen

Warner Bros I2in
DJ International Records I2in

IT'S À MYSTERY (MYSTERY il U MIX) (0-120)/(ORIGINAL MYSTERY MIX) (0- I
20 1
2 )
/

—

us

e
t.
36 e 39

Circa Records I2in

US Renée Records I2in

II
,

•,
•„,..°) 61"

I0Records I2in

7, /REACHIN' (BROTHERHOOD MIX) (0-1 20½-0)/(LATIN WORKOUT M IX) (121 Vilapm) Phase

-60 ,/ ,
,I

WHERE IS THE LOVE Mica Paris &Will flsring
Fourth & Broadw. yI21n
33 ›
si 51 is.' ON THE REAL TIP/GIVE IT HERE/JUST A POET (IT FEELS MIGHTY FINE) DefJef
•
"
Deficiou• VInyl 12 n
>14 e 22 !e) DON'T SCANDALIZE MINE Su gar
r
Ch trnplon 12mri
's s
r 85 s 35 e, THE 900 NUMBERThe

Intrigue I2in

re

Garage Trax I2in

TOUCH ME (LOVE ME TONIGHT) Bri
an Kei
th

,,-C

57

US Def.! am I
2in

IN & OUT CIF MY LIFE (CLUB MIX) Ad eva

Supreme Records 1241
US Wild Pitch Records I2in

58

79
8046

24

32

79

54
55

78

25

30

53

(105V3)/SAMPLE THE DOPE NOISE (113 1
2 )/THE POSSE IS LARGE (REMIX) (106½)
/
/DON'T
/BLACK TRY
15 BACK
US (95
(104
1
/4bpm)
1
/
6)/PURE
LakimRIGHTEOUSNESS
Shabazz
(105 1
4 )/ALL TRUE AND LIVING (101 1
/
/3)
US Tuff City LP
GC/C/C/ LIFE (MAGIC JUAN'S MIXJMAYDAY CLUB MIX) I
nner City
10 Records I2in
WRATH OF KANE Big Daddy Kane
US Cold Chillin' I
2in
LACK OF LOVE/(IVORY MIX) Cha rl
es B
Desire I2in
WALK ON .../(MELLOWMIX)Smith & Mighty featuring Jackie Jackson
Three Stripe

28

THE COURT IS NOW IN SESSION Chill Rob G

'

DJ International Reci ir el sL! •
RESPECT (THE DANCIN' DANNY D REMIX)Adeva featuring Monje Love
4 CM:biter/1pp I
2iri 'THIS IS SKA (SKACID MIX) Longsy D's House Soun d
Big One I2in pre-release

23

50

I2in

RePublic Records 12 in

MYLOVE IS MAGIC (CLUB MIX) Bâs Noir

16

52

.

,Fourth & Broadway I2i n

I3 K 12
19

BLACK, ROCK AND RON (EXTENDED MIX)/GETTING LARGE (INSTRUMENTAL) EL., )

US DJ Inte'rnatioñei Records I2i n

MAKE IT LAST (CLUB/DEEP HOUSE MIXES) Skipworth &Turner

•I
2 '''" 23

65

Rock and Ror

TW LW
1

51

91 , —
-‹
92
75 4.--',WHERE IS SHE NOW? Jerome 'Secret Weapon' Printer

e''''''e
-

r ,

US Tuff City 12m"

93 .98= ':' JUST GOT LAID (MIXES) Tak In gYour Businé.
s's (T.Y.B.)
,e i s,. e.4
„.
, US Idlef:s I2in
94
77„ 1
,
•I ,e Rh yt hm Ki ng 12in twin-pack LP
..,.. CRASHING/MY INNERSENCE Bag),Fo rd
95 '673, - BORN THIS WAY (LET'S DANCE) (THE PRINCE PAUL DOPE MIX) Cookie Crew '•)
Err I2in
96

60 -,e, BUFFALO STANCE (1
2 WAY 2HOUSE RE MIX) Neneh Cherry
/

97 ''''•re's4, SALSA HOUSE/TURN IT UP Richie Rich
98 ,—

i
ee'

.2) .
,),

e e

si, Circa Records 12in

e i1 ' ,i,

-8

US Mercury I
2in

- WALK ON. ''.'''. (LONG VERSION) (0-95)/(RE M I
X )i
s71
2 )/(R&R MIX.
/
)(98 1
2 1apm) Smith & Mighty
/
,
,featuring Jackie Jackson .
N.
..,-;,..:,e,1
,:, ,',
3
Three Stripe Records I
2in
I'M IN LOVE (VERSIONS) Sha

i•'

'e

-;

t',..

LUS Gertie I2in

100=98=;) LOVE GOES UP AND DOWN (EXTENDED MIX)Errol Brown ''1) .
0,› % )70,
004L-74'," SATISFACTION '(122 1
2 )/YOU MUST BE THE ONE (120 1
/
2 )/SUSPICIOUS (0-1
/

18'

WEA I
2in

20)/FOR YOU

,., (120 3
4 )/YVHERE DO WE GO? (11e3)/CLOSE AND SLOW (64 1
/
/3/32 1
4 )/FOUNDATION (64 1
/
4 )/
/
RIGHT BACK TO YOU (EDITED VERSION) (i
20 1
2 )/DEVOTION (EDITED VERSION)
/
(0-1 20½)/THAT'S THE WAY LOVE IS (UNDERGROUND MIX EDITED VERSION)
(1201/sbern) Ten City

¿
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FEELS'S° GOOD Và11:1-ialen ,„

S

LOOK AWAY,Chicaïdi" .
-SHEWON'TIALKJO.ME
.
Luther v:r
SUPEKIVOMAN:Ka"0:n White

56n
TW

, íS7

3

2

STRAIGHT UP Paula Abdul

1

.WHEN I'M

5

witH

WILD THING .Tone Los

'Delicious

,.,, .„ 7i
-''.; SHE DRIVES ME 6AZY Fine You,ng' Cannibals

BORN TO BE MY BABY Bon Jovi

Mercury

3

WHEN THE CHILDREN CRY White Lion

Atlantic

ALL THIS TIME Tiffany

MCA

12

THE LOVER Ihit4E Sheéba Easton

MCA ,

11

IWANNA HAVE SOME FUN Samantha Fox

-, 14 1',- 15MB

VÁ>éi,teitc:i DANCE WITH

WEIRC'efAM Edie Brickell And The New Bohemians

'18

8
„19

20
.21

▪DIALI1YHEART

6
.8 11 '.

23 ,1

,21Ir'.1TO YOU.
86 ,:,
1 i1
.
l
1/ibine
o.
..Ye -1,2

Te

RC‘A
Ari;ia

K

11-

A&M .

1

rf FADING AWAY Will to Power

90

,yciii.tor.it'aa-lf..FOHT STUFF) New Kids On

-19

92

Geer n

OFYOLi'SaFira.'k;::`
ti-m .it4t FOR YCILiXenini

83

Warner 8111i'cih;rs

4th & BroadviaY .
arie

Epic.s.k

2,,S1.0 ÉRELYYOURS Sweet Sdhsation

Bic
80 21'93

16 . 20 ,1Ï,St.BiBBNBEFilkip.i
.
)nn Wilson
e 17

THINKING

'Geffen
,
,Atlantic

s7 - ',THEW„„
-YOU,L0VE ME Karyn »'hite
,.
17 ,ANGEE.
1OF MARLÉM:02

Atlantic

ORINOCO FLOW (SAIL AWAY) Enya
BRING DOWNtHE`MOON Boy Meets GO'?

Tem,r41,
,Boy

21 , LOST .Ihi'YOUKEYES 'Oebbie Gibson

Columbia :

..- 1

0. RCA

,N(eaKIING'ÀWAY .
Information Society
16

' $8--a8

jic

ME ILI& Astle,

RCA
Columbia

'IrViE NEVER MEET AGAIN.Tommy
‹. Cdriwell
59,63y ,.,THE GREAT COMMANDMENT Camouflage

4
9

45

Warner Brotheis
FALL b•--:, rseets Girl

Capitol

Virga,

YOU Sheriff

veÁiYinée .
F6R À,STAR TO
IN YOUR ROOM the Bangles

43

Warner Brothers
Repr ise,

Step

A5:
Atéo'""

CAN' TOU,STANDTHE RAIN Né:?... Edition
END OF THE LÍNE .Te4yeling

theBoys

ARMAGE660i47iTrUei,Leppard
.•
DON'T.BLISH.ME•Ta;leir Dayne

GOTrIT

MCA
Atlanti:
Cs

8cT0 1
.-10 E

ASitbuiLiperi.To'ciWi:éN-tz,
4,4 ,
,. Prnr

A LITTLE RESPECT Erasure

•IMAGINE•TrtaieSpencer

25 .:1 1'THE LIVING YEARS Mik7

Capitol

"
27

RONI Bobby Brown

24

13

HOLDING ON Steve Wibwood

25

29

PARADISE CITY Gun; N' Roses

Geffen

26

26

ALL SHE WANTS IS bjranduran

Capitol

MCA
Virgin

27

32

Ml(MEART CAN'T TELL YOU NO RocfStewart

28

28

B'HAICE.fOR THE SHEIK the Escape Club

29

34

'DON'T TELL ME LIES Breathe

36,

GIRL YOU KNOW IT'STRUE Milli Vanilli

22

MY PREROGATIVE Bobby Brown'

MCA
Atlantis

36

Atlantis
A&M

37

IBEG YOUR PARDON Kon Ka, ,
YOU'RE NOT ALONE Chicago

Repris,

24

EVERY.110SEMAS ITE:THORN P.

Enigma

BECAUSE"Át:itaiakei'

1.11

Elkiéta

38 ï;>- i-e-, e.Nci
30

Ecylérr'..4ti"é

Minogue e

Geffen

1
...„
,
THE .Loye.IN

,
.. TOOKEYES Eddie M
LITTLE LIAR Joan je# ,
And The Blackhe ,2

•rcáiiin;iain •

ÓtiNiljSÁPR Was

(Not Was)

,MCA •
•

474 ficiiiETHAINS .
Y°Li .kNOW Martka
50 .},yebté. 'ot 'tf•

46
48

54

1-11.114E .
L.AST

'f o
.t.5on

MILE Ciisdcrella

,.. 49 'Se -GiVE ME THE :KEY
57
STAND R.E.M.

1-firaevis And The News
•,
. „.

61

CRYIN Vixen

50

—

THE LOOK Roxette

31

SMOOTH CRIMINAL Michael Jackson

•

•
Miei7cui'Y

3. .,,TUT ,A LITTLELOVE:IN YOUR HEART Annie Lennox

49
51

Virgin

'

THE FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS smile with relief

with his laser

W

Brothers
EMI
Erri

a

Darth Vader misses them

MCA

EnigMa

9 fSHOOTINb.RUBBEFfBANDS AT THE MOON Effie Li
7-HY'
Oef
..
.
6
8
.42

4-NE"fijEBSEY

Bdrijq

IAnd The New Bci_n

M ercury

,

GIVING YOU THE BEST THAT

B

Elektra'
Columbia

:RATTLE

Island

AND HUM: u

-SILHOUETTE Kenny...C .
3
14

Geffen
Mercia'Y

JOURNEY'S GREATESt.HITS :
_k;aM!
.
..: —

10

sa s

56 11'1
,--ETBEINÁ1L...BLÂME tjsèBangles

Geffen „

5
R LIÉS Guris N1 Rose...".e
4 çOPEN UP .AND SAY •;WAHHI.flt4en

,Coldnibia

_35 "
--I,.•••:1 REMEMBER HOLDING YOU Boys Club

Giins N' .Roses

3'
1. '
1
'
TRAVELING 'WILBUR
. VS Ti-avekti

42 '1111▪
,
'DBEÀMÍNI %.ki1
"ee's à
1 Williams
41

d.45

.
1
kiéNYBÉ 'CRUEL Bobby ,13flOW.n.

Arista

39
40

Lvy
• ,_
•
••
AppErrrefoR.ogsTRucTioti

Warner Brother,

Arista

-

•

Warner Brothers

I
a

GREEN REM.

15

GREATEST HITS .FleéiWen'd.

*Warner Brother's
Eleitéra

15

13

COCKTAIL Sounde.aCkl,t-

16

28

FOREVER YOUR GIRL'Paula Abd

17

17

HOLD AN OLD FRIEND'S -HAND Tiffany

18

16

DELICATE SOUND .OF

MCA
ColuMbia

1
n

18

TRACY CHAPMAN 1
1Traév"Ch‘a1
r=ier;" 1:e.

14
21

24
11

PRIDE White Lion .;
WINGER Winger

22

23

A SHOW OF HANDS Rush

23

19

AMERICAN DREAM Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young

24

26

TELL IT TO MY HEART Taylor Dayne

25

21 ,.,..1BMA,SHES, THRASHES & HITS Kiss

Elektra
Atlantic 4
Atlantic

26

33

27

20.. FAITH George Michael

28

27

REACH FOR THE SKY Butt

29

34

VIVID Living Colour

30

37

31

•

Pink

../Me"r
2
ètit'y
,

Arista
MereWy

Warner,Braihars

KARYNWHITE .Karyn White

.ColuMbi
rÁt4tic

env,
'HOLD ME IN YOUR ARMS Rids Ast e

RCA.>

LONG COLD WINTER Cinderella
HEART BREAK New Edition
MESSAGES FROM,THEBOYS7tke-I
2
/
1
;

- t
Warner BrothersA

34

38

BULLETBOYS

35

22

TILL ILOVED YOU Barbra

Columbia .>'

36

45

HANGIN' TOUGH New Kids On The -(31óck,

Colombia

37
38

'30
ê

KICK 1NXS
I*ANNA HAVE SOME FUN Sun-tar;tha En,

Atlantic

39

35

40

0
41

OU812 Van Hale'n".
..
BIG THING Dui'aildür'an

32
42

'

css •
Atlantic

ANY LOVE Luther ya'ncirdiS
DREAMING # IIjoe:San'iard."

.
43

;..S AND JUSTICE FOR'ALLIst •,,.

44

ehiO

39

-Jive
amer BMihe;'s-'
CPitof

UP YOUR ALLEY, Joan jeCt And Thdi3fackhe ,•
:.._
ELECTRIC YOUTH Debbie

e
ei•vidé>

,t'1.reoLL .
wint

it Steve

Relati;iity4i 4
Eiektra
Eoldrrd'aii

VVinwood
.. •
•
,
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CLASSIFIEDS
'The. One. ./top•
FOR ALL YOUR PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS from Concept, Artwork and Design,
to Production and Delivery. We can handle the whole project for you.

../toge.1 CALL US NOW

../togt2 TELL US WHAT YOU NEED
__tinge 3Promotion,
48

TIME AND TIDE Basia

49

—

THE LOVER IN ME Sheena Easton

50

—

ALL THAT JAZZ Breathe

Epic
MCA

BLACK

SINGLES

TW LW
1

CAN YOU STAND THE RAIN New Editicin

8

THIS TIME Kiara

3

5

SHE WON'T TALK TO ME Luther Vandross

4

4

SO GOOD Al Jarreau

2

7
6

12

7

.1
I

8

WILD THING Tone Loc

12

IS

TURN MY BACK ON YOU Sade

13

20

STRAIGHT UP Paula Abdul

14

19

SKIN I'M IN Cameo

18
21

17

Orpheus
Orpheus

Atlantic

SNAKE IN THE GRASS Midnight Star

23

HEAVEN 8e8e & CeCe Winans

24

I'M GONNA GIT YOU SUCRA the Gap Band

20

14

KILLING ME SOFTLY Al B. Sure!

Solar
Capitol
Arista
Warner Brothers

RONI Bobby Brown

MCA

22

10

TAKE ME WHERE YOU WANT TO GO Gerald Alston

23

17

KISSES DON'T LIE Evelyn "Champagne" King

24

31

GIRL YOU KNOW IT'S TRUE Milli Vanilli

25

26

STILL IN LOVE Troop

Arista
Atlantic

26

29

TEENAGE LOVE Slick Rick

36

CLOSER THAN FRIENDS Surface

:28

32

TWICE THE LOVE George Benson

28

YOU GOT IT (THE RIGHT STUFF) New Kids On The Block

.30

40

JUST COOLIN' LeVert

31

34

BEING IN LOVE AIN'T EASY Sweet Obsession

36
37

38

YOU AND IGOT A THANG Freddie Jackson
LUCKY CHARM the Boys
MORE THAN FRIENDS Jonathan Butler

22

IWANNA HAVE SOME FUN Samantha Fo

_
L._

JOY AND PAIN Donna Allen
STRUCK BY YOU the Bar-Kays

••

ME. MYSELF AND ICheryl "Pepsii" Ri
,—,

Warner Brothers
Columbia

Fan Clubs
THEN JERICO Info service — Send SAE to
TJIS, PO Box 48, London N6 SRU.
GENESIS OFFICIAL Club — Send SAE to
GENESIS INFORMATION, PO Box 107, London N6 SRU.

YOUNG'S DISCOTHEQUE: Citronic Systems, Technics SL I200's, Lights, smoke.
Delivery/collection service — unbeatable rates
— Showrooms 01-485 1115.

Situations Vacant

THE CLUB Marcus Lewis
ALL IWANT IS FOREVER James 11"'-Tay1

LIVE AND WORK IN SUNNY SPAIN.
Enjoy a new and exciting lifestyle. 2 x 19p
stamps for brochure DBP (RM), 7 College
Road, Hockwold, Thetford, Norfolk.
PERSONALITY DJ REQUIRED TO
WORK FOR TOP SOUTH WEST
NIGHT CLUB COMPANY. IF INTERESTED RING NOW ON 0752228755 AND LEAVE NAME AND
PHONE NO. DO IT NOW.
EARN £LE'S Every week!!! easy work from
home. Send sae for details to: The Manager,
Box No 5007.
LYRIC WRITERS REQUIRED By recording company. Details (SAE) Robert Noakes, 30
Sneyd Hall Road, Bloxwich, Walsall, Midlands.

Atlantic

Musical Services

Epic
Capitol
Motown

-

38
39

Def Jam
Columbia

—

35

Motown
EMI

27

34
33.

Profile
Wing

18
19

32

For Hire
LOWEST PRICES — FREE DELIVERY.
TECHNIC SLI 200'S AVAILABLE.
Largest range of disco equipment available in London. 368 9852/361 1144/659 9022/778 6984.
DISCO EQUIPMENT Hire at the best rates
around. Complete systems from 10-050, wide
range of lighting and special effects also available.
Call us first for our price list. Stage 2, Watford
30789.

Epic
Virgin

BABY DOLL Tony! Toni! Tone!

9

itage 3International

Elektra

GET ON THE DANCE FLOOR Rob Base & DJ E-Z Rock

6

21

Warner Brothers

CAN U READ MY LIPS Zlooke
JUST BECAUSE Anita Baker

16

Wing
Uptown

SUPERWOMAN Karyn White

16

IS

Delicious

IWANT TO BE YOUR LOVER Aleese Su

2

I1

Epic
Reprise

DREAMIN' Vanessa Williams

13

10

MCA
Arista

TEDDY'S JAM Guy

3

9

RETAIL WHOLESALE AND MAIL ORDER DISTRIBUTION OF IN-HOUSE AND CLIENT PROMOTIONAL MERCHANDISE

AM.!

Compiled by Billboard

US

HOOK NORTON, BANBURY, OXON OX15 5NT
e (0508) 737831 Fax: (0608) 730194

Jive
Jive
Oceana
Mercury
Columbia

ABSOLUTELY FREE "Twenty Songvvriting
Questions Answered" explains copyright, royalties, publishing contracts, recording agreements
etc. Absolutely free without obligation from
International Songwriters' Association (RM) Ireland.

Aegis
Epic

Special Notices

Compiled by Billboard

MUSIC

VIDEO

TW LW

4

BOY GEORGE. My one and only shining star.
My valentine. Yours always. Love Rebecca

I

KYLIE — THE VIDEOS Kylie Min

2

THE BIG PUSH TOUR Bros

3

PRIVATE COLLECTION Cliff Richard.

4

MAKING THRILLER Michael Jackson

8

LIVE AT THE SEASIDE Erasure

6

I
0

SHOWBUSINESS the Pet Shop Boys

7

5
18

THE LEGEND CONTINUES ... Michael
UVE AT HAMMERSMITH T'Pau.

9

7

THE GREATEST HITS Bananarama

10

6

KICK THE VIDEO FLICK INXS

11

9

FAITH George Michael

12
13

14
—

14

IF YOU like RM. You'll love Ultra News —
Terrific reading along with thousands of record
bargains — don't miss out! Send 2x 19p stamps
to: Ultra Sound Recordings, Unit 4, Middle
Street. Worcester, WR I1NZ.

THE CONCERT TOUR Dirty Dana
LIVE Eurythmics
LET THERE BE ROCK AC/DC

15

—

CIAO ITALIA... Madonna

16

--

ALCHEMY LIVE Dire Straits

17

—

SIGN '0' THE TIMES Prince

18

—

LIVE AFTER DEATH Iron Maiden

19

—

ROCKING THROUGH... Status Quo

20

11

BERLIN CONCERT James
Compiled by Gallup

Pi.YL

,
Cmv

PM!
Vescron
Virgin
PHI
Video Collection
Virgin
".C,hannel 5
Channel 5
CMV
Vestron

MC64.

POP QUIZ Commencing March. In Cheshire
area. For details ring Ray Marshall 0625 520879.
TMTCH Fanzine 70p plue stamp: Brenda, 96
Brocket Road, Stanborough W.G.C. Herts.

Equipment
Wanted
YOUNG'S DISCOCENTRE requires used
equipment/lighting 01-485 1115.

Polygram Music Video
WHV
WEA
Channel S
Palace

Mobile Discos
DAVE JANSEN — 01-690 7636
MANCHESTER MIX 0625-27227

SIMPLE MINDS Club — Send SAE to SIMPLE MINDS CLUB, PO Box 48, London N6
SRU.
DEACON BLUE COMMUNICATIONS —
Send SAE to DB COMMUNICATIONS, PO
Box 107. London N6 SRU.
PHIL COLLINS NEWS — Send SAE to:
GENINFO, PO Box 107, London N6 SRU.
INXS INFORMATION SERVICE — Send
SAE to INKS, PO Box 107, London N6 SRU.
STATUS QUO — Send SAE to QUO
ARMY, PO Box 107, London N6 SRU.
TIFFANY FANS, would you be interested
in joining aBritish Fan Club? For further details
send an SAE to 40 Chequers Ave. Lancaster,
LAI 4HZ.

Disco Equipment
SOLAR 250's animated with rotators —
effects — carrying case £350. 2 Kw sound
speakers E1150 custom console technics tapes
graphic amps El 200. Phone Zodiak 0480 50934.
DISCOLAND. PROBABLY the biggest
and best disco shop in the world. Sales —
repair and hire. 373 Lewisham High Street,
SE I3. 01-690-2205/6.
YOUNG'S DISCOCENTRE: 20 Malden
Road, Kentish Town, NW5 — Visit our fully
stocked showrooms of guaranteed new/used
equipment/lighting —
part exchange/repairs
welcome — Let us beat our competitors
quotes — 01-485 1115.
INCREASED INCOME. Rare opportunity
video roadshow complete sale mainly flightcased
£9,250 ring for details 0733-65266.
LEADING LITESHOW For sale will not
split. No offers £3,000 for details telephone.
Slough 32067.

To Advertise
on these
pages ring
Tracey Rogers

on
01-387 6611
ext 216

PMI
e/Channel 5
Channel S

CONTINUES

OVER
R

i\e% .43

CLASSIFIEDS
Personal

Records for Sale

PENFRIENDS
USA
Make
lasting
friendships through correspondence. Send age
and interests for free reply, Harmony. Box
82295RM, Pheonix, Arizona 85071.
PENPALS 153 countries. Free details (SAE)
IPF (RM4) PO Box 596, London SE25.
FRIENDS/MARRIAGE: Postal intros all
areas/ages. Write: Orion, P3, Waltham, Grimsby.
PAUL RUTHERFORD Good luck for 1989
- thanks for being real - Love '26'
GAY BOY 22, lonely, inexperienced, nonscene, straight acting, good looking(!), intelligent,
into dance music, money and love seeks younger
friend south London/Surrey for fun relationship.
Enclose photo. Box No 5004.
ROGER CHARLERY Happy Birthday 21st
Feb. Good luck for the future. Love and best
wishes. Lynn.
GAY 17 year old male, shy, straight looking,
seeks friends/penpals in Bristol/anywhere. Interests music, football. Box No. 5006.

A BARGAIN pot luck assortment (our
selection) send £25 for 500 used 7" singles or
£26 for 100 used LPs and 12" singles. (Postage
included). Music and Video Exchange. 28 Pembridge Road, London WI 1(01-727-3538).
LIZARD RECORDS/COMPACT DISCS
Dept RM 12, Lower Goat Lane, Norwich.

Record Fairs
MANCHESTER RECORD FAIR
SATURDAY IITH FEBRUARY 10am5pm. Picadilly Plaza Exhibition Hall, York
Street. 50 stands fully booked.
DONCASTER SATURDAY 18th February . The YMCA Cleveland Street, 10.30am4pm. Trans-Pennine 0532-892087.
LIVERPOOL SUNDAY 19th February. The
Crest Hotel (80 stalls) 10.30am-4pm. Trans.
Pennine 0532-892087.
EDINBURGH SATURDAY February II
th
Heriot Watt Students Union, Grindlay Street.
(Beside Usher Hall). All the usual vinyl/CD's/
Posters etc on 2 floors: 1I
am-5pm. 50p. (I OamEI
)be there! Enquiries SCS: 021-236-8648.
DUNDEE SUNDAY February 12th - Marryat Hall, City Square. Ilam-5pm. 50p. (10amL ). 1000's of records/CD's/Posters etc. 1950'sI
980's. Enquiries SCS: 021-236-8648.
BRISTOL'S BIGGEST & Best Returns! Saturday February 18th - Transport House,
Victoria Street. Ilam-5pm, 50p (I
Oam-E I
)over
40 stalls of Vinyl/CD's/Memorabilia etc. Don't
miss it! Enquiries SCS: 021-236-8648.
HULL SATURDAY 11th February, City
Hall. 10.30am-4pm (50 stalls). Trans-Pennine
0532-892087.
CLEETHORPES SUNDAY 12th February
Memorial Hall, Grimsby Road, 10.30am-4pm.
Trans-Pennine 0532-892087.
LONDON BATTERSEA Sunday 19th
February. Battersea Town Hall, Lavender Hill,
London SWI I. Open 9.30am-4pm. Enq. 01659-7065. Organised by the people that started
fairs in Britain (others just copy us).
ROMFORD IIth February Wykeham Hall
market place, Town Centre. Record Revival
(0692) 630046.

Chart collectors, metal, indie, pop, disco, state
ists required. SAE lists (overseas 31RC's).

ORBIS RECORDS

44d WELLINGTON PARK, BRISTOL OSO 2UW
Tel. 0272 736136 Dept RM
Kylie Minotaur It's Not Secret US only.
.E2 75
it Kylie Minims Ifs Not Secret US
tz .Erasure ALittle Respect 4mixes 4- I
IT New Order Order Fine Time US Remix OM
It Matt Bianco Wap Barn Boogie 1sided Promo...........1399
tr Kylie Minage. Locomotion Dill Mix German
it Kylie Minogue Got To Be Certain Diff
LP Tiffany Saw Him Standing 5track Jap.
E11.99
LP Boy George Tense Nervous Jap
12" Climie Fisher Love Like A promo.C4.99
It Chic Good Tinte promo
f4.99
12' Chaka Khan It's My Party promo
f2.99
12' Nib Kaman Illegal Mix Vol 162 ea ...
£.99
12" Fine Young Cannibals She Drive US diff mix
E5.49
New Order Mega mixfacid megamix impon
E12.D
Interview picture disc Public Enemy, Wee Papa Girl
Rapper. Fat Boys, Salt 'n' Papa. Beastie Boys, Linda Lusardi
model, Sam Fox Vol 18263 Kylie Minoque.
MAIL ORDER ONLY. Credit Cards Accepted -Visa, Amex. Access.
Postage T5p per item. Send SAE Matins interest tor lists,

NEW RECORD Catalogue - SAE 'Chameleon'. 4 Hoxton Close, Bredbury, Stockport,
SK6 I
EN
ORIGINAL UK Hit 45s. 50s, 60s, 70s. SAE 3
Woodland Street, Heywood, Lancashire OLIO
4LG.

•Ol387 6611

LP FINDING SERVICE. Send your "wants"
Somerset Record Collector, 41 Vallis Way,
Frame. Tel 0373-51268.
EVERY NO I 1979-86 (I SO) mint condition genuine offers only. Box No 5005.
RECORD FINDING SERVICE Send enquiries plus SAE to 59 Rockall, Southend-OnSea, Essex. Friendly, efficient service.
THOUSANDS QUALITY Secondhand LPs,
singles, cassettes, oldies, rarities. Send stamp for
huge free February catalogue. (Overseas welcome). Stop Look & Listen, Hayle, Cornwall.

For Sale
MUSIC PAPERS/magazines 1955-1988 including RM Smash Hits etc. SAE 51 Cecil Road,
London SW I
9.
MIRAUDER PICTURE DISC CLOCKS
incl p&p £12.99 sae list. Flat 5, 16 Market St, St
Leonards on Sea, East Sussex TN38 ODG.
DISCWYSE1 SPECIALISES in compact
Discs. Mid-price £7.75, popular £9.99 inc p&p.
Write or phone for catalogue. 14 Thornhill
Road, Uxbridge UBIO 8SF. Tel. 0895-633558.
PHOTOSHIRTS PHOTOS printed onto Tshirts. Details SAE A. Moss, 76 Southcote Crescent, Basildon, Essex.

A-HAI

•

LIVE "IN
CONCERT"
PHOTO
COLLECTION!

we

personal, for sale etc)

A unique collection of great pics featuring Morten, Mags and Pal live on-stage at Wembley
during their latest tour! This fantastic collection
contains views of all members in close-up action,
as well as stunning full-stage views with all the
effects! A tremendous pictorial record of a mem-

infguawy
quan;J:yprick
We
wi de selection o
catalogue 7" & 12 singles
our
constantly upda te our lists and mail io
a

AsWORLD
tartlers.
OF CHOICE

We buy records worldwide and can contact
regularlY with offers at low prices.
Con tact us for details of these and other

add 50p to total. Delivery 10-14 days,
allow up to 28 days.
Send to, THE CONCERT PHOTO CO. (stva
P.O. Box 497, London SEI9 SAT.
Other latest tour photos evadable on, OROS, 'MAU, RICK ASTLEY
WET WET WET. BON Jui. GEORGE MICHAEL. PRINCE.
MICHAEL JACKSON ,Wrde/ohone si-ms 3071 for into:

you

services.

TELEPHONE:
0952 616911.

BROS, KYLIE, JASON, JACKSON,
CLIFF, ELVIS, DEAN, MONROE, PEON!.
10 x8framed pictures
£2.75 inc p/p

Dept. JKS, Dukes Way, St. Georges
Telford, Shropshire TF2 9NO
Telex: 35493 Oldies G. Fax; 0952 612244

Pop Pictures,
55 Hyde Road, Caddington,
Luton LU1 4HD.

Commencing date

Ienclose cheque/postal

R

CONTROVERSY -the
cial fan magazine - issue

PRINCE

unoffi-

No. 15

on Tour in the

Cheque/Postal
Sterling

for

Order/IMO

£2.50

(UK),

in

£3

UK
(Eu -

rope) payable to "Controversy * from

P.O. Box

310, Croydon CR9

6AP.

Also - A set of 12"x Er sue blow-ups of the
10 best views: £2.50 each or £17.90 for all 101
Postage:

Number of words/

order for

PRINCE

orable tour!
A pack of 10 best colour photos for lost E6.75! 30-pack
E16.80. Or get the 60-PACK COLLECTION for just £3790!

insertions

NAME

DEBBIE GIBSON* The magazine for Debbie
fans. "Out of the Blue". Issue 3 out now £1.50
payable to A Hales, SAE for details. 14 Wilderness
Lane, Great Barr, Birmingham B43 7RU.

tors' Comer Special feature, plus

I
.

Heading required (as

payable to A. Hales. Send SAE for details to 14
Wilderness Lane, Great Barr, Birmingham B43
7RU.

exclusive concert photographs.

Please write in BLOCK CAPITALS

Special Notices if any
other private trade. Announcements 28p word
(inc. vat) all words in
Bold face after first two
4Ip word (inc. vat) Box
" Numbers add £I.40 extra
(inc. vat). Ads must be
received 8 days prior to
cover date.

Fanzines
WATERFALL MAGAZINE* The magazine
for Wendy and Lisa, Prince and Paisley Park. EI.50

featuring

ALL NEWSPAPER & MAGAZINE ADVERTISING IS SUBJECT TO VALUE ADDED TAX AT THE CURRENT RATE, PLEASE NOTE INCREASED CLASSIFIED CHARGES TO COVER THIS ADDITIONAL
15% VAT RATE, ALL SMALL ADS MUST BE STRICTLY PRE-PAID BY CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER
MADE PAYABLE TO SPOTLIGHT PUBLICATIONS LTD. CASH WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. THE PUBLISHERS RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE OR WITHDRAW ADVERTISEMENTS AT THEIR DISCRETION. SEND COMPLETED FORM WITH CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDER TO: SMALL ADS DEPT., RM,
GREATER LONDON HOUSE, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON NW I7QZ.
Personal - For- Sale records warned
Situations
Vacant - Record Pairs

MARC ALMOND polo neck sweaters. Exclusive B/W design. High quality. Incredible likeness. Only £25 inclusive. Please state chest size
required. Cheques payable: A Stannis, 83 Sandford Road, Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 6DE,

US, Aswad at Paisley Park, Collec-

RECORD COLLECTION for sale would suit
beginner DJ. Sensible offers invited. Ring 01854-5889.

UNLIMITED
SELECTION

2KW SOUND System, 100w foldback RSD
amps crossover, graphic, 6H/H 6BK speakers,
amps
racked
flightcased
good
condition
£3,000.00. 0293-514725.

ADDRESS

Marne &Address when included in advert must be paid for

Records Wanted
BUY, SELL and exchange all your records,
tapes, CDs, videos and books - also ALL HiFi, musical instruments, computers and cameras.
Bring ANY quantity in ANY condition to
Music & Video Exchange, 38 Notting Hill Gate,
London WI I(open 7 days, 10am-8pm Tel: 0I
243 8573). Or send them by post with SAE for
cash.

Wanted
VIDEOS RECORDS on TIM Finn TWO people
SAE Gary Mason, 9 Chase View, Crich Matlock,
Derbyshire, DE4 5DZ.

JOCKS
THE UK'S
TOP SELLING
DJ MAGAZINE
FEBRUARY ISSUE
OUT NOW!!
STAR WRITERS
STAR REVIEWS
EVERYTHING FOR THE
D.J. UNDER ONE COVER
EVERY MONTH
CHECK IT OUT
JOCKS MAGAZINE
SPOTLIGHT PUBLICATIONS LTD
GREATER LONDON HOUSE
HAMPSTEAD ROAD,
LONDON NW1 7QZ.
"Probably the finest DJ publication in the UK"

DISCO SCENE

•

0 I-3 8 7

GIGS

FEBRUARY SALES
MOST MANUFACTURERS '
PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE AT INCREDIBLE LOW,LOW
PRICES
SALE PRICE LISTS AVAILABLE NOW!
TRY US BEFORE MAKING YOUR
PURCHASE

BROTHER
BEYOND

SECONDHAND BARGAINS

'THE GET EVEN TOUR'
Plus Special Guests

Citronic Tharnes II Mint Condition
£999.00 I
NC.
Citronic Avon II Mint Condition
£699.00 inc.
Citronic Kansas Good Condition
£349.00 inc.
Technics SL 1200
£199.00 each
Clay Poky Astrospider Mint Condition
P.O. A.
CCM Loudspeakers 2x12" @ 200W 1x15" ((?? 200W
P.O.A.
Beginners Mono Console
£99.00 inc.
All secondhand equipment is sold with aguarantee

ROYAL ALBERT HALL
MONDAY
20th MARCH 7.30 pm
Tickets: £8.00, £7.00.
Available from 8/0 Tel: 01-589 8212
(Credit Cards Accepted),
ITS, Premier, Keith Prowse
(Credit Cards 01-741 8989),
Open All Hours & Stargreen
(Subject to booking fee)

ORANGE'S FAMOUS OWN PRODUCTS
PINSPOTS inc lamp
f13.99 inc
STROBES
f89.95 Inc
UNBREAKABLE SCREENS
fr£98.00 inc
SA400 200Wx 200W Mosfet amp
£325.00 inc

SCANNERS me lamps
fr £34.95 inc
MOONBEAMS inc lamp _Jr £89.95 Inc
LIGHTJOCKEY CONTROLLERS
fr£129.00 Inc
SA700 350Wx350W Mosfet Amp
£449.00 inc

SPECIAL CONCERT TOURS
FOR OUR READERS

ileg

FREE DELIVERY TO AltlYWHEREON THE MAINLAND!
CHEAP DELIVERY TO ANYWHEREIN THE WORLD!
INSTANT CREDIT RAISED EASILY & QUICKLY.
BUY-NOW-PAY-LATER. WHY NOT LET YOUR NEW
EQUIPMENT WORK TO PAY FOR ITSELF?
DETAILS AVAILABLE.

Special 3-day concert tours
departing from your local area

RING FOR OUR PRICE LIST TODAY
DJ Studios

NOISE CATE
DI STUDIO
Tel 01-358-0809 24 hrs.
House, Rap, Radio Demos or Jingles and adverts.
Sound excellent in our long established studio,
computerised for your needs.
NEW Brochure Available.

Run by DIS for DIS

AUDIO GARAGE
RECORDING STUDIO
THE SOUND DESIGNERS
8/16 TRACK -50 TRACK MIDI SPECIAL RECORD
MIRROR OFFER £9 per hour including engineer
Our studio is available for all types of music, DJ
mixing, new beats, hip, house, jingles and video
production.

CALL 01 422 2220

THE BIGGEST

Jingles

JINGLES COLLECTION Starter pack 89. 12
professional jingles with tones on chrome cassette. Only £3 (incl) from Manchester mix, PO
Box 112, Macclesfield SKI I 8TN. Demo tape
£1.00 + SAE.
NOISEGATE JINGLE LINE DIAL-ADEMO 639-2832. 24 hrs aday.
CUSTOM pNGLES/A‘CA'PELLAS Broadcast standard £40 +VAT per cut. 5 plus free
shout £175 +VAT. Send £1.10 for demo. Portwell Productions, Colchester Road, VVeeley
Hth, Essex C016 9EE. Tel. 0255 830760.

PARIS

Departs Sunday pm

MIKE AND THE
MECHANICS

Departs Sunday pm

£79 plus £8.50 ins

PARIS

Monday 13th March

1OH SAi is it 11Iiii 01
NI W fl 1151 lIt
N
10 III IAll It 114A01

£85

CHRIS DE BURGH

KOLN
plus
Departs Monday pm

Tuesday 23rd May

fISLI DESIGN /1 INST AL LA IioN
FACILIT1F SSE RVICE
REPAIR DEPARTMENT

DIANA ROSS

FINANCE Et LEASING TERMS
WITH NOTHING TO PAY
FOR UP TO aMONTHS

Departs Wednesday pm

SIMPLY RED

MAIL ORDER FREE DELIVERY
EASY ACCESS FREE CAR PARK

£79

KOLN
plus £8
Departs Wednesday pm

Thursday 25th May

50 ITS

All the above tours include:
*Return coach travel
*Return ferry crossing with 'duty-free' opportunities
*One nights good class accommodation plus
continental breakfast
Experienced courier service
*Plus, of course, your CONCERT TICKET!

4111 41?
Rd.
Wd.,
.....
.....
We. c
lEN.
cc c .121 c
l2c.1 fee.,
c.c. nr,1.17•1g..q:`

Lightning Sound & light Ltd.

ABRACADABRA
owned and run by DJs, The Bullshit Free
Zone instant interest free credit.
OPEN six days. Late night Wednesday 9pm.
Huge clearance of used equipment at
bargain prices.
314NelsonRoad,Whitton,
koliddxTW27AH.
01-8981127

£8 50 ins

£99 plus £8.50 ins

PARIS

Thursday 11th May

MASSIVE SHOWROOM WITH
ONSITE DEMO SUITE

Bookings

are subject to acceptance of our terms of business
(available on request)

'Mall MI In

III la El MI la MI MI MI MI

MIMI 911

I

BOOKING COUPON

111

Rooms required:

•

Ienclose £15 deposit per person which includes £8.50 compulsory travel insurance.

Please make cheques payable to:
IN THE LIMELIGHT, 8 George Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2EH.
Tel: (0225) 448188
Please. book
places to see
Departing from:

Birmingham
....

double:

London
....

twin:

Please circle
...

treble:

....

single:

....

•

Single rooms, when available charged £10 extra

Mixing Tuition
BASIC MIXING TECHNIQUES.
Factsheet 0706-841-41 I

£85 plus £8.50 Ins

ELTON JOHN
Easter Monday 27th March

Disco Sales and Hire

PAMS JINGLES for our new price list and
DJ demo cassette send £2.00 to Parris, 4 Hansol
Road, Bexleyheath, Kent DA6 8JG.

6611

Free

DOUBLE TROUBLE are teaching all standards of mixing and transform scratching combining their famous studio effects at Noisegate
Studio. 01-358 0809 (24 hours).

111

Name:

I

Address:

II

Post Code:

Iiiniummail

11111111

Tel No

(daytime) • -

I

MiumMMailamMIIIMaillma
R tvt 45

elIS WEEK'S

CHARTS
ANALYSED

BYALAN

New Order's sixth album 'Technique'
enters the chart at number one this week,
to become the Mancunian group's first
chart-topper. Their 198 Idebut

JONES

since March 1987, when Simply Red —
another of Manchester's chart invaders —
were charting both 'Picture Book' and
'Men And Women'.

'Movement' reached number 30; I
983's
'Power, Corruption And Lies' got to
number four; I
985's 'Low Life' peaked at
number seven; I
986's 'Brotherhood'

• I
8-year old Debbie Gibson's second
album 'Electric Youth' debuts at number
eight this week, even though its

reached number nine and I987's

introductory single 'Lost In Your Eyes' is

'Substance', ahits package, climbed as high
as number three.

struggling, moving up only two notches to
number 36.

Only three other acts from Manchester
have had number one albums this decade

By contrast, Debbie's previous album,
'Out Of The Blue', which spawned five
hits, four of them top 20, peaked at a
lowly number 26. Despite this, it was and
still is asteady seller, with nearly 200,000

— Rick Astley reached the summit in
I
987 with 'Whenever You Need
Somebody', the Smiths topped in 1985
with 'Meat Is Murder' and their former
lead vocalist Morrissey reached number
one last year with his debut solo album
'Viva Hate'. Coincidentally, Morrissey and
Astley are the highest debutants on this
week's singles chart, Astley entering at,
number 26 with 'Hold Me In Your Arms'
and Morrissey at number six with 'The
Last Of The Famous International

copies sold so far.
• Roachford's self-titled debut album reenters the chart this week at number 18.
It originally peaked at number 69 last July.
The single which fuelled its limited
success then is the same one as is
responsible for its resurgence now:
.
'Cuddly Toy'. The single reached number

NEW ORDER's Barney keeps an eye out for adoring fans
Edition, he scored anumber one hit with
'Candy Girl'.

for anew entry even by an established
artist in America, and is remarkable for an
unknown one.

Playboys'. The latter-named title is
Morrissey's third solo hit. 'Suedehead' also

61 last year, and number four last week.

•After debuting last week at number 55,
Nik Kershaw's 'One Step Ahead'

The story behind the record is that
Roxette are amale/female duo from

debuted at number six, whilst 'Everyday Is
Like Sunday' entered at number 12.

• Marc Almond and Gene Pitney's

unexpectedly dips to number 78.
His first single since 'Radio Musicola'
over two years ago, it brings to aclose his

Sweden, massively popular at home, but
previously unable to establish themselves
overseas. An international exchange

run of 10 consecutive top 50 hits, dating
back to 'Wouldn't It Be Good' exactly five

student from Minneapolis took ashine to

'Playboys' debuts at number one on the
I
2-inch, cassette and compact disc singles
charts, becoming the first record ever to
score this particular treble.

duet 'Something's Gotten Hold Of My
Heart' remains at number one for athird
week, comfortably ahead of all other
singles, but seems likely to get its comeuppance next week from Simple Minds'
stunning new single.

•The late Roy Orbison's three week

years ago.
Meanwhile, Nik's new label-mate
Sheena Easton, who recently singed to

'The Look' and, after returning to the USA
recently, persuaded his local radio station
to give it aspin. Reaction was very
favourable, and other radio stations

run at the top of the album chart was
brought to an end this week by New

It's notable that the only female singer
in the top 10 this week is Kym Mazelle
from the windy city of Chicago. Kym

the MCA label after eight years with EMI,

Order's 'Technique' (see above), but whilst
the erstwhile chart-topping 'The

shares vocals with Robert Howard on
the number seven hit 'Wait'.

Me'. It's her biggest hit since 'For Your

tracked it down and started playing it. EMI
hadn't planned to release it, but with more
than 100 stations already playlisting it, they

Eyes Only' reached number eight in 1981.

rushed it out last week. Now Roxette

CHARTFILE USA EXTRA

Swede and Abba all the way tg the top of
the Hot 100.

Legendary Roy Orbison' dips to number
three, Roy's last album, 'Mystery Girl',
completed just before his recent death,

• Bobby Brown's recent American
chart-topper 'My Prerogative' climbs to

debuts at number two.

number nine here this week, becoming

Roy thus becomes the first act to have
two albums in the top 10 simultaneously

the 19-year-old's first top 10 hit since
1983 when, as lead singer of New

climbs to number 15 with 'The Lover In

look set ot follow fellow-Swedes Blue

The highest-debuting single in America this
week, at number 50, is 'The Look' by
Roxette.
Number 50 is avery respectable placing

410 In/VW- LW- MUSIC Mil

comr..mcv »misc.

TW LW
I —
2
3
4
5

2
16
5
11

TW LW
THE LAST OF THE FAMOUS INTERNATIONAL PLAYBOYS Morrissey
THAT'S THE WAY LOVE IS Ten City

HMV
Atlantic

LOVE TRAIN Holly Johnson

MCA

WAIT Robert Howard &Kym Mazelle

RCA

MY PREROGATIVE Bobby Brown

MCA

6

I

SOMETHING'S GOTTEN HOLD OF MY HEART Marc Almond featuring Gene Pitney

7

4

RESPECT Adeva

3

CUDDLY TOY Roachford

8
9

20

3

2

LIVING YEARS Mike And The Mechanics

3

THE LEGENDARY ROY ORBISON Roy Orbison

6

4

ANCIENT HEART Tanna Tikaram

Parlophone

7

5

Cooltempo

GREATEST HITS Fleetwood Mac

8

8

WATERMARK Enya

CBS

9
10
I1

SHE DRIVES ME CRAZY Fine Young Cannibals
THE LIVING YEARS Mike And The Mechanics

12

19

IT'S ONLY LOVE Simply Red

13

13

BREAK 4LOVE Raze

14
15

10
—

GET ON THE DANCE FLOOR Rob Base & DjE-Z Rock
THE LOVER IN ME Sheena Easton

16

16

BIG AREA Then Jerico

17

14

CRACKERS INTERNATIONAL Erasure

18

12

GOOD LIFE Inner City

19

17

1CAN DO THIS Monte Love

20

18

YOU GOT IT Roy Orbison

—

WEA

12

—
7
10
6

Elektra

13

11

Champion

14

12

S
'upreme/Profile

15

9

MCA

16

15

London

Polydor
Virgin CDV2576
WEA
Telstar
WEA
Warner Bros
WEA

ELECTRIC YOUTH Debbie Gibson

Atlantic 7819322

MONEY FOR NOTHING Dire Straits

Vertigo

PREMIERE COLLECTION — ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER Various
THE INNOCENTS Erasure
ANYTHING FOR YOU Gloria Estefan with Miami Sound Machine
KICK 1NXS
THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION Bryan Ferry/Roxy Music
THE GREATEST LOVE VOL 2 Various

17

—

Mute

AFTER THE WAR Gary Moore

18

—

ROACHFORD Roachford

10 Records

19

—

Cooltempo

WANTED Yazz

20

—

NEW LIGHT THROUGH OLD WINDOWS Chris Rea

Virgin

Factory FACD275

THE MARQUEE — 30 LEGENDARY YEARS Various
MYSTERY GIRL Roy Orbison

5

London

7
8

TECHNIQUE New Order
1

4

Big Life

10

lv

I
2

FINE TIME Yazz

I1

R

Meanwhile, Roxette's latest album has
sold 365,000 copies in Sweden in just
three months. A comparable figure for the
UK would be around 21
/ million.
2

Compiled by Gallup

Really Useful
Mute
Epic
Mercury
EG
Telstar
Virgin CDV2575
CBS 4606302

Big Life YAZZCD 1
WEA24384I 2

THE TOP OF 'RI EPOPS CHART

THE NATIONAL TOP 100 SINGLES AND LPS COMPILED FOR nu AND 'TOTP' BY GALLUP

UK

SINGLES

FEB

5,

—

FEB11

TW LW W/C
1

1

5

2
3
4
5
6

2
3
5
4
—

5
5
5
6
1

7
8
9
0
1

10
8
18
6
27

5
4
10
6
2

WAIT Robert Howard & Kym Mazelle
THAT'S THE WAY LOVE IS Ten City
MY PREROGATIVE Bobby Brown
SHE DRIVES ME CRAZY Fine Young Cannibals
FINE TIME Yazz

2
3
4
5

24
22
13
23

4
3
3
4

LOVE CHANGES EVERYTHING Michael Ball
IT'S ONLY LOVE Simply Red
BIG AREA Then Jerico
THE LOVER IN ME Sh eena Easton

6
7
8
9

7
9
17
11

w
ww
ei.
w
ww
"b.,.
ww
ww
w.
ev

ww

10
10
5

SOMETHING'S GOTTEN HOLD OF MY HEART Marc Almond
Featuring Gene Pitney
THE LIVING YEARS Mike And The Mechanics
YOU GOT IT Roy Orbison
LOVE TRAIN Holly Johnson
CUDDLY TOY Roachford
THE LAST OF THE FAMOUS INTERNATIONAL PLAYBOYS
Morrissey

21
22
23
24
25

14
16
31
12
21

4
9
3
10
4

BE MY TWIN Brother Beyond
b
r
BABY DON'T FORGET MY NUMBER Milli -Vanilli
LOOKING FOR LINDA Hue And Cry
BUFFALO STANCE Nene h Ch er
WHERE IS THE LOVE Will Downing & Mica Paris . -,., ,

26
27

—
15

I
12

HOLD ME IN YOUR ARMS Rick Astley
WAITING FOR A STAR TO FALL Boy Meets Girl

28
29
30
31
32

28
20
19
—
45

8
5
10
I
2

BREAK 4 LOVE Raze
i
GET ON THE DANCE FLOOR Rob Base & DJ E-Z Rock
GOOD LIFE Inner City
ROCKET DelLepp ard
IDON'T WANT A LOVER Texas

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

—
36
26
38
69
25
39
37
32
—
75
56
39
34
—
51
—
33
67

1
2
12
3
2
4
2
2
5
1
2
2
11
II
1
3
1
3
2

..e.

52

—

I

ww.

53
54

60
35

2
13
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ww.
w

w
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w
w
ww
ww.
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ek.
w

em.

55

42

4

di-.
+we.
w
w

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

—
—
72
63
48
—
47
59
40
78

1
1
3
3
7
I
4
2
10
2

66
67
68
69
70
71
72

82
41
53
—
50
66
49

2
9
4

—
58

1
3

w

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

61
84
55
81
90
—
—
85
—
—
65
—
83
—
—

ww.

91
92
93

93
88
—

94
95

—
87

96
98
99
--100

91
95
96
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w
4a.
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ww
w
w
w
w
xi.
ww
ww.
w
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ww
we.

ww
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I
5
3
3

BABY 1LOVE YOUR WAY/FREEBIRD (MEDLEY) Will To Pow
IONLY wANNA BE WITH YOU Samantha Fox

EVERY ROSE HAS ITS THORN Poison
SHE WON'T TALK TO ME Luther Vandross l
ILIVE FOR YOUR LOVE Natalie Cole
LOST IN YOUR EYES Debbie Gibson
STOP Sam Brown
TRACIE Level 42
PEACE IN OUR TIME Big Country
1CAN DO THIS Monie Love
FISHERMAN'S BLUES the Waterboys
CAN U DIT IT? Pop Will Eat I
tself
WHAT IAM Edie Bricker' And The New Bohemians
HOW COME IT NEVER RAINS Dogs D'Amour
FOUR LETTER WORD Kim Wilde
LOCO IN ACAPULCO Four Tops
4,
ALL THIS TIME Tiffany
MAYOR OF SIMPLETON XTC
AS ALWAYS Farley Presents Ricky Dillard
GRIP '89 Stranglers
.
STAND R.E.M.
.
CAN'T STAY AWAY FROM YOU Gloria Esel,r,

+-le

.‘,

Cooltempo
Epic
,..-"Jive

Parlophone
Cooltempo
-^,,,,, Circa
Circa
Feu/ th & Broadway
RCA PB42615

24
25

20
22
17
26

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

31
25
28
—
32
34
24
27
33
23

43
44
45
46
17
48

48
36
43
—
40
38
49
71

Si
52
53

42
"52
75

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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Cooltempo
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China
MCA
Arista
MCA TIFF6

Virgin
-Champion CHAMP90

5 O'CLOCK WORLD J
uli an Cope

,WORKING ON IT Chris Rea
ARE YOU MY BABY Wendy & Lisa
MEAN WOMAN BLUES Elvis Presley
DOWNTOWN '88 Petula Clark
FALLING IN LOVE AGAIN Londonbeat
HIPPY HIPPY SHAKE Georgia Satellites
SCANDALOUS 2 Puerto Ricans, A Black Man & A Dominican
ANGEL OF HARLEM U2
SAY A LITTLE PRAYER Bomb Th e Bass Feat Maureen

OFood For Thought
Island

DON'T SCANDALIZE MINE Sugar Bear
YOUR LOVE TAKES ME HIGHER Beloved

WEA YZ350
Virgin VSI156
RCA
PRT PYSI9
Anxious ANX007
Elektra
Syncopate SY20
Island
Rhythm King DOOD3

Champion CHAMP92
WEA

FREEBIRD/SWEET HOME ALABAMA Lynyrd Skynyrd
DON'T RUSH ME Taylor Dayne
HOT THING Gaye Bykers On Acid
LUCY (REMIX) Habi t

MC A
Arista 111687
Virgin VSI165
Virgin

WALK ON... Smith & Mighty/Jackie Jackson
Three Stripe
HOW CAN 1GO ON Freddie Mercury & Montserrat Caballe
STOP THAT GIRL 2 Brave
Polydor
KNOW HOW Young M.C.
London
Delicious/Fourth & B BRWI20

indicates asales increase of over 50%
indicates asales increase

ARTIST

ALBUMS

TECHNIQUE New Order
Factory FACT275
MYSTERY GIRL Roy Orbison
Virgin V2576
THE LEGENDARY ROY ORBISON Roy Orbison
Telstar
LIVING YEARS Mike And The Mechanics
ANCIENT HEART Tanita Tikaram
THE INNOCENTS Erasure
OD
* WW
MuEEt
AA
e
WATERMARK Enya
tr WEA
ELECTRIC YOUTH Debbie Gibson
Atlantic WX231
ANYTHING FOR YOU Gloria Estefan with Miami Sound Machine
O Epic
GREATEST HITS Fleetwood Mac
* * Warner Bros
LOVE SUPREME Diana Ross & The Supremes
* o
e
or
t
c
on
CLOSE Kim Wilde
dv D MCA
y
KICK INXS
Me rcury
WANTED Yam
tr Big Life
KYLIE — THE ALBUM Kyrie Minogue
tr * * *
* PWL
BAD Michael Jackson
* * *
*
* Epic
FtEMOTE Hue And Cry
**
CI E
rc
Ga
ROACHFORD Roachford
CBS 4606301
13 1THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION Bryan Ferry/Roxy Music
16
MONEY FOR NOTHING Dire Straits
* dv dv er Vertigo
1
GET EVEN Brother Beyond
Parlophone
NEW YORK Lou Reed
E
1 AFTER THE WAR Gary Moore
25i7
re
5
Virgin*VA8,m
18
FLYING COLOURS Chris De Burgh
16
NEW LIGHT THROUGH OLD WINDOWS Chris Rea
dv WEA
17
THE GREATEST HITS COLLECTION Bananarama
dv tr London
16
FISHERMAN'S BLUES the Waterboys
O*En
Rs
c
i
g
A
n
HOLD ME IN YOUR ARMS Rick Astley
„TRAVELING WILBURYS Traveling Wilburys
* Warner/Wilbury
PRIVATE COLLECTION Cliff Richard
tr * * EMI
24
SO GOOD Mica Paris
D Fourth &Broad
Twa u
y
80
HEARSAY/ALL MIXED UP Alexander O'Neal
* * * ab
17
RATTLE AND HUM U2
* dv tr Island
THE GREAT RADIO CONTROVERSY Tesla
E ek
*t
r
*
aE
NV,eXk2
t4
r.
4
43
TRACY CHAPMAN Tracy Chapman
45
PUSH Bros e
* dv **CBS
14
GREATEST HITS Human League
* Virgin
17
INTROSPECTIVE Pet Shop Boys
dv * Parlophone
60
FtAINTOWN Deacon Blue
* CBS
3 A SHOW OF HANDS Rush
Vertigo
2 MORE THAN FRIENDS Jonathan Butler
Jive
11
ALL OR NOTHING Milli Vanilli

37

:tVaerner 13
1róth
Ee
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i
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Machine
,.,„,,
Epic 6514447_
RUNAWAY GIRL/IT'S ALL RIGHT Sterling ViSicf
London
SUDDENLY ('NEIGHBOURS' WEDDING THEME) Angry Anderson

THE PRICE OF LOVE (R & R '89 REMIX) Bryan Ferry
EG EG046
I'M ON MY WAY Proclaimers
Chrysalis CLAIM4
PROMISED LAND Joe Smooth
Westside/DJ International
DREAM KITCHEN Frazier Chorus
Virgin
TENDER HANDS Chris De Burgh
A&M
CAN'T BE SURE The Sundays
Rough Trade RT2I8
HIP HOUSE/I CAN DANCE DJ Fast Eddie
Westside/DJ International
NERVOUS Matt Bianco
WEA
KEEPING THE DREAM ALIVE Freiheit
CBS
REAL EMOTION Reid
'
Syncopate
WILD TH1NG/LOC'ED AFTER DARK Tone Lot
Delicious/Fourth & Broadway
RHYTHM IS GONNA GET YOU Gloria Estefan And Miami Sound Machine
Epic
YOU'RE GONNA MISS ME Turntable Orchestra
Republic
CALL ME (BEN LIEBRAND REMIX) Blon die
Chrysalis
STRANGE KIND OF LOVE Love And Money
Fontana
ALL THE MYTHS ON SUNDAY Diesel Park West
Food
CLARE Fairground Attraction
RCA
MY LOVE IS MAGIC Bas Noir
10 Records TEN257I
THE PROMISE When In Rome
10 Records
FALLING IN AND OUT OF LOVE Femme Fatale
MCA
SHOOTING FROM MY HEART Big Bum Boo
MCA
HAUNTING ME V Capri
Lisson DOLE lo
ONE STEP AHEAD Nik Kershaw
MCA
ETERNAL FLAME Bangles
CBS
ALL IASK OF YOU Barbra Streisand
CBS
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Mercury LEP6

Mercury TEX I
Capitol CL520
Epic LUTH9
Manhattan
Atlantic
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Big Life
Really Useful
Elektra

ESPECIALLY FOR YOU Kylie Minogue & Jason Donovan
CRACKERS INTERNATIONAL Erasure
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38 LTHE FIRST OF A MILLION KISSES Fairground Attraction
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CIRCUS Erasure
tr Mute
88
WHITNEY Whitney Houston
tr dv * dv tr Arista
1 WHOOPS! THERE GOES THE NEIGHBOURHOOD the Blow Monkeys PL7I858
-*'20
NEW JERSEY Bon Jovi
D Vertigo
17
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN th e Pasadenas
tr CBS
21
SUNSHINE ON LEITH the Proclaimers
66
FAITH George Michael
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THE CREAM OF ERIC CLAPTON Eric Clapton/Cream
* * Polydor
HYSTERIA Def Leppard
* Bludgeon Riffola
SHOOTING RUBBERBANDS AT THE STARS Edie Bricker' And The New
Bohemians
Geffen
ATLANTIC REALM — TV SOUNDTRACK Clannad
BBC
-SHAKESPEARE ALABAMA Diesel Park West
Food FOODLP2
ANY LOVE Luther Vandross
Epic
THE MEMPHIS SESSIONS Wet Wet Wet
* Precious Organisatio n
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Original Cast
Polydor
ROYAL MIX '89 Mirage
Stylus
TILL ILOVED YOU Barbra Streisand
CBS
APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION Guns N' Roses
12 Geffen
SEE THE LIGHT Jeff Healey Band
Arista
THE JOE LONGTHORNE SONGBOOK Joe Longthorne
D Telstar
TANGO IN THE NIGHT Fleetwood Mac
* dv dv * * Warner Bros
CONSCIENCE Womack & Womack
* Fourth & Broadway
DON'T BE AFRAID OF THE DARK Robert Cray Band
Mercury MERH129
FABULOUS DISASTER Exodus
Music For Nations MFN90
THE JOSHUA TREE U2
* * dv tr tr Island
DELICATE SOUND OF THUNDER Pink Floyd
O EMI
SHORT SHARP SHOCKED Michelle Shocked
0 Cooking Vinyl
GIVING YOU THE BEST THAT IGOT Anita Baker
O Elektra
GN'R LIES Guns N' Roses
0 Geffen
NEGOTIATIONS AND LOVE SONGS 1971-1986 Paul Simon
* Warner Bros
CHRISTIANS the Christians
Island ILPS9876
GREEN R.E.M.

Warner Brothers WX234
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2 THE MARQUEE — 30 LEGENDARY YEARS Various
5 PREMIERE COLLECTION — ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER Various
5 THE GREATEST LOVE VOL 2Various
3 COCKTAIL Original Soundtrack
5 BUSTER Original Soundtrack
5 NOW THAT'S WHAT ICALL MUSIC 13 Various
5 THE GREATEST HITS OF HOUSE Various
5 DIRTY DANCING Original Soundtrack
5 THE GREATEST LOVE Various
5 SOFT METAL Various
2 FROM MOTOWN WITH LOVE Various
5 THE HITS ALBUM Various
5 THE CLASSIC EXPERIENCE Various
5 GREATEST HITS OF 1988 Various
RARE 3Various
5 HOUSE HITS OF 1988 Various
5 SMASH HITS PARTY 88 Various
I THE BLUES BROTHERS Original Soundtrack
5 THE LOST BOYS Original Soundtrack
5 THE BEIDERBECKE COLLECTION Various

ElPolyclor
***Really Useful
Telstar
Elektra
*Virgin
**Cr*EMI/Virgin/Polygrarn
OStylus
**RCA
Telstar
*Stylus
K-Tel
CBSAVEA/BMG
EMI
CTelstar
Ariola 209498
Telstar
*Dover
Atlantic K50715
Atlantic
Dormouse

dv * *Triple Platinum (900,000 sales), * * Double Platinum (600,000
sales), * Platinum (300,000 sales), D Gold (100,000 sales), O Silver (60,000
sales). Every star represents 300,000 sales.

INCLUDES:
POZITIV NOIZE - IFEEL FINE
DAMON ROCHEFORT - SOMETHING SPECIAL
FUNKACIDIC - HYDROCHLORIC
ALBUM •CASSETTE •CD
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